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I 

ABSTRACT 

This report describes an experimental study of the conduction 

and absorption mechanisms of Germanium in the temperature range 4.2 -

o 
1.5 K. The results of these studies were mainly devoted to the develop-

ments of very far infrared detectors. 

Germanium (Ge) is a well-known semiconductor element used 

widely, when doped w"ith small concentration of impuri ties, for detection 

of far infrared wavelengths up to 100~m. For doping concentrations less 

16 3 
than 1.0 x 10 atoms/em, the absorption of radiation in the range 100-

1000~m is very weak Because of the lack of the proper absorption mechan-

isms, except for some photo-hopping absorption in compensated samples 

around 1000llm. 
16 -3 

In the range of doping between 1-8 x 10 cm ,there 

exists additional thermal activation energy not present in the lower 

concentrations. It was thought that this activation energy results from 

impurity interactions in this doping range, and hence a delocalized energy 

band is thus formed above the ground state level. However, the electrical 

conduction, the width of this band and its position, and the relevance of 

this band to the marked bolometric effect for 10o-lOOOWU wavelength de tect-

10ns are not yet clear. 

This thesis presents further study on this band toge ther with its 

relation to the conduction and absorption mechanisms. Comparative studies 

were usually made for two samples of Ge differing in doping configuration, 

one of which does not have this additional activation energy (low concentra-

tion) . 

The firs t t1;vO chapters g1ve a reV1ew of the absorp tion and con-

duction mechanisms in Ge at low temperatures, and the performance relations 

and measurements for different types of infrared detectors. 

In this report, the conduc ti on mechanism is s tudi ed for th e two 

samples, and includes galvanometric properties, thermal properties and 

energy scattering processes for the carriers in the delocalized band. 



The absorption characteristics, 1n lOO-lOOO~ru range of the 

two samples were investigated. 

Germanium elements with absorbing surfaces are also studied 

using D:vo different techniques, namely, surface ion implantation and 

metal film deposition. The mutual effects of the implanted surface 

and the bulk material are discussed and suggestions for the future of 

this technique are g1ven. 

Finally, the design and performance of the constructed high 

sensi ti vi ty far infrared Ge detectors using the higher concentration 

sample are g1ven. Theoretical noise limitations were reached in these 

detectors. Heasurements and practicaI. astronomical applications are 

also given. 
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CHAPTER 1 

REVIE~{ ON THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION AND ABSORPTION MECHANISMS OF Ge 

AT VERY LOW TEMPERATURES 

1.1. Electrical conduction 

1.1.1. Low concentration range 

The conduction mechanism of Ge in the low concentration range 

of impurities CND or NAfl x 1016 cm-3 ) ~s now established to be what 

. k .. d· . b (1) d ~s nown as ~mpur~ty con uctlon f~rst 0 served by Hung , an Hung 

and Gliessman (2). These authors observed anomalous behaviour, at very 

low temperatures, in the Hall constant and the electrical resistivity 

of Ge doped to the upper limit of this range. Many papers have been 

published on this topic which have introduced more refinements to our 

understanding of this ne,v phenomenon of impurity conduction. Much of 

this work is referenced in a review article in the theory of impurity 

conduction by Mott and Twose 
(3) 

The best description of the phenorn-

enon was given by the Nott-Conwell model in which, for n-type material, 

the majority donors are randomly distributed in the ~oulambic potential 

of negatively charged acceptors. The charge distribution can respond 

to an applied electric field, F, by an electron hop associated with an 

energy increase, ~E, from an uncharged to an adjacent charged donor. 

For such hopping to take place there should be some vacant localized 

states to which electrons hop. The hopping rate is a function of the 

majority concentration, the energy difference ~E between two hopping 

centres, and the absolute temperature T. The hopping time, T 
. 

, ~s 

the inverse of the transition rate and is given by (4,5) 

where, 

T e 

2r 
a 

r ~s the meanTIklj ori ty centre separation, 

.. (1. 1) 

3 



and a 1.S the ground state Bohr radius of the impurity atom. 

The free hopping carrier concentration is given by (3) 

exp .. (1.2) 

where ND and NA are the donor and acceptor concentrations respectively. 

The average energy separation 6E is a function only of donor and 

acceptor concentrations; for n-type material it has been found (20) 

that 

.. (1.3) 

where k 1.S the dielectric constant. 

The temperature dependences of land n are different. The 

maX1.mum variation of l will occur when T~ ~ , but it will be insensit-

ive to T when kT 6t Ll2E , which is usually met in practice. The depend-
;>;> 

ence of n on T, through the exponential factor in (1.2), has a maximum 

l1E variation when T = ; a saturation in carr1.er concentration should 4k 

set in when n = NA = number of vacant centres. Substituting in (1.2), 

the corresponding temperature T can be obtained from, 
s 

exp 
-L\E 
2kT 

s 
= 

K liere is the compensation ratio (NA/~) 

•. (1.4) 

When a steady electric field is applied across the sample, 

the situation is altered due to the change in potential energy associa-

ted with each hopping centre and an equilibrium polarization has to be 

established even if the phonon excitation is not sufficient to overcome 

the coulombic potential around the minority impurity. This relaxation 

will take a time of the order of the hopping time (1.1). The rate of 

d 
. . (5) 

change of polarization can he detecte as a current 1.n an ac exper1.ment . 

For low concentration of impurities, the wavefunction overlap 

between adj acent majority impurity centre is small but fini te, resulting 

4 



in a finite propability of tunnelling of majority carrlers from 

occupied to unoccupied centres. Experimentally, the conduction process 

in this concentration range at lay temperatures is characterized by a 

single activation energy E 3 = ~E, which confirms that the only 

conduction mechanism in these conditions is due to the activated hopping 

mechanism. The electrical conductivity at low temperatures will take 

the form (6) 

(5 = exp 
- E 

3 
kT .• (1.5) 

where (53 represents the conductivity in the limit ~ ~ o. 

Fritzsche and Cuevas (14) found that for p-type Ge, the value 

of ~ was nearly independent on acceptor concentration in the range 

15 16 -3 
1.4 x 10 1: NA ~ 3.5 x 10 em for constant 1< = 0.4, a broad maxlffium 

15 -3 
occurrlng for NA = 3.2 x 10 cm . With increase in NA above 

3.5 x 1016 cm-3 , for the same K, the value of E3 falls rapidly to zero 

17 -3 at NA ~ 1.5 x 10 cm corresponding to the onset of metallic type 

of conduction. For K = 0.04, an approximately three-fold larger E3 

value is obtained at NA = 3.7 x 1015 cm-3 , and an even faster fall to 

zero occurs for increasing NA up to the same limiting value. 

In spite of the good understanding of the theory of impurity 

conduction, some uncertainties still remain. The work of Miller and 

Abrahams (4) based on phonon-induced hopping model for n-type compen

sated Ge with impurity content up to 6 x 10
15 

cm-3 showed, for all 

samples, that the calculated resistivity is higher than the measured 

one. The ratio between the calculated and the measured resistivities 

reduces with increasing donor concentration. This deviation is 

explained by the authors as to arise from the uncertainties connected with 

the treatment of the effective mass anisotropy, the deformation 

potential constant and the spread in the orbit radius due to zero-point 

lattice motion. The latter and the uncertainty arising from the choice 

5 



of transverse orbit w·ill affect the computed value of resistivity by 

about 60%. However, from their calculations on a sample having donor 

~ 15 -3 
concentrat10n of 1.6 x 10 em ,the calculated value is about 3.8 

times higher than the measured one. 

As we mentioned, in the low concentration range and suffic-

iently low temperatures the only dominating conduction is the activated 

hopping mechanism. However, it was shmVIl by Sladek (13) that free 

carriers in the conduction band exist at low temperatures. N-type 

samples of Ge with As and Sb doping concentrations of 7.8 x 1015 -
-3 

1.7 x 10
16 

em were investigated in a magnetic field. The author 

found magneto-resistance for all samples investigated which are of the 

same order of magnitude as those observed when ~e current is carried 

by electrons in the conduction band. This effect being happened in 

the impurity conduction range, the author mentioned that the mechanism 

should be entirely different if it is attributed to the impurity con-

duction carr1ers.. The reason for this, he stated~ that the Lorentz 

current of normal magnitude caused by a magnetic field H will be given 

by JliR times the impurity conduction current; ~ . 
1 

1S the mobili ty 
c 

of impurity conduction carriers and c is the velocity of light. 

magnitude of current component will be n eg1igib 1y small (11. 
1 

. 
1.S 

This 

several orders of magnitude less than the conduction band mobility). 

The author explained the observed magneto-resistance by the effect of 

magnetic field on the wavefunctions spread describing the localized 

electron motion. The author also found that the conduction band 

carr1ers came as a natural extrapolation from its values at high 

temperatures. As an example for this, the author found that for 

?b-doped sample having ND = 1.7 x 10
16 

cm-
3 

at 3.54
0

K, the number of 

conduction band carr1ers has to be 108.2~ cm-3 with mobility of 

3420 cm2 ev. :;ec)-l. The author also attributed the decrease in the 

Hall coefficient l\r. with increasing the magnetic field H to the decrease 

6 



in the conduction band conductivity contribution than the impurity 

contribution, and that the Lorentz current is only caused by con-

duction band electrons. The Hall coefficient formula that was used 

in this last speculation ~s 

~ = .. (1.6) 

where 

S12 is the contribution of the conduction band electrons 

to the overall conductivity. 

Sll is the purely impurity conduction contribution. 

1.1.2, Intermediate and hig~ concentration ranges 

The intermediate doping range (~ 1-8 x 1016 cm-3 ) is 

generally characterized by the existance of an activation energy E: 2 

~n t~e electrical conduction mechanism. The reason for the appearance 

of this activation energy is not fully understood. The low frequency 

conductivity at low temperatures, in this range, can be expressed as 

follows (6}: 

- E:2 - E:3 
a = 0'2 exp + 0'3 exp .. (1. 7) kT kT 

a's the limit of the respective conductivity 1 represent when - =0. 
T 

The second term in R.H.S. may represent the hopping contribu-

(13) . tion as before but probably _ with different nature and dom~nates 

at the lowest temperatures. This activation energy only exists for 

16 -3 . 
doping concentration up to about 8 x 10 cm and d~sappears for 

higher concentrations. The doping concentration range between 8 x 10
16 

\ - 1.3 x 1017 cm-3 is again characterised by a single activation energy 

which in its turn disappears at the upper limit mentioned due to the 

onset of metallic conduction (17} It was mentioned that this unique 

activation energy might be associated with the process which gives rise 

7 



to E2 · Further work suggests that this is the actual case. In the 

last reference, the author studied the effect of uniaxial compression 

in < Ill> direction on n-type Ce. This compression affects greatly 

the impurity conduction in intermediate and high concentration ranges 

which depends originally on the wave-function overlap. The maximum 

stress used was 2 x 109 dynes/cm
2

. The main effect of the stress was 

a change in the activation energy E2 of impurity conduction. This 

effect was similar for both As and P impurities ,V'hich is a decrease of 

both resistivity and the activation energy E
2

. However, the opposite 

effect was ·observed in the case of Sb impurity, ~.e. an increase of 

both resistivity and E2 . The author also investigated as a function 

of stress the critical impurity separation for the transition from 

non-metallic to metallic conduction in the concentration range 

16 17 -3 7 x 10 < Nn < 3 x 10 cm . The author's conclusion was 

(i) The activation energy E2 depends strongly on the 

wavefunction overlap. 

Cii) Shear s trains change the donor wavefunctions originating 

from the individual valleys by an amount proportional to the valley-

orbit splitting of the donor element. 

The author also indicated that the case of Sb-doped Ge is 

complicated by the fact that the three-fold IS-like state lies very 

close to the ground state and probably overlaps it at the intermediate 

concentrations. Finally, the author did not expect the strong temperature 
Px 

dependence of 
Po 

(the ratio between the resistivity under stress and 

the zero stress value). 

Frood (I8) proposed that, at intermediate concentration range, 

the conduction takes place in the lower tail of the conduction band which 

includes the delocalized higher laying impurity states. Based on this 

proposition, the dominating conduction mechanism will be due to the 

8 



delocalized carrLers having mobility higher than the hopping mobility 

and smaller than the conduction (or valence) band mobility. 

The impurity conduction in this concentration range has also 

b d · d b J (16,19)f . een LSCUSS e y ames rom adLfferent point of view. The 

author introduced a theory based on the activationless tunnelling for 

carriers between atoms having maximum amount of overlap. This pre-

ferred path always exis ts as a resul t of the random dis tribu tion of 

impurities in the crystal. In this path, the carriers will move ~vith 

large speeds and dominate any other type of conduc tivity at very lmv 

temperatures. As the concentration Lncreases, the number of these 

preferred paths increase and/or may broaden to allow more carrLers to 

tunnel through hut its contribution to overall conductivity will dec-

rease as the concentration approaches the metallic type of conduction. 

By this model, the author wanted to speculate the behaviour of the 

activation energy Ez wi th doping concentration. His theory, as a 

matter of fact, may be able to speculate some of the uncertainties 

beuveen theory and experiments especially the overall conductivity and 

average drift mobility in the low and intermediate concentration ranges. 

As we mentioned, in Miller and Abrahams work (4), the deviation of the 

calculated resistivity from the measured one decreases with increasing 

impurity concentration could well be speculated by James' theory. 

The Hall coefficient measurements for Sb-doped Ge in a very 

wide range of concentration as a function of temperature have been done 

. (16) by FrLtzsche . . From these measurements, we observe a clear maXL-

mum Ln the Hall curve for low concentration samples which occurs at 

temperatures at which the free carrier conduction and impurity con-

duction compete; for higher temperatures the free carrier conduction 

dominates. On the other hand, for samples in the intermediate concent-

ration range, such a finite clear maximum is not present, which indic-

16 -3 
a tes th.at for the doping level at which this occurs (abou t 6 x 10 cm ) 
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there is no. such co.nductio.n competi tio.n and tILe free carrler conductio.n 

do.es. no.t disappear co.mpletely but still acting as an essential part o.f 

the conductio.n mechanism at the lo.west temperatures. The free carrlers 

may transfer to. another lower bro.adened state when reducing temperatures 

and will behave similar to. the carriers in the co.nduction band. 

Within the impurity concentrations in which there are clear 

maxlIDa o.f the Hall co.efficient, the peak shifts towards the lower 

temperatures as the impurity content decreases. Therefere, we may say 

that the temperature of equal conduc tivi.ties increases with increasing 

d . 1 1 . f .. . 16 -3 ( o.p1.ng eve. S1.nce or llnpUrlty concentrat1.o.ns < 10 cm J01:v 

cencentration range), the main participation to. co.nductivity cemes 

fro.m the conductien band carriers and the hopping carr1.ers In the vicin-

ity ef th.e Hall maxlmUlll, therefore, the effect o.f incremental 1.ncreaSe 

1.n the majerity impurity on the ho.pping conductivity 1.S larger than its 

effect on the free carrier conduction at lo.w temperatures. 

The activatien energy E2' being created by the majerity 

impurity ,vavefunctio.n ever lap , should not be affec.ted by the degree 

o.f cempensatien. However, the density of delocalized carr1.ers may be 

affected through the change ef t~e ho.pping activatien energy E3. It 

was shewn by Fritzsche and Cuevas (14) that E3 reduces when the compen

satien ratio K increases thereby increasing the domina.tien ef E3 

co.nductien. Mo.reever, the E2 conductio.n vanishes at K = 0.4. This 

is also. clear frem Price's fo.rmula given by equatien (1.3) fer E3 and 

frem Miller and Abranams,(4) werk for K up to. 0.2 fer n-type Ge that is 

= .. (1.8) 

The variatien ef E2 with magnetic field for impurity con-

16 17 (21) h 
centrati.ens 5 x 10 - 2 x 10 was studied oy Sadasiv W 0 cen-

cluded that E2 lncreases oy an ameunt propo.rtiena1 to. the square o.f 

the magnetic inductio.n H, 1.. e. 

10 



£ 2(R) = 2 
£2 + aH (1.9) 

a being the constant of proportionality which depends on the nature and 

concentration of the impurity, but in general a decreasing function of 

impurity concentration. As an example, the author found that for Sb

doped sample of 5.~ x 1016 cm-3 , the value of ~ is equal to 4.01 x 10-13 

-2 
eV.G • The main concern of Sadas iv's work is to study the transverse 

magneto-resistance in the intermediate concentration range and showed 

t~at the transverse magneto-resistance ratio decreases with decreasing 

temperature from 4.2 to 'V2.lo
K for a sample having 3.8 x 1016 Sb/cm3 

as a result of increasing the domination of £ 3. \fuile for samples in 

which 16 -3 £3 does not exist (concentrations> 8 x 10 cm), the magneto-

resistance keeps increasing with decreasing temperatures down to 1.14oK. 

Hm-lever, the author did not measure the Hall coefficient and its 

variation with electric or magnetic fields. 

The impurity conduction of Ge at specific doping level depends 

on the nature of impurities, mainly the atomic radius. Antimony atom 

has the largest atomic number and hence largest atomic radius. The 

conductivity at low temperatures for specific doping is larger for Sb 

than, for instance, As or P. The large atomic dimensions of Sb atom 

in Ge results in a smaller ionization energy from the ground state to 

the conduction band for isolated atoms. It also has been demonstrated 

. (22) h h d . I: • h . 1 d d G by Sawak~ et ale t at t e ens1ty OL states 1n eaV1 y ope e 

with antimony (5 x 1018 and 1.5 x 1019 cm-3) has a little evidence for 

a dip between the impuri ty band and the main band, while for As doped 

sample (the same doping) there was a strong dip, but there existed 

only a long tail going down continuously below the main band. The fact 

\ 

that Sb atoms have a larger effective potential in the crystal than As, 

which reduces the concentration at which ~~e metallic conduction sets 

in, does not explain this behaviour of state density. The conclusion 

th.at the author reached for this doping level, is that the complete mergin; 

11 



of the impurity band \.zith the ..main band in Sb case suggests that the 

electrons will behave as a free electron, while in As samples, the 

electrons still have a strong localized nature at the same doping. 

1.2. Absorption of radiation 

1.2.1. Photon-induced hopping absorption 

Research on ac conductivity on compensated n-type Ge were 

carried out by Pollak and Geballe (5), Golin (7) and Pollak (8) for 

frequencies up to 105Hz, much lower than the far infrared frequencies 

(3 x lOll - 3 x 1012 Hz). The experimental results and theoretical 

speculations conducted by these authors confirm the existance of an ac 

conductivity superimposed on the dc value. Higher frequency investi

gations, up to 9 x 109 Hz, were done by Tanaka and Fan (9), and 

Tanaka et ale (10) who proposed the inadequacy of the phonon-assisted 

hopping model at these higher frequencies, and that direct photon 

absorption, without phonon participation, was involved for hopping to 

occur. 

Further support to the las t proposal \vas pub lished by BlinOYls ki 

and Mycielski (11) \vho calculated the absorption of the very far infra-

red radiation at lrnv temperatu~es in doped semi-conductors with compen-

sation ratios up to 0.2. The behaviour of n-type Ge with a doping 

16 -3 
concentration up to 6 x 10 cm was calculated by them for wavelengths 

500-250011m. 

For this photon-induced hopping to occur, the quantum energy 

of the incident photon should be comparable to the energy difference 

between nvO hopping centres, ~ = 2 E3 , where E3 is the hopping thermal 

activation energy. The calculated and measured value of E3 makes this 

tuned absorption occue at the millimetre range of the infrared spectrum. 

For low doping samples, this is the only significant absorption mechan-

lsm for quantum energies les s than the energy gap bet~veen the ground 
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state and the continuum conduction (or valence) band at which direct 

photo ionization of neutral impurities l;vi 11 occur. 

1.2.2. Excitation to higher excited states 

For low doping concentrations, where the impurity atoms are 

nearly separated, absorption of radiation will occur if the quantum 

energy is equal to the energy separation between the ground state and 

higher excited states. Since the excited states for this doping level 

are not affected by the nearest impurity centres, well defined absorp-

tion lines must be observed for excited states belmv the conduction 

band ~n n-type sample. If the quantum energy is equal to or slightly 

greater than the ionization energy to the conduction (or valence) band, 

large continuum absorption of radiation will occur due to the existing 

very large density of states. In doped Ge, the ground state is separa-

ted from the continuum band by 10-13 meV, and the radiation wavelengths 

necessary for transition are about l25-95vm. This photoionization is 

different from the mentioned photon-indttced hopping in a way that it is 

independent of the compensating centres concentration which is essential 

in the hopping transitions. 

The well defined absorption lines due to single excited 

states and the energy threshold for the excitation to the continuum band 

will be affected by increasing doping concentration because of the 

impurity interactions. The dependence of absorption characteristics of 

14 16-3 
Sb-doped Ge l;vith impurity content in the range 6 x 10 - 7 x 10 em 

o . b· . d 1 (15) at 2.3 K has been carr~ed out y N~S1 a et ~. . The author observed 

broadening of the absorption lines of excited states of the donors with 

,increasing donor concentration. The background absorption in the 

specimens becomes dominant at a concentration of 2.x 10
16 

cm-
3 

and 

approxim3tely independent of the frequency of photons ~n the range 

100~1000~. The author suggested that this is due to the wavefunction 
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overlap. At 7 x 10
16 

cm -3 the structureless background absorption 

spreads, with larger value, allover the spectrum of submillimetre 

region, the origin of which is not due to the free carrier absorption 

bu'': it is possibly due to donor clusters and/or conduction band 

tailing. Also, the absorption lines occurring at higher energy side 

are broadened more than at the lQ1;ver energy. The broadening of the 

absorption lines may be due to the life-time of the excited state 

interacting with phonons. The author also found that an excited 

state will disappear at specific doping level if the mean impurity 

separation becomes less than 2.5 times the radius of this state. 

h
. .. (12) 

Furt er 1nvest1gat1on on Sb-doped Ge has been made for 

15 photo-conductivity spectra for concentrations of Sb of 3.1 x 10 -

16 -3 
2.1 x 10 :crn and for quantum energies of 5 - 13 meV. The authors 

in this paper refer the pllotoexcitation at quantllill energies less than 

the ionization energy of electrons in isolated donor atoms to be as 

photothermal excitation in which the smaller quantum energy can excite 

the donor electrons to higher excited states which can be promoted 

further by interaction with phonons. A model was suggested by them 

in which the impurity atoms assenIDle to form small clusters together 

with other isolated atoms. The interaction benveen impurity atoms 1n 

this model reduces the activation energy of donors to values below the 

value relevant to the isolated atoms. 
o 

At 4.2 K there was definite photo-

excitation by the proper activation energy, in addition to further 

excitation with less activation energies. These authors also found that 

the quantum energy necessary for photoexci tation is reduced with incre-

asing donor concentration and the photo spectra become structureless 

16 -3 
for donor concentration of 1.2 x 10 Gil • \fuen reducing temperature 

down to 1.6oK, for a given sample, the structure of the photo response 

flattens down. At this temperature the ratio of residual photoconduc L-

ivity to the essential photoconductivity increases. Regarding the 
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mobili ty of excited carrlers, the au thors assumeci that electrons exci ted 

by the proper quantum energy for isolated atoms have mobilities equal to 

the conduction band mobility, and they found that electrons excited 

by less quantum energies have mobilities which do not deviate too 

much from the conduction band mobility, This small deviation from the 

conduction band mobility was not expected by the authors because they 

mentioned that if these electrons are moving in the D band or in the 

conduction band tai 1, it should have much lO"1;ver mobilities . 

The existence of the thermal activation energy E2 In the 

intermediate doping concentration as shown in equation (1.7) was 

1 d b h 'h· 1 (31), . specu ate y Yos l lro et a . as to arlse from the formatlon of 

a delocalized energy band as a result of the wavefunction overlap. 

The centre of this band is separated from the ground state level by 

an energy equal to E2 . Hence, phototransition to this band can occur 

with quantum energies appropriate to the value of E2 (smaller than the 

maln ionization energy to the continuum band). The authors used 377~m 

radiation 'vi th variab 1 e concentrations of Sb-doped samples In the 

intermediate range. They found that the absorption cross section 

2 
(J = em , 

where a is the absorption coefficient, has a maxlmum value for the sample 

in which E2 ~ 377~m quantum energy = 3.7 meV. However, they have not 

mentioned any relation between the position of this band and any of the 

higher excited states of the impurity atam. The first excited state 

being separated by about 5 meV from the ground state, means that the 

energy band formed lies beb.;reen this s tate and the ground s tate as clear 

in their paper. 
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1.3. Scattering mechanisms and mobility of free carr1ers 

The scattering mechanism of free carriers at intermediate 

and high concentration ranges is mainly caused by impurities (ionized 

and neutral) at low temperatures. The lattice limited mobility varies 

-31 as T 2 where T is the temperature, while the ionized impurity 

limited mobility varies as T3/2. Even in very pure samples of n-type 

Ge, there are variations from the lattice limitation as the temperature 

is lowered as sho~m by Koenig et a1. (23). The minimum temperature at 

which the lattice contribution still dominant in the purest sample he 

o 
used was about 7 K. 

T..f1_e contribution of neutral imp'-1rities to overall mobility is 

however smaller than the ionized centres. 
. (24) 

From the results of Erg1nsoy , 

.... 3 
the partial mobility due to N em neutral, hydrogen like donors, is 

n 

= 2.2 N -1 x 1020 
n 

2 
cm IV.sec .. (1.10) 

. (13) 
In the last g1ven example 1n section 1.1.1 from Sladek's "t"ork , 

the extracted conduction band mobility for doping concentration of 

1.2 x 1016 Sb atoms/em3 is 3420 cm
2

/V.sec. at 3.54°K. Using equation 

2 
(1.10), the mobility will be about 13,000 cm IV.sec "'hich reduced the 

ionized impurity mobility by about 26% only. 

Since scattering by impurity ions causes insignificant 

energy loss by carriers, the lattice vibrations are still responsible 

for energy loss. At liquid helium temperatures, only acoustic modes 

of vibrations are probably important, but, in ionic materials like 

InSb, there is a piezo electric polarization as ,,,ell as deformation 

potentials associated 't;nth. these modes. .P...nother energy loss mechanism 

may exist, which is intervalley scattering by ionized impurities 

(23} 
mentioned by Koenig et ale . This scattering mechanism becomes 

more significant as the impurity concentration increases and temperature 

is 1mvered. d b 
.. 1 (25) h It was first suggeste y We1nre1ch et a . t at an 



electron can be captured in an excited orbit followed by re-e8~SSlon In 

another valley. It was mentioned then by Koenig et al. that if this 

is correct the re-emi tted electrons will have los t any memory of their 

initial energy and thereby become thermalized in one collision. Such 

collisions are more frequent than capture (the rate of \vhich increases 

as T decreases), and below 4
0

K begin to approach \vithin an order of 

magnitude of the lattice collision frequency. But lattice collisions 

are not as lossy per collision so that this intervalley mechanism 

cannot be neglected. 

. (26) 
Callaway and Cummlngs have considered another kind of 

inelastic scattering of electrons in Ge. In doped compensated samples 

of Ge a.t low temperatures, a scattering centre analagous to the 

hydrogen molecule ion may be formed in which an electron (or hole) lS 

shared between two donors (or acceptors}. Mobile carrlers can lose 

energy through exci tation of thi s molecule. This mechanism will als 0 

increase \vith increasing impurity content, but decreases w'ith decreas-

ing temperature. o As an example, the authors found at 4.2 and 1.5 K, 

10
8 8 / an energy loss rate of 1.5 x eV/sec. and 1.3 x 10 eV sec. 

. 1 fl' l:,. 1016 
NDJ em3 • respectlve y or sarnp e WltlL However, a maximum value of 

this energy loss for a glven compensation ratio occurs at about 10
16 

cm-
3 

and starts to decrease for larger concentrations at 4.20
K. The author 

attributed this to the exponential decrease of the probability that an 

electron in the conduction band has enough energy to cause excitation. 

Finally, the authors compared this with the energy loss rate due to 

. ' (27) collision wlth phonons uSlng Shockley formula and averaging they 

get 

.. (1.11) 

\vhere m* lS the electron effective mass, 
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s ~s the velocity of sound in t~e crystal, 

TL is the relaxation time for lattice scattering. 

At 4
0
K this loss rate is about 105 eV/sec., much less than 

the prev~ous figures. Theref ore, if this mechanism is pres ent it \.;i1l 

become indeed the dominating energy loss process. As a result, the 

authors deduced the electric field strength at breakdo~~ in compensated 

sample to that in the uncompensated sample as 

I 

= [< W;l"< W:h > r .. (1.12) 

W 
where < 2 > ~s the energy loss rate due to molecular excitation. 

T 

The conduction band mobility Vc ~s related to the averaged 

momentum relaxation time T as 

= .. (1.13) 

where e ~s the electronic charge. 

The mobility variation with impurity content and temperature 

will arise through the change ~n T • liowever, if these parameters are 

fixed T will change with the internal energy of the carriers. This 

happens when an external electric field is applied across the sample. 

The combined relaxation time due to lattice scattering TL and 

impurity scattering Tr ~s g~ven by 

1 1 
= + .. (1.14) 

T 

The variation of T l;vith an electric field F depends on which 

scattering mechanism is dominant. But, ~n general for the presence of 

both scattering mechanis-ms, the mobility (and hence T) for small 

electric fields l;vill be given by (28) 
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.. (1.15) 

. where lS the ohIJ1.i c mobil ity and related to the lattice-limi ted mobili Q,' 

l1L 
o 

and 

as 

= 

a =---

3a + 1 

Ca + 1) 2 
.. (1.16) 

(the 0 refers to zero field value) 

B is a constant depends on the energy galn and loss rate of 

carriers and is given by 

B = 
3(9a + 1) (a-I) 

16 Ca+ 1)3 

S lS the phonon phase velocity. 

•. (1.17) 

Investigating the last expresslon of B, it is of particular 

interest to consider the following two limiting cases. 

(i) a < 1 (lattice scattering dominant), and B is negative 

resulting in decreasing the mobility with increasing electric fields. 
i'ncrtQ.ses 

In this condition the loss rate of energy exceeds the energy gal n when 

small electric fie 1d is applied across the sample. 

(ii) a > 1 (impurity scattering dominant), and B is 

positive resulting in an increase in mobility with increasing electric 

field due to the increase in the energy gain from the external field 

tliall (lie loss late !If lallie] e rH"lgy. In relation (1.17), largestB 

occurs for a = 3.6, then 

(9a + 1) (a-I) 

(a + 1)3 

has its maximum value of 0.89. For very large a, B tends to 

which is a typical situation for intermediate and high 

2 
27J.1 L 

o 

concentration ranges at 1m., temperatures. Hm"ever, for large el ectric 



fields, the situation ~s different and the mobility ~s a decreasing 

function with ~' as 

J.l = .. (1. 18) 

As we mentioned, scattering by phonons is the responsible 

mechanism for carriers energy relaxation (asslli~ing that no other energy 

relaxation mechanisms present). In this case, the energy relaxation 

time T 
r 

where 

~s related to the phonon relaxation time T as 
p 

T == 
r 

T is the absolute temperature, 

m* is the electron effective mass, 

S as before is the phonon velocity. 

.. (1.19) 

Apart from the variation of momentum relaxation time given 

by (1.13) and (1.14) with the carrier energy, it has been shmvn by 

Gershenzon et al. (29} that this time should also depend on magnetic 

field due to the effect on electron motion in different ways. The 

author showed some experimental results about the dependence of the 

cyclotron resonance line width (l) on the magnetic field. The con
L 

elusion was that the contribution to this line width from scattering 

by ionized impurities decreases sigriificantly, when the cyclotron 

radius becomes less than the effective impurity radius a. The depend

ence of phonon scattering frequency C; ) on magnetic field and 

temperatures 30 - 1000K were observed b; Fink and Braunstein (30) who 

\found an increase in scattering frequency of 1.5 - 5 times. These 

authors used a superconducting magnet of up to 110 kG, and the measure-

ments were done at 891 GHz. 
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CHAPTER II 

FAR ll{FRARED DETECTORS: REVIillol 

2.1. Introduction 

The far infrared wavelengths interval (IOO-2000~m) represents 

the part of spectrum of particular importance to astronomy as well as 

far infrared spectroscopy. However, detecting such radiation faces 

many difficulties for the following reasons:-

(il The weakness of this radiation compared to the short 

wavelength part of the spectrum. 

(ii) The lack of absorption mechanisms in detectors used, 

especially in Ge and Si (intrinsic materials are nearly transparent 

to such wavelengths). 

(iii) Because of the weakness of this radiation, proper 

cooled filters are needed for cutting out short wavelengths especially 

in broad~band thermal detectors. Otherwise the photon noise can 

dominate any other kind of noise making the detection of such ",ave

lengths inefficient. 

The first point is common for all kinds of detectors, and 

the only improvements that can be done is to integrate the radiation 

to be absorbed by the detector element. The second point is the main 

problem that could be overcome by the proper design of the element 

(type of element and doping level etc.}. In the last point, one has 

to be very careful about the selection of the cooled filters which 

have to be efficient enough to stop any high quantum energy leakage 

reaching the element. 

In this chapter, the two main types of far infrared detectors 

'(photoconductive and thermal detectors) will be reviewed in nearly 

all aspects. Special emphasis will be given to broad-band thermal 

detectors. 
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2.2. Photoconductive detectors 

This type of detector depends upon the quantum energy ~w to 

cause the conductivity change. The conductivity may ch~nge either by 

changing the carrier concentration contributing to conduction or by 

changing the conduction carrier mobility. The first category depends 

mainly on the photoexcitation of carriers from non-conducting to 

conducting states thereby increasing the number of conducting carr1ers. 

For this mechanism to occur, the quantum energy ~~ should be equal to 

or greater than the energy separation between these states. For such 

photoexcitation to be effective in creating conductivity change, a 

large number of the carriers has to be originally in the non-conduct

ing states. This necessitates cooling the detector element. For 

wavelengths of interest, it is important to select special materials 

in which the energy separation ben~een the two states defines the 

maximum wavelength of radiation to be detected. In this respect we 

find, for example, that doped Ge can absorb wavelengths about four 

times longer than in doped Si. It should be noted here that this is 

different from intrinsic photoionization due to creation of electron

hole pairs which needs quantum energy corresponding to die intrinsic 

energy gap in the semiconductor. This suBject will not be met here. 

The second category of these detectors depend for their 

photoconductive ~esponse upon the change in mobility of the conducting 

carriers without significant change in carrier concentration. These 

detectors depend for their operation on the weak electron-lattice coup

ling at low temperatures. Therefore the electron distribution temper

ature (it is not actually necessary for pseudo-thermodynamics to exist 

~mong the electrons themselves) can rise above the lattice temperature 

under the dc or radiation fields. The result of this carr1er heating 

is a change in mobility. Therefore these devices are usually called 

hot-electron detectors. A successful material used in this mode is 
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n-type indium antimonide. 

2.2.1. Photoionization detectors 

2.2.1.1. Responsivity 

An extrinsic semiconductor doped with a donor concentration 

Nn will absorb quantum energies equal to or greater than the ionization 

energy Ed of electrons in the donor centres. The number of available 

conduction electrons will therefore increase resulting in a change in 

conductivity. At low temperature, the number of available centres for 

... 3 
ionization is (N

D 
- NA - n) cm ,where NA is the concentration of the 

compensating centres, and n is the concentration of conduction electrons 

thermally excited when the element is not looking to any higher temper-

-1 
ature sources. If photons with quantum energy > E d with a rate DJ sec. 

are shone on the element and modulated with a frequency w, then 

~J = hl (1 + exp jwt} 
o 

•• (2. 1) 

the rate of generation of free carriers will increase by an amount 

Q hl where n is the quantum absorption efficiency of the element. 

This assumes that each photon can excite one electron (if ·Ii.w > lOE d , 

mUltiple ionization might occur). The relation between ~J and ~ 

can be expressed by the equation 

d(~} 

dt 
~ J (1 + exp jwt) 

o T 

liN 
T 

represents the recombination rate of excited carr~ers, 

T is the life time of free electrons. 

Solving (2.2) and considering w T «1 we find 

llN = n T ~ J 

•• (2.2) 

.. (2.3) 
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The corresponding change in conductivity '-viII be 

6.0 = ell 11 T !::.J 
v .. (2.4) 

where . 
11 1S the mobility and v is the element volume. 

The total energy !::.Q falling on the detector at frequency v is 

!::'Q = hv!::.J 

(h is the Planck constant 

Then 

= e 11 n T !::.Q 
v hv 

.. (2.5) 

-34 
= 6.624 x 10 Joules.sec.) 

.. (2.6) 

If R is the element resistance, t is its length and A 1S the cross 

sectional area through vlhlCh the current flo~vs, then 

R = 1 
o 

t 
A 

If the element obeys Ohm's law, the responsivity defined as 

watt) can be expressed as 

dV 
dQ = dV 

dR 
dR 
dQ = 

Using (2.6) and (2.7) we get 

dV 
dQ 

= 
V 11 T 

N h v 

dR 
I . do . 

do 
dQ 

.. (2. 7) 

dV 
dQ (vol ts / 

.. (2.8) 

.. (2.9) 

Usually f a r infrared detectors have non-linearity in their 

characteristics. ... h (1) h h . In this cond1i.:10n 1t l:vas sown t at t e respons1-

vi ty l:vill take the form 

dV 
dQ 

= .. (2.10) 

\vhere Z is the dynamic impedance of the element at the operating point 

= dV 
dI 

, 
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RL ~s the load resis tor and (ClR) h ClQ V 1S t e rate of change 

of the element resistance w.r.t. the radiation energy Q when the element 

vol tage is he ld cons tant, 

2.2.1.2. 

VB is the bias battery voltage. 

Absorption cross section and quantum efficiency 

The absorption cross section is defined as 

a = 
v 

a 
•• (2.1I) 

where a is the absorption coefficient and Nr is the concentration of 

impurity centres. 

. 
0v ~s a function of die type of impurities. Burstein et ale (2} obtained 

a = 
v 

where h:v ~ S 

8.28 x 10-17 

ElK 
m 

) 
8/3 (_}(S r 

m* hv 

S ~s the ionization energy of the impurity centre (evl 

K is the dielectric constant (16 for Ge, 12 for Sil 

and m* is the carrier effective mass. 

.. (2.12) 

Tnis relation ~s in good agreement with the measured values 

for group III impurities in Si and Ge, although, some disagreements 

still remain for some impurities in Ge (3} However, we can consider 

relation (2.121 is good enough for impurities whose absorptions cross 

section has not been measured absolutely. The value of the effective 

mass in the above relation is that obtained by inserting the ionization 

\ energy s in the Bohr formula 

s = 13.6 e:m*) 
m 

1 
K2 

(ev) 

Considering (2.12) and (2.13), we get for Ge (K = 16). 

.. (2.13) 
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a = 1.1 x 10-18 
E -2 

v 
2 

(em) .. (2.14) 

The relation between the quantUtll efficiency n and the abso-,-ption 

coefficient a can be derived by conside.ring parallel-faced element with 

thickness d subjected to a normal surface incidence of infrared radia-

tion. Then the total absorption A for single incidence is given by 

A = 
(1 - r) C 1 .,... e - ad ) 

1 
_ -ad 

re 
.. (2.15) 

w.here r ~s the single surface reflectance and ~s g~ven approximately 

by 

r 
en .,... 122 

en + 1) 2 
, .. (2.16) 

n being the refractive index of the element material. 

Assuming that each photon ~on~zes one neutral impurity 

centre then n will be g~ven by 

n = 
(1 - rl (1 .,... e -ad) 

1 .,... re -a d 
.. (2.17) 

This relation implies that no other absorption mechanisms are 

involved such as lattice or free carrier absorption. In practice, a 

will have a spectral distribution because of these absorption mech-

an~srns as well as the absorption caused by sub-band transi tion in the 

intermediate doping concentration as shown ~n Chapter I. Consequently, 

n deduced from (2.17) will follm., the spectral variation of a. 

Experimental measurements of the external transmission spectrum of the 

sample l.vill enable the determination of the overall spectral values 

for a, Tl and r (4). The maximum value of n occurs 'tvhen ad» 1 

and 'tvill be given by (1 .,... r). Hmvever, n can approach unity ~n 

perfectly designed detector; this can be achieved either by blooming 
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the surface and/or uSlng an integrating system for the incident 

radiation. 

2.2.1.3. Response time 

Let us consider the follm.Jing steady state rate equ2.tion (5-7) 

dn 
dt = 

where 

o = 

.. (2.18) 

~ and BT are the thermal generation and recombination 

coefficients, 

Ar and Br are the coefficients representing the impact 

ionization and its inverse process (Auger recombination) respectively. 

A and B are the generc:tion and recombination coefficients represent-
p p 

ing the external radiation photoionization not in thermal equilibrium 

with the rece~ver. 

At very low temperatures, the term containing ~ can be 

neglected w.r.t. the non-equilibrium photoionization rate. Also n 

(equilibrium value) becomes very small and can be neglected compared 

to (Nn - N
A

) and the terms containing Br n
2 

and Bpn become negligibly 

small at such low temperatures. This ~s also emphasised by the fact 

that at very low temperatures, the thermal recombination mechanism 

offers the major contribution to the recombination process 
(8) 

Therefore, equation (2.18) reduces to 

.. (2.19) 

or 

n = .. (2.20) 
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Equation (2.20) indicates that the equilibri~u fre2 carr~er 

concentration n is mainly due to the photoionization process. CO~9aring 

(2.20) with (2.3) we find 

n J = A (l\;n - N
A

) . v .. (2.21) 
p 

where v ~s the sample volume 

and the time L will be 

L = 1 
.. (2.22) 

This express~on 1.S valid for low electric fields \vhere Ar(ND - r:. A) 

« BT NA· As the elec tric field lncreas es, L increas es and at 

breakdown, the denominator approaches zero; but at this condition, 

the Auger recombination must be involved and the response time passes 

through maximum and decreases again. 

The value of L can be estimated from (2.22) by measurlng 

the capture cross section 0 which lS related to BT as 

= .. (2.23) 

lS the thermal veloci ty of the carr1.er rv C 3kT } ~ m* 

Knmving BT and an approximate value of NA and neg lecting the impac t 

ionization term a value of L can be estimated. The value of 

capture cross section and hence L var1.es greatly ~vith temperature. 

-12 2 0 (7) . 
~ve find that for antimony 1.n Ge, 0 = 6 x 10 em at 4 K ., "(vh1.le 

Cu impurity gives a value of 6.9 x 10 ... 
12 

cm
2 

at 4
0

K (9) and 1.5 x 10-
14 

cm2 at 200 K (10) for a 0.04 eV c= 3l11m quantum energy) impurity level. 

Also the time L depends on the amount of compensating impurities ~A 
n. 

which can either be controlled or accidentally be associated with the 

majority impurities. 
(}) 

In any case it can accurately be measured 
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2.2.2. Hot electron detectors 

2.2.2.1. Responsivity 

In the hot electron detectors, the conductivity change will 

arlse from the ch~~ge in the carrler energy distributions w.r.t. 

the lattice which is usually held constant. The non-ohmic behaviour 

which occurs in such materials under static or radiation fields is 

mainly due to the change in the carrier mobility when increasing its 

internal energy. A steady state is achieved when the rate of energy 

supply to the electron gas balances the rate or delivering this energy 

to the lattice. Since the electron-lattice coupling is weak, the 

electron gas \V"ill have a steady state temperature higher than the 

lattice temperature. Wh.eTI the crystal is receiving radiation in addition 

to the dc pmver, the free carriers T,vill absorB the radiation causing an 

increase in the effective steady state temperature of the electron gas 

and hence a mobility and conductivity change will result. It should be 

noted here that the conduction carrier concentration is unaltered 

although the hot carriers might occupy a higher energy state when 

absorbing radiation. This is the main difference between free carrier 

photocondl~tctivi ty and photoioniza tion discussed in the previous sections. 

As we mentioned, the latter is due to transfer of carriers from non-

conducting to conducting states which is not the case in free carrier 

photoconductivity. 

It was shown in Chapter I that the non-lineari ty caused by 

an electric field F can be written as 

2 
J.l = J.l (1 + B F ) 

0 

\ or 

a = cr (J + B F2) . . (2.24) 
0 

The parameter B as before describes the non-linearity of the element 

and is Jefined as 



B = .. (2.25) 

And the voltage responsivity Cvoltshvatt) will be 

(R = BV 
v.a .. (2.26) 

uhere v and a are the volume and conductivity of the element respect-

ively. 

V lS the voltage across the element. 

For lnSb, which was used successfully in this mode, we find 

t 40K • 1 value £ B 20 V-2 2 1 -3 3 a , a typlca 0 = cm , V = 0 mV, v = 5 x 10 cm, 

-1 
a = 0.3 (~.cm) . This glves a value of ~ = 130 volts/watt. 

A similar expresslon for B was used by Rollin (11) In his 

investigation of the detection of millimetre and submillimetre waves 

in semiconductors. The term is the mobility sensitivity S, uhere 

s = 1 
J1 

djl 
dt-J 

.. (2.27) 

c1jl 
where c1t..] represents the rate of change of tBobi lity \v. r. t. the dc or 

ac power input. S has a dimension of watts-I, and contributes to the 

voltage responsivity as 

<R = -V.S .. (2.28) 

It \Vas also shown by Rollin that for polar semiconductors, 

as In lnSb, where the piezo electric scattering is dominant, assUIDlng 

that the mobility lS limited by ionized impurity scattering, we have 

S .. (2.29) 

where E lS the mean carrler energy, m* lS its effective mass. 

For non-polar non-degenerate semiconductor, such as Ge, 

S a. .. (2. 30) 
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From this we can see that for Ge, the inverse dependence of S on m* 

and E is stronger than in lnSb (for Ge, m* = 0.11 m , and 0.015 m for 
o 0 

lnSb) , therefore, for equal constant of proportionality and internal 

energy E, S for Ge \vill be much smaller than in lnS~. How'ever, the 

voltage responsivity in Ge may exceed that for lnSb for hot electron 

performance, because the voltage across the element is much greater 

and the conductivity is much smaller (relation 2.26). 

A typical value for Sand tR was quoted by Rollin for lnSb 

sample of = 5 x 10
13 -3 

2
0

K shmving a resistance of 140 ~ and n em at 

a voltage. across it of 40 roV. For thes e values it \Vas found that 

S 1 dlJ 6 x 104 H-1 = -
11 dW 

and 

dV V all --.J 

2.4 x 10
3 

V /H = -dW 11 dW 

2.2.2.2. Free carr1er absorption coefficient 

The classical formula for the free carr1er absorption 

coefficient is 

2 
"[ cr(w) ne 

a. = I = I 2 "[2 c K K2 m*c K K2 1 + w 
.. (2.31) 

0 0 

where 

cr C:w) . the ac 1S conduc tivi ty and 1.S expressed as 

2 
T 

(2.32) cr(w) 
ne . . = 2 2 m* 1 + w "[ 

. the momentum relaxation time, Here, T 1S 

C 1S the velocity of light, and 

K 1.S the free space permittivity. 
0 



It was pointed out by Rollin (11) that the value of T 

used should be appropriate to the excited carriers Hi th energy E = 'fnv. 

When W T « 1 the value of ex "tvill be independent of frequency 

while for \.vT » -2 
as Til There is a turn-over point at 1 it d ecays 

'i.V T = 1 tvhen the decay starts to occur. For a typical sample of 

InSb (1) w1'th 8 5 1 -13 . T = . X 0 sec . , the value of A, forv] T = l, 

is 1.6 TIU~ and, for n = 5 x 10
13 cm~3 and a mobility of 105 cm2 .(V.sec.) - 1, 

-1 
the corresponding v a lue of ex 1S 22 an for A = 1 mm falli ng dmm to 

.,..1 
0.3 cm at A = 100ym. 

The short "tvavelength cut-off of the free carrler absorption 

lS defined by the relaxation time T. For good conductors as in eu and 

A1, 

by 
1 
T 

14 
-w 

T lS very short i 1iI1eed 'V 10 sec, so that the value of w glven 
1'Iea.rl r 

lS very large and the absorption coefficient has a uniform dis-
x 

tribution throughout the whole infrared spectrum. For eu with 
'4 5 -1 

0dc = 5.8 x 10 (~. cm) and 1 5 10- Jh h '" ' T = . x s ec, t e Iree carrler 

~o 

absorption is flat down to less than~~llm 'i.vavelength. Therefore, for 

/00 

selecting a material as a thin film broad-band absorber down to x..};011ffi 7 

"t' -riot ~ 
say, ,ej should be greater them 1 0 (O.em) H;13 sec. 

x 

2.2.2.3. Response time 

The radiation absorbed by free carrlers 1 S eventually deli-

vered to the lattice via the effective coupling beav-een the free 

carrlers and the lattice. The response time is defined as the rate 

of increase of the mean carrier energy E w.r.t . the power input W, 

1.e, 

T 
r 

dE 
dW 

•• (2.33) 

If the energy relaxation lS caused by interaction with phonons, T 
r 

lS related to th.e photon scatte.ring time 

T 
r 

= 

T by 
P 

.. (2.3 ' ) 



where u ~s the phonon ve10ci ty, 

k the Boltzmann constant and T is the a1::solute temperature. 

Tr and Tp can be estimated fram experiments on the change in 

< b' 1" . (12) . mo ~ ~ty w~th applied voltage , S1nce 

1 
}.1 

d]l 
dW 

1 
E 

dE 
dW 

T 
r 

n v k T 

n l..S the carr1er concentration and v is the element volume. 

.. (2.35) 

An alternative method to determine T was used by Kinch 
r 

and Ro11 ~n (13) that s;nce at 1 h ". . . ~ L ow temperature, t e 1on~zed ~mpur1ty 

scattering ~s dominant then 

where T 1S the electron temperature. 
e 

S 
3 dT e = 2T e dW 

3 
= 2T .G 

e 

1 
Using S = 

II 

dll 
dW 

.. (2.36) 

we find 

. " (2.37) 

dW 
dT 

e 
= G represents the coefficient of thermal coupling bet'..feen 

the carr iers and the lattice. 

Es timates of the carr1er temperature T can be made from the e 

Hall mobility measurements vs temperature and for lnSb, T < 10
K. e 

Knowing Sand T , the coeff icient G can be determined. The time response 
e 

T 'vi11 then be g1ven by 
r 

3 n k v 
T = 

r 2.G 
.. (2.38) 

3 
where 2" n k v represents the classical value for the thermal capacity 

of the carriers which is very close to the actual value. 
o -1 

An estimated value for G 'vas found to be 'V 50~l\v. K and 

-7 
T 'V 3 x 10 s c.c • 

r 
Where an accurate value of T was measured 

r 
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directly uSlng pulse techniques and found to be 10-7 sec. 

2.2.2.4. Effect of magnetic field on hot electron detection 

For the materials used for hot electron detectors \vith lmv 

effective mass and high mobility, the presence of ID~gnetic field 

affects greatly the hot electron detection. For lnSb with fields B 

given by }.lB > 1 which corresponds to B > lkG, quantization of electron 

motion occurs and the conduction band starts to split into a serles 

of sub-bands or Landau levels. The physical mealllng of this is that 

the motion of electrons will be composed of a rotation of electrons 

in a plane perpendicular to the field direction, while In the field 

direction the motion unaffected by the magnetic field. The separation 

between the sub-bands lS hv, where v is the cyclotron frequency and 

is given by 

eB .. (2.39) v -
2 'lITn* 

e ~s the electronic charge. 

The effect of a magnetic field is to reduce the interaction 

be.tween impurities. for a field of fe'tll kilogauss, the carrlers \vill 

start to occupy the lowest impurity states at Imv temperatures. At 

1.3SoK, the majority of the carriers will occupy the impurity states, 

this together w·ith the magneto-res istance effect can l..ncrease the 

resistance of the element by several orders of magnitudes. 

The advantages of the magnetic field on the hot electron 

detection can then be summarized in the following 

(i) Increase in responsivity due to the increase In the 

voltage across the element for the same bias current (relations 

(2.26) and ~2.28)1. 

(ii) Tuning the detector to any radiation \olavelength by 

varying the J.'lagnetic field. The detected radiation frequency will be 



defined by (2.39), and the response will be sharp having a line-width of 

the order of 1 , where T is the momentum time. If the detectoL" 

is tuned to short wavelengths at which the absorption ~s very \-7eak~ ~n 

the absence of the magneti c field, the resonance absorption \yill be 

comparable to the low frequency value. Thus, this should improve the 

hot electron photoconductive effect. Such tuned detectors is useful 

in line detection especially \vhen the radiation noise is dominant. 

Typical values of the responsivity and response time were 

calculated by Putley (1) from the voltage-current curve under the 

magnetic field which are 

4 
3 x 10 V /W 

2.3. Thermal detectors 

, T 
r 

~ 1.0 x 10-8 sec. 

These types of detectors depend for their operation on the 

la ttice temperaLure modulation caused by the modulated incident radia-

tion together with the existance of a finite value of temperature co-

efficient of resistance produced by the activated conduction mechanism 

involved at the operating temperature. Several materials are success-

fully used as a thermal bolometer such as Ge, Si, GaAs and Carbon and 

also we can include the superconducting bolometers as far as the lattice 

temperature variation is concerned in spite of the dissimilar design 

and mechanism involved. 

For many purposes ~n modern spectroscopy and as tronomical \vork, 

a broadband detector (100-2000ym) ~s needed. Thermal detectors offer 

the best solution. Nany detectors have been constructed in the past. 

They included the superconducting bolometer of Andrews et al.(14) and 

of Martin and B.loor (IS}, the c3.rbon resistor bolometer of Boyle and 

(16) . °b d b (17) Rodgers and the cooled Ge bolometer f~rst descr~ e y Low . 

The construction of the superconducting bolometer is complicated and 
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it needs super control of the bath temperature, in addition to its 

long response time (~ 1 sec.). These are considered disadvantages of 

these bolometers. The measured nOlse value of the carbon bolo~2ter (16) 

indicates that there is large nOlse ln excess of the calculated value 

and was attributed to current nOlse arising either from the difficulty 

of producing a good contact or intrinsic noise in the element itself. 

Probably the most successful elements for thermal detectors 

are Ge and Si. The dependence of responsivity upon the spectral dis-

tribution of infrared radiation suggests using an absorbing layer 

coupled efficiently to the element itself and can have a large and 

uniform absorption throughout the infrared spectrlUll. However, the 

absorbing layer will add to the thermal mass of the element and hence 

a longer time response "tv-ill result. Apart from that, the Ge itself 

can have an adequate absm:ption in a wide band region of the spectrlUn 

especially in the millimetre range depending on the doping character-

is tics and hence the mechanism involved. For instance, singly doped 

(17) 
Ge with Ga acceptors "tv-as used by LmV'" - al though no concentration 

15 15 was mentioned. P..,...type compensated Ge eGa ~ 9 x 10 ,Sb rv 1.0x 10 

ern -3) \Vas tes ted and used by Z\verdling et ale (4,18) 

2.3.1. Responsivity and response time 

In thermal detectors, the temperature coefficient of reS1S-

tance a is the responsible factor for the detector response. This 

factor depends on the thermal activation energy E of the dominating 

conduction mechanism. For fixed activation energy, a is strongly 

-2 
dependent on lattice temperature (variation as T ). This illustrates 

the need of cooling dO\ID the element to the lowest temperature possible 

d h 1 · t t res\ The definition for a is (usually purnpe e lum empera u 1. 

d In R 
= ---- = 

dT 
1 
R 

dR 
dT 

.. (2.40) 
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where R 1S the element resistance. 

For the dominating electrical conduction at temperature T and activation 

energy E. , the resistance 'Could be written as (19) 

R (T) = R 
o 

exp 
E. 

kT 

l:dhere R 1S the resis tance ~.rhen 
o 

I -'VO 
T 

It follows from (2.40) and (2.41) that 

ex = 

.. (2.41) 

.. (2.42) 

The slgn of ex depends whether R increases or decreases \vith 

temperature. It is negative for semiconductors and usually positive 

for metal bolometers. ex can be determined for any given bolometer by 

plotting 
I 

In R vs T for fue temperature reg10n of interest. This 

should glVe a straight line \\lhose slope 1S 

activation energy E. and hence ex. 

-=-- 0 K which def i nes the 
k 

The actual ac voltage responsivity <R(\v) (voltshvatt) uS1ng 

the electro-thermal pararnete~was discussed 1n detail by Zwerdling 

et al. CIS ) and given by 

(R(Wl 
ex.V.E.F .. (2.43) 

H.ere V 1S the voltage across the element, E 1S its emissivity. 

F is called the Itstatic transfer function lt and is given by 

F = .. (2.44) 

RL 1S the load resistor connected 1n ser1es \-lith the detector element 

of resistance R . 

.f.1 is the eff ect ive dynamic thermal conduc tion to the heat s ink and 
ve 

1S expressed as 
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I' 

= /j d - a P B .. (2.45) 

.1 
• I 

.J d 
dP 
dT 

~s the dynamic thermal conduction and ~s obtained from 

the slope of the curve plotted between the dc power dissipation P and 

the element temperature T at the operating temperature of the element. 

The term a P B arises from the electro-thermal interaction in 

which 

B = .. (2.46) 

c 
L = 

r ~s the response time of the bolometer of 

thermal capacity C. 

by (20,17, lS} 

For Ge, the appropriate formula for C lS g~ven 

c = 
-6 3 

6.8 x 10 . T . v •. (2.47} 

v ~s the elemen t volume. 

For detec tors working at infinite load (constant current) 

B = F ~ 1 and an ultimate responsivity is obtained. L ~s the 
r 

determining factor for the maximum speed w of the bolometer. The 

cut-off frequency 

f -
c 

f ~s defined as 
c 

1 
2'11' L 

r 

.. (2.48) 
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Equations (2.42) and (2.47) show the great improvemen~s in 

responsivity and response time one can achieve by cooling the element 

to the lowest operating temperatures (assuming that the variation in 

J'. ) } :i.S small . 
"e An improvement in T can also result by reducing the 

r 

element volume v to the smallest practicable size. On the other hand, 

reducing v will decrease the total absorbance resulting In a decrease 

In responsivity so that a compromise must be made. 

For optically thick crystals, the emissivity E lS simply 

expressed as 

E: = (1 - rl .. (2.49) 

where r is the single surface reflection coefficient. 

If the crystal lS not optically thick, (2.49) should be replaced by 

equation (2.17) given before for the quantum efficiency n . 

The responsivity expression (2.43) may take another form 

depending on how the element resistance is formulated as function of 

temperature as found by experiments. Low (17) has deduced an empirical 

relation for his Ga doped Ge detector from measurements beuveen 1.1 -

o 
4.2 K, which is 

R(T) = R 
o 

( 
T 

o ) 
T 

A 
.. (2.50) 

,mere T , T are the bath and the element temperatures respectively. 
o 

A is a constant depending on the element and doping situation 

and should be measured for each bolometer. 

From (2.50), the temperature coefficient of resistance is then, 

a. -
1 
R 

dR -A 
dT T 

Comparing (2.51) and (2.42) we find that A replaces 
E 

kT 

.. (2.51) 
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In equation (2.43), if we consider for simplicity the infinite load, 

zero frequency and unity emissivity operation, then ~ve have 

F.. == aV 
•• (2.52) 

For an element fed by a dc power P and linked to the heat 

sink ba th V1.a a thermal conduc tion ':J ' res'~l ting in a temper ature ri se 

P = )'(T--T} 
o .. (2.53) 

Then at the operating point on the. load curve., the voltage. V_CT} and 

the current L(T} will be g1.ven by 

I 

(j R(T 
2 

VCTl - - T ) (2.54) 
0 

(Y R-l I 

I(T2 = (T - T » ;2 
(2.55) 

0 
. . 

Suhs ti tu ting f or a and V l.Il (2.5 2} and introducing the parameter 

= T 
T ' we get for the responsivity 

o 

{ 
A 

2 
(r/J - 1) } ~ 

~(~) = 2 A 
'IJ [(A + 1) r/J - A J f/J 

•• (2.56) 

Excluding the second term 1.n R.H.S. which is constant for 

constant bath temperature, then for each value of A, the responsivity 

has a maximum value if it 1.S plotted as function of f/J. Therefore, the 

last expression 1.S useful 1.n determining the temperature for maximum 

responsivity once A is determined. 

A third and very useful expression for the responsivity \.Jas 

gl.ven by Jones (20). This depends only on the electrical parameters 

of the detector. The zero frequency responsivity and unity emiss ivi ty 

1.S given as 

Z - R 
= (. 2V ). u. .. (2.57) 
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Heasurements of the V-I characteristics of the mounted bolo-

meter, (2.57) can be evaluated at any operating point, where 

as 

Z = 

R = 

dV 
dI 

V 
I 

~s the dynamic impedance of the element, 

~s the static element resistance, 

u ~s called the "dynamic transfer function ll and ~s defined 

u = .. (2.58) 

Expression (2.57) is very simple and allows rapid evaluation 

of ~ for any bias current that permits selecting the bias current for 

optimum conditions. Furthermore, this expression is more general than 

(2.43) or (2.56) ~n a sense that it takes into account the ac tual non-

linearity of the mounted element whatever its cause, i.e., there may 

be another mechanism that adds to the non-linearity of the detector 

characteristics and contributes to the actual responsivity. For 

ins tance, there may exis t a hot carrier effect and subsequent impact 

ionization w~en the crystal is biased especially in the singly doped 

elements. While equations (2.432 and (2.56) only consider the lattice 

temperature variation through the parameter a which is usually deduced 

from measurements in the ohmic region. A determination of the iGentity 

of Jones' expression l;vith. the bther two comes through the measurements 

of the V~I curve under fixed lattice temperature. If the operating 

point lies in the ohmic region when the lattice temperature is held 

constant, then the three expressions should be identical. 

2.3.1.1. Determination of the operating conditions 

After selecting and designing the bolometer elemerrt and 

mounting it for operation, a measurement of the V-I characteristics 
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allovls to plot the respons ivi ty on the same graph as a function of bias 

current us~ng Jones' formula. A maximum responsivity \,;ill be obsen'2d 

l;vhich defines the appropriate region for detector biasing. 

First, to determine the bias current for maX1mum responsivity, 

we draw a vertical line from the peak responsivity to the required 

operating point "0 " on the V-I curve as shmvn In Figure (2.1) from l;vhich 

a line can be drm"n connecting 0 to the point on the V-axis represent-

lng the value of the bias battery . The slope of this line 1S equal to 

RL required to be connec ted in series wi th the bolometer. Hmvever, 

1n some cases, the peak responsi vi ty does not represent the optimum 

conditions Crnino NEP) (18) . In this case higher and lower values of 

~ should be tried until an optimum condition is reached. 

Knmving the element resistance ~ at the operating point, 

the temperature could be obtained from the R-T p lot at low temperatures. 

- E: 

-kT2 
a = can also be The temperature coefficient of resis tance 

known from In R - ~ plot and the knmvn operating temperature. The 

thermal capacity of the element is also obtainable if T is knm·m. 

To plot the thermal conduction of the connecting leads as 

function of temperature, the measured load curve can be used to plot 

P vs R and hence P vs T using the R-T plot. Then at any operating 

temperature £jd = 
dP 
dT 

and hence ~d - aPB is obtained. 

P vs R is also useful to determine the amount of background radiation 

received by the element (18) by plotting P-R with and without radiation 

(a cooled blank should be used). The difference in P for the same R 

should give the background radiation power absorbed by the element. 

Furthermore, if these measurements are done using a calibrated black 

body source of knmm power ou tput, an es timate for the element 

emissivi ty E can be found 

The load curve data, 1.e. R, Z and P are also able to relate 

the thenll~ll ternperature coefficient a and the thermal conduction as 
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follows 

" 1 

uP 
JQ Z + R = 

Z - R .. (2.59) 

so that, knmving either ex or 
n 
'd' the other can be obtained. 

Equation (2.59) also yields the following usefL:l information; 

In the part of the V-I curve in \'lhich Z is positive, the R.li.S. of 

(2.59) is ahvays greater than unity, In other ~'7ords 

reglon. ~Thi Ie if Z lS negative than J d< I upi , and the point of 

. 
voltage reached vlhen (, lexpl(20). This maXUJ.lUTn lS ;: can glve a ..I'd 

picture of the deO'r<:~ e 
0 of non-lineari ty desired for a gl ven pO~.Jer input 

to the detector. It is sometimes advantageous to use small po\V'er input 

for biasing associated with certain degree of non~linearity in the V-I 

curve. In this case smaller thermal conduction should be used. This 

will improye ttLe responsivity b_ut with some sacrifice on the time 

response. Equation (2.59-) \vaS oEtained by equating both res ponsivi t.y 

expressions, the load curve data and the electro~thermal data in which, 

ca.3e the. dynamic impedence Z sh_ould represent the lattice temperature 

effect only as we mentioned. 

2.3.1.2. Measurement of responsivity and response time 

The zero frequencyresponsivity can be calculated uSlng either 

Jones' formula (2.57) or us lng (2.52) \'7hich requires a knm.,ledge of a 

and ~'d' However, in spite of the simplici ty and generali ty of Jones' 

formula at zero frequency, it becomes more difficult to calculate at a 

given frequency ~v because of the fact that Z(w) becomes complex. A 

direct way of measuring the ac responsivity by purely electrical means 

was given also by Jones (20) of ~"hat he called the bolometer bridge. 

l11is method can be described by considering the bridge shmm in Fig'~lre 

(2.2), one (lIlll of \vhich is the mounted bolometer connected in serite'S 
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with ~. Rl and R2 are chosen such that 

Rl RL 
= (2.60) 

R2 R 

Selecting the operating point from the load curve, the value of R = i 
is obtained. The bridge can be set in balance (e

B 
= 0) by adjusting 

the bias voltage Eb and equatien(2.60} is thus satisfied for the 

required operating point defined by R. If an ac signal of value e
A 

and frequency w is injected in series with Eb the bridge will be off 

balance regarding this signal. An output ac voltage "t'ITill now appear 

W l' < l. 
r 

Continuous reading of eA and e
B 

as function of w will 

enable the determination of the ac responsivity spectrum as follows. 

The ac voltage eB is given by 

zew) 
e B =( Z(w) + ~ 

Introducing the transfer function T(w) 

T(w) = U. 
zew) - R 
R + RL 

.. (2.61) 

=- we find 

where U is the dynamic transfer function given by C2.S8} and defined 

as 

then the responsivity R(w} is related to T(w} as 

(Rewl = T(w} • 
R + ~ 

2V 

Thus knowing T(wl -

•. (2.62) 

, we can plot (}t6~) vs wand hence 
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the responsivity and the response time can also be found. 

It should be noted here that the responsivity determined 

using this mediod does not consider any specific absorption mechanism 

for i-r radiation, and hence the element emissivity, but only considers 

the voltage responsivity arising from the modulation of the dc PQtITer 

input (it would not work, of course, for a photoionization detector 

working in the ohmic region). 

Using the above method together with measuring the spectral 

dependence of the absorption coefficient will enable nearly all the 

required information about the actual radiation performance and emis-

sivity to be obtained. 

An alternative ideal and more general method is to use a 

calibrated black body source whose radiation power is modulated with 

a variable speed motor. The output ac voltage of the crystal can be 

measured and hence the responsivity and time response. Knowing the 

dc, unity emissivi ty responsivity from Jones' formula, a value of E 

can be found. This method, however, requires good knowledge of the 

emissivity of the ''blackbody'' and the exact spectral function of the 

cooled filters used. 

2.4. Detector Noise , 

Apart from the difficulties in detecting far infrared radia-

tion mentioned at the beginning 6f this chapter, various types of noise 

are present. Some of these are unavoidable, but optimisable, while 

the others can be avoided or minimised by the proper design and con-

struction of the detector. 

2.4.1. Fluctuations in the background radiation 

This is unavoidable noise, ,.,hich, for ideal rece~vers, must 

limit the sensitivity of a given detector, especially for the high 
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frequency side of the infrared spectrum. P roper design of cooled band 

pass filters, for the desired frequency band, is essential to minimise 

this noise. 

For photoionization detectors, if the mean rate of arrival 

of background photons is J, and having an rms fluctuations spectrum 

~ which is effective 1n producing corresponding change in the number 
(/) 

of free conducting carriers, then 

where 

_2 
IlJ 

= • a • cos e . A. Ill. j 
o 

00 

2 x 
x e 

.n ('v) dx 
(ex _ 1)2 

.. (2.63) 

Tb is the background temperature, a is the solid angle 

th_rough which a detector of area A receives radiation in a dir'ection e 

to its normal. 

x 

n (v} is the quantum efficiency spectrum, 

6f is the bandwiddl of the following system, 

c and h are the speed of light and the Planck constant 

respectively. If cooled filters are used, the integration limits must 

be modified accordingly. This together with the solid angle a and A 

have to be considered to minimise this noi&e. 

If hv » k T
b

, where v is the detected radiation frequency, 

the integral can be easily performed. Otherwise, tabulated functions 

'must be used. 

For detectors which respond to energy rather than photons, 

such as the hot electron and thermal detectors, the corresponding mean 
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square energy fluctuations of the background radiation can be found by 

wri ting 

2 
(hv) 2 2 = liP . 

LV .. (2.64) 

This leads to an expression of the 
( j) 

fonn 

4 (kT
b

) 5 00 

2 
o a cos e. A. Lif ( = liP 

c
2 

h 3 
) 
0 

.. (2.65) 

Again, if x » 1, the last integral can easily be evaluated. 

If x « 1 tabulated functions have to be used. Also, the integration 

limits have to be modified by the inserted cooled filters. If the 

filters have a non-uniform spectral function f(v» then this function 

mus t be included in the integrals of (2.63) and (2.65). If (2.65) 1.S 

to be app lied to thermal bolome ters, the quantum efficiency T) (v) 

represents, in this case, the emissivity of the detector element. 

The above results apply strictly to a detector in thennal 

equilibrium, however, they have been applied to a detector cooled to 

(21 22) a temperature much lmver than the background temperature ' . 

2.4.2. Thermal noise - Johnson and phonon n01.se 

These types of noise are also unavoidable and should dominate, 

for a blanked detector, all other types of noise if the detector element 

is perfectly built. 

2.4.2.1. Johnson n01.se 

This noise is associated with the static resistance R of the 

element at a giv~n temperature T. The mean square noise voltage created 

is given by 

2 
e. 

J 
= 4k TR . Lif .. (2.66) 
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where k is Boltzmann constant = 1.38 x 10-23 J.oK- l 

t.f is the frequency bandwidth of the follmving stage. 

As a unified measurement, we usually consider ~f = 1Hz. 

The noise vol tage spectrum is independent of frequency from dc up to 

the frequency given by the reciprocal of the momentum relaxation time 

(rv 10
12 

Hzl. 

2.4.2.2. Phonon noise 

Thermal detectors depending mainly on lattice temperature 

variation are always linked to the heat sink V1a a finite effective 

thermal conduction ~e· The p0wer flow through this thermal link due 

to absorption of radiation as well as the dc field is usually accompan-

ied by the so.,..called ph.onon noise. For a crystal temperature T the 

noise power appears to be 

= 

~e 1S given by (2.45). 

_1 
watts. H.Z 2 •• (2.6 7) 

In a hot electron detector, this type of noise 1S also present 

due to th.e existence of a finite thermal conduction between the electron 

gas and the lattice as we discussed before. ~is will take the same 

form as (2.67} with tl1e proper value of ~e and replacing T by the 

average temperature of tl1e hot electron gas. 

It is worth noting here, that, in thermal and hot electron 

detectors, the background fluctuation noise mentioned in section 2.4.1. 

can be included in the phonon noise formula given by (2.67} such that 

~ will be replaced by 
e C ~e + ~ ) r 

where ~ is the coefficient of 
r 

thermal coupling between the element and the background through the 

optical system used. This radiation conduction might well exceed the 

value of ~ depending on the solid angle and band pass filters used. 
e 
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2.4.3. Low frequency noise 

It is found that ~n some types of conductors, the resistance 

shows different sources of f1uctuat;ons. Th . 
~ ese f1uctuat~ons transfer 

to voltage noise when current passes through it. This resistance 

variation may be due to the surface conditions of the semiconductor 

and also dislocations in a single crystal (1). 

The spectrum of the low frequency noise varies as f- a where 

~ is of the order of unity or may be greater. However, the exact mech-

anism causing such noise is poorly understood out in photoconductive 

devices it may be the dominant source of noise at frequencies as high 

as 1 kHz. The mean square noise current may take the form 

fJ 

~ 
= fnrB 

. df (2.68) ~f 
l" 

.. 
f, 

where B IV 2, and D . ~s a constant. 

2.4.4. Generation-recombination no~se 

This source of noise arises from the fluctuation accompanying 

the generation and recombination of carriers in thermal equilibrium. 

Therefore, the balanced free carrier concentration will accordingly 

fluctuate thereby creating fluctuations in the conductivity. At low 

temperatures, this effect is enhanced by the large reduction of the 

conducting carriers controlling the overall conductivity. 

For a semiconductor in thermal equilibrium, the G-R r.m.s. 

noise voltage can be expressed in the form 
(1) 

{ } 
! _1 

2 I R T volts.Hz 2 e = 2 T2} g 
Neff(l-+w 

.. (2.69) 

where 

I is the crrrent through the crystal, R is its resistance, 

N is t~e effective total number of carriers in the sample, 
eff 
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. 
1S the lifetime of the excess carriers produced by the 

fluctuations. 

n is much 

At very low temperatures such that the carr1er concentration 

smaller than the concentration of impurity centres, we have 

= N nv .• (2. 70) 

where v is the sample volume. 

Equation (2. 69) includes the fluctuations both in the rates 

of generation and recombinatio~ 

2.4.5. Signal fluctuations 

If the fluctuations of the background radiation is eliminated 

in some circumstances, noise fluctuations can arise from the source 

signal itself due to fluctuations in the rate of emission of quanta. 

This can usually be found in detectors working at long wavelengths with 

narrow band pass filters especially when looking to background of low 

effective temperatures. Also for detectors used for line observation 

which respond to a very narrow frequency band. 

2.4.6. Amplifier noise 

In many cases, the noise of the following amplifier may limit 

the performance of a detector. In a low impedance detector when 

properly designed such that background and thermal noise are small, 

the performance will be limited by the preamplifier if the crys tal resis-

tance is less than the noise equivalent resistance of the preamplifier 

at the same crystal temperature. In practice this condition can be met 

for crys tal resis tance of the order of severa IlcJl for the bes t amp lif-

iers availab Ie. 

In the lnSb hot electron detectors, the max1rnum value of the 

resis tance for reasmable absorption would be less than 1 kn. Therefore, 
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a considerable improvement in the detectivity can be obtained by US1ng 

a cooled step-up transformer (13}. The transformer will increase the 

element resistance as well as the voltage responsivity, but net improv-

ements will be achieved to the overall system as long as the crystal 

equivalent resistance is still smaller than the amplifier equivalent 

noise resis:tance (provided that the transformer will contribute neg

ligible noise to the system). However, if high frequency performance 

is required, the transformer will present restrictions to such 

application. 

Considerable improvements could also be achieved by cooling 

the preamplifier down to liquid He temperature especially the first 

input stage including the first FET. This stage contributes much to 

the overall amplifier noise. FET amplifiers represent an advancement 

over the ordinary dipolar transistors regarding the noise characteristics 

together with the possiblility of cooling down associated with consid-

erable improvement. Also FET.l s are superior to valv.e amplifiers used 

in the past for the fact that the latter are microphonic and have 

relatively large input capacitance which limit the ability of designing 

wide-band amplifiers. 

2.5. Figures of merit for infrared detectors 

The principal figures of merit for infrared detectors are: 

2.5.1. Noise equivalent power(NEP} 
t 

This is defined as ~e r.m.s. value of modulated radiant 

power falling on the detector required to produce an r.m.s. signal to 

r.m.s. noise of unity (S = l). The post-detection electrical band
N 

width., also called noise bandwidth, should be specified. The NEP 

.varies in proportion to the square root of the electrical bandwidth, 

the.. smaller the band\.1idth, the lower the NEP, and the better the 
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detector sensitivity. Usually NEP is g1ven referred to a 1 Hz band-

'd h I W1 t , and expressed in units of watts. Hz-2 • 

2.5.2. Detec~ivity 

In most infrared~to- millimetre detectors, the NEP is prop 

ortional to the square root of the detector area. The detectivity D 

is the reciprocal of the NEP normalised to a detector area of 1 cm2 , 

and a 1 Hz electrical bandwidth. This is usually called normalised 

detectivity, thus 

D = •• (2. 71) 

h A h d . 2 d' W ere ~s t e etector area 1n em ,an B 1S the post-detection band-

It should be distinguished here between the detectivity of a 

continuum hlackbody source and of a monocromatic radiation of wave-

length A, and in addition, the modulation frequency also should be 

quoted. As an example, the detectivity, of a bolometer to a blackbody 

source of 300
0

K at a chopping frequency of 200 Hz followed by a 1Hz 

o 
bandwidth, is wri tten as D (300 K, 200, 1). 

2.5.3. Time Cons tant 

This is the measure of the detector speed of response and is 

specified in units of seconds. It is always desirable for the time 

response to be short either in thermal or quantum detectors. 

2. 6. Sensitivity of an actual infrared detector 

The sensitivity of an optica1-to-mil1imetre incoherent 

detector is determined by su~ng all of the noise contributions, the 

most important of whiCh has already been discussed. For ex amp Ie, \ole 

have for a thermal detector, NEP 
2 value of 
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2 4k T R 4(k Tb)5 r 4 x 
= + cos 6. A x . e C.C)d v NEP (R2 

. a 
c

2
h

3 . 
) (ex _ 1) 2 

" J ,,~ 

0 

4kT2 '" D rB R2 
4kT Req 

+ :"'~I + + 0 (2.72) J e ([~? l:t ~2 
. . 

due to the contribution of Johnson, background, phonon, ~nverse frequency 

and preamplifier no~se respectively, 

where Req is the equivalent noise resistance of the preamplifier, 

(R. is the responsivity of the detector, 

E: (v1 represents the spectral variation of the element emissivity, 

the other symbols have the usual meaning as before. 
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CHAPTER III 

CONDUCTION MECHANISMS OF Ge AT LOW TEMPERATURES 

In this chapter, varLouS aspects of the conduction mechanisms 

of Ge at very low temperatures are considered. These include the 

th.erma1 behaviour of crystal resistivity for temperatures 4.2 - 1.50K 

for n-- and p~type samples, the galvanometric properties for the n-type 

sample and the hot electron phenomenon borne out by the dc measurements 

as well as the b~aviour under magnetic field. 

3.1. Thermal behaviour 

In the two'samp1es of Ge, n-type (Sb ~ 5.5 x 1016 cm-3) and 

p-type compensated (Ga ~ 9 x 1015 , Sb ~ 1 x 1015 cm-3), the resistivity 

vs temperatures were measured for the temperature region 4.2 - 1.50 K. 

From this, the values of the activation energies for the two main 

conduction mechanisms were determined. The two samples differ in a way 

that tne n-type sample, being in the intermediate concentration region, 

eXhibits two different activation energies in this temperature region, 

as it is clear from the equation 

(J 02 exp + (J 03 exp 

-E 
3 

kT •• (3.1) 

The term containing E2 is not present in the p-type sample. 

containing E3 is present in both samples at low temperatures. 

The term 

This 

term was understood as the contribution from the activated hopping of 

carriers between localised centres as mentioned in the first Chapter. 

Using (3 .l), the values of E2 and E3 are obtainab Ie from In (J or In p vs i 
plot. These are sh~ in Figures (3.1) and (3.2) for the two samples. 

The slope of In p vs ~ for the dominating conduction mechanism is 

e: fram which E can be evaluated. We found from the measurements that, 
k· 
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Figure 3.1. Determination of the activation energy E3 for 

p-typc compensated Ge 
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for n-type sample: £2 = 1.445 meV and £3 = 0.9 IDe-v, and the 

interpolated transition temperature is 2.27 oK. 

An approximate evaluation of NA in this sample can be obtained uSlng 

Price's relation 

= 
2 

e 
E eN 1/3 .,.. 2 N !) (val.;'d fl') . D A - -L or ow concentra tlOns , from whlch 

.,..3 
cm This value is in fact not far from the true value. 

The exact value lS probably less as we will see. 

for p-type sample: £3 = 0.8 meV 

An important thermal parameter is the thermal temperature 

coefficient of resistance a defined by 1 dp - -
p dT or is av ai lab le 

at any temperature considering the respective conduction mechanism at 

that temperature. 

These measurements were done with crystals immersed In liquid 

helium with dc power dessipation less than 10 nW to avoid any higher 

field effects (especially for the n-type sample) which may affect the 

measured resistance value. 

The value of £3 for the p-type sample was found to be in 

excellent agreement with that calculated by Miller and Abrahams (1) 

for NA < 5 x 1015 cm-3 , glven by the relation 

£3 = 2.5 x 10-9 (d) -1 eV . . (3.2) 

3 
1/3 

where d = ( 4 TIN ) cm 
A 

lS the mean impurity separation. This glves a value of d = 298 R, and 

£3 = 0.838 meV for the p.,..type sample which agrees quite well ~vith the 

measured value. 
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3.2. Galvanometric properties 

Galvanometric properties 1n the impurity conduction tempera-

tures in Ge have been studied theoretically by several authors, for 

weak fields (2} . (3 4 5) 
and strong f1elds " • Experimental measurements 

on the Hall coefficient temperature dependence and magneto~resistance 

for doped semiconductors have been also carried out (6,7,8,9,) • 

Scattering of carriers by impurities in magnetic fields was considered 

through obs erving the change in cyc lotron resonance line-width (10,11) . 

In this section we describe measurements of the Hall coefficient for 

different values of magnetic fields and with a wide range of applied 

electric fields at 4.2 and 1.7oK. Carrier mobilities and transverse 

magneto ..... resistance were also deduced and discussed. 

3.2.1. Sample and apparatus 

The sample inves tigated 1;..ras cut out from an antimony-doped 

Ge single crystal grown in <110> direction having impurity content of 

16 -3 3 
'V 6 x 10 cm . The dimensions of the sample are 4.5 x 1.5 x 0.5 mm , 

with the current flowing through the 4.5 mm length, and the Hall field 

was measured across the 1.5 mm width. The sample was polished and 

etched for about two minutes in CP4A solution before any soldering 

contacts. 

The sample is then mounted in a long brass sanple holder at 

the end of which there is a chamber for the crystal and two grooves for 

the electrical leads; one for the s amp Ie leads and the other for the 

magneto.,..resis tance probe situated near the crystal. The sample holder 

considts of three solid faces and moveable one which can block or admit 

'~he background radiation to the sample. This m.ovable face is connected 

to a thin stainless steel tube to outside the cryostat and vacuum 

sealed by an "art ring and a nut. This allmvs the movements from outside 
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the cryostat when the helium is under pumping conditions. The sample 

holder is shown in Figure (3-3a). 

The cryostat system consists of a superconducting magnet 

with an upper field limit of 50 kG used with a metal dewar of 30 litres 

capacity. The sample, when situated in the centre of the magnet near 

the bottom of the dewar, can face the radiation through two windows 

aligned with the magnet axis, Figure (3-3-b). (Only one window was used 

in this experiment). The magnet is suspended from the top plate of 

the dewar by means of three stainless steel tubes, they are also used 

to accommodate all the electrical leads including the magnet supply 

w1res. A German silver light pipe of 2 cm diameter was mounted in 

front of the movable face of the sample holder through the magnet central 

hole which leads the radiation (through cooled 200Wm short wavelength 

cutting filter) from outside the cryostat to the sample ~vhen the movable 

face is up}. 

The overall system with 20 litres of helium after fully 

pump1ng down to 7.5 torr (T = 1.67
o

K) allows running over at least 

eight hours which was sufficient for lowest temperature measurements, 

o 
after the 4.2 Kmeasurements were performed. 

The measuring instruments used for the normal V-I Character-

istics are Fluke digital multimeters having voltage and current sensit-

ivities of 0.1 mV and 0.1 WA respectively. The low level electric 

fields were supplied by a one volt standard supply from which the 

smallest voltage available is I mV. For measuring the Hall voltage 

a digital vcltmeter with O.OlmV sensitivity was used. The magnetic 

field ~vas measured by a calibrated magneto-resistance probe and checked 

by the calibrated magnet current supply. 
\ 
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< 4 

Hall coefficient and carrier mobility: results and 3.2.2. 

discussion , 

Hall effect measurements have been carried out ~n the 

o 
temperature range 4.2 - 1.7 K. The magnetic field H used ranges 

between 2.8 - 25 kG. The. Hall coefficient ~ was measured for a \.,ide 

range of electric fields. The electric and magnetic field dependence 

of the Hall coefficient are shown in Figures (3.4) and (3.5) for the 

two temperature extremes. No difference was observed in l)r bet'l;veen 

blanking and admitting radiation. At 1.7o
K the E3 mechanism dominates, 

o while at 4.2 K, the E2 mechanism dominates. However, the increase in 

~ with H is about the same for both temperatures. This suggests that 

the carriers contributing to the value of l)r are the same in both cases. 

figures (3.6) and (3.7) show the V-I curves for different magnetic 

fields from which it is clear that the conductivity variation with 

electric field ~s smooth in each curve and, hence, the Hall mobility 

defined simply oy G~ will reflect the same observed anomaly in ~. 

o 
At 4.2 K, the tendency of the Hall coefficient and mobility 

to ~ncrease, for all magnetic fields, at electric fields above ~ 150 

.' C 4' 1· d 1.:. f (12, 13) f mV/cm, as seen ~n F~gure 3. 1, was exp a~ne ue ore or pure 

n-Ge as an initial decrease of impurity scattering as the carriers 

begin to heat, followed by a subsequent increase in lattice scat tering 

w'hicn again lowers the mobility. The fol1ow'ing peak (3-5 vI em) and 

suD.sequent decrease are of similar or~g~n. In spite of the large 

difference between this sample and the pure samples used by Koenig 

et al (13} for temperatures not less than 'V 7
o
K, the main features 

still rema~n. The carrier concentration in Koenig sample is around 

1013 cm-3 and -the main conduction mechanism is that for the free 

conduc tion b and carriers at the mentioned tempera.ture. The scat tering 

mechanism limiting the carriers mobi1i ty is shared be D."een the impuri ty 
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and phonon scatterings. Further, it was pointed out by Koenig that the 

las t feature should be more apparent at lmver temperatures and in more 

~mpure samples. 

o 
At 4.2 K, ~n our sample, the electrical conduction is domina-

ted by the motion of electrons in the delocalised band situated above 

h 
C14} 

t e ground state and gives rise to the existance of £2 The ini tial 

decrease in ~ at low electric fields at both temperatures is not app-

arent in pure samples. This ~ay arise from the initial excitation of 

the captured electrons in the delocalised band by the mobile electrons. 

This low energy excitation might occur as an ~nverse process to the 

giant trap mechanism in \vhich the carriers can be captured in exci ted 

states having energy ~ kT from the conduction bancl edge and are not 

able to conduct current. This mechanism accounts for the very large 

capture cross-section found experimentally for the conduction band 

(15) 
elec trons and speculated by I.ax . We think that this theory may 

apply to the electrons in the delocalised band in this sample. 

At both temperatures, Doth conduction mechanisms CIT2 and °3) 

are contributing to conduction with different ratios depending on 

temperature. The Hall coefficient ~ and the Hall mobility ~H will 

then take the form 

= 

and 

% -

where J.l 2 
and Jl 3 

02 J-i 2 + IT3 113 

(02 + °31 

.. (3.3) 

.. (3.41 

are the delocalised and hopping Hall mobilities 

~ 1 The value of R_ has increased for both temperatures res pec t~ve y ~ -R 

f . t d hen {ncreas'; no H from 2. 8 to 25 kC. by abou t. an order 0 magn~ u e r..;r.... .... \:) 
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The values of °2 and a
J 

differ only by about a factor of 2 (Figure 3.1) 

if P3 « ~2 ' then the term 0 3P3 can be neglected in tile above expres-

. 
s 10ns • Since the observed decrease ~n a = + . b t f t ~ T a

2 
a

3 
1S a ou a ac or 

of three 
o 

at 4.2 K, as we will see, whiCh if squared will give the 

observed increase in~. Tnis indicates that a
2P2 

has not changed 

much i.e. a decrease in 9"2 is associated with an increase in P 2 . 

This is also clear from equation (3.4} for PH' The observed decrease 

in aT at both 4.2 and 1. 7
o

K, in spi te of the different contribu tions 

from 02 and 03' is a factor of 2.8 and 3.7 respectively. Tnis indicates 

that both 02 and 03 suffer a decrease with magnetic field. 

From the graphs and uS1ng equations (3.3) and (3.4) together 

with o= 
o 

nep, the foRowing values of n 2 and P2 were found at 4.2 K for 

the two extreme magnetic fields at 1mV' el ectric field val ues (assuming 

= 

10
15 -3 44 

2 -1 
2.8 kG n 2 =- 2.8 x em P 2 - em CV. sec) 

x 10
14 -3 2 -1 

;oj 2.78 166 (y.sec) 25 kG n 2 = em ]12 - em , 

These values assume that 113 « ]12' but S1nce a3 == !0 2 at this tempera

ture, and the first value of n
2 

is approximately equal to the number 

of saturated hopping carriers given by the acceptor concentration . 
• 

. 1 I Then ]13 1S approX1mate y 2P 2 , 1. e . , 
2 -1 22 em (V.sec) at low field. 

This value seems very large for the pure localised motion. But if 

the actual de1oca1ised carrier concentration is less, then the 

assumption 113 « ]12 1S correct as shown below. 

At 1. 7oK, where a
3 

dominates 02 by about a factor of t .. .,o, 

similar increase in ~ with R is observed. Following the sa~e procedure 

we found 

lOll ..... 3 2 -1 
,." 203 (V. sec) n 2 
:; 4.1 x em }l2 ';: em 2.8 kG 

25 kG 10
10 -3 2 -1 

AJ 610 eV.sec) n2 
';: 4 x cm 112 = em 
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These values assume that the ratio of 02 to 0"3 has not affected much 

by magnetic field (i.e. 03 = 2°21. 

The large decrease of n2 at 2.8 kG when cooling from 4.2 to 
o . 

1.7 K does not agree w1th tile measured activation energy £2 of 1.445 

meV for wm.ch. the value of n2 should be 1.4] x 1014 em .... 3 at 4.2oK with 

corresponding -mobility· ]12 of 840 cm2 (V.sec} .... l at 2.8 kG, and 1.4 x 1013 

..... 3 . 2 ~1 3/ 
em and 3169. em (V.sec} at 25 kG. This also agrees with ]l a T 2 

e 

(rv 3.9-1 be tween 4.2 and 1. 1
0
K. The measured values given before at 

o 
4.2K and 2.8 kG do then represent mixed carrier concentration of the 

two conduction mechanisms with an average mobility. o The values at 1.7 K 

are assumed to be correct to give n
2 

and ]l2 for £2 carriers because 

the rate of decrease in n3 is much smaller than n
2 

when cooling down 

and Jl3 « )12 and therefore, since the conductivity contributions are 

comparable, the neglect of 03Jl3 represents the actual case. 

The values of .mohilities at low H for both temperatures seem 

to be reasonable for £2 delocalised band motion. At 25 kG, the value 

of 3169. cm
2 

(V .sec} .... l at 4.2
o
K is very close to the predicted conduction 

2.,...1 C9) 
band mobility of 3810 cm (V.sec} for nearly similar sample --

G 
~ 16 .,..3, 

S b '!: 1. 7 x 10 an 1 .• However, it could not represent die conduction 

band mobility because the corresponding 'carrier concentration n
2 

0.4 x 

1013 cm ..... 3} is far higher than the conduction band concentration at this 

temperature assuming an activation energy of 10 meV or even die reduced 

value of 6.3 meV measured by Fritzsche (81. Thus, the carrier concent-

rations and mobilities given by these measurements do represent the 

£2 band conduction. 

The strange behaviour of ~ at 1.7
o
K at some values of ele

ctric fields especially for H ~ 10 kG 1S rather str~ing. At 5.6 kG, 

there are always peaks at specific electric fields. \ful. Ie at 10 kG, 

there are some dips. The peaks at 5.6 kG have a relative magnitude 

which increases with electric field. The value of ~ at any peak does 
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not exceed the ohmic value. This, coupled with the increased magnitude 

of the peaks with electric field, suggests that these disturbances 

only occur among the impactly ionized carriers, and that these peaks 

represent some types of resonant capture of carriers. We believe, 

therefore, that this process of capture is a process in which the Auger 

recombination mechanism (inverse of the impact ionization mechanism) 

yields a 111ajor contribution to it. To describe this in more detail, 

let us consider the steady s tate electron concentration n extracted 

from the rate equation which is given by (13l 

n - •. (3.5) 

where 

~ , BT are the thermal generation and recombination 

parameters respectively. 

AI"' BI are the impact ionization and its lnverse process 

(Auger process) parameters respectively. 

Nn ' NA are the donor and acceptor concentrations. 

The maj ori ty of the peaks occur at large elec tric fields, near break-

down voltages in which case the thermal and impact ionization terms 

are nearly equal and the controlling factor for n will be the Auger 

recombination factor. This is also clear from the n dependence of 

this factor. The Auger recombination process can simply be described 

as follows; two electrons collide in the vicinity of an ionized centre, 

one of them is captured, the other can carry the energy away (13). 

This process if it occurs with the presence of magnetic field, can be 

greatly enhanced if the cyclotron radius is comparable to the capturing 

orbit radius. For 5.6 kG, assuming an average effective mass m* of 

0.11 m 
o 

Clll ~ is the free electron mass} for electrons having an 
o 

. 3 
energy of IV 2" kT, the" cyclotron radius defined by 
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r = 
.. (3.6) 

is 301.5 R 
y. 

here v is the thermal veloc .. ~ty ( 3kT):1 . h 
~ = ~, e 1S t e electronic charge, 

and H is tfie magnetic induction. 

Thi.s yalue of r is much larger than the ground s tate Bohr radius 

ao of the impurity atom, given by the relation. 

a 
o .. (3.7} 

For the, same value of m*, this is equal to ]7~ CK = 16 is the 

dielectric constant of Gel. The situatien new is net clear whether 

this capture Cat the Hall ceefficient peaks} is caused by single. 

impurity excited states having a radius comparable to that given by 

(3! 6), or it is due to a capture by posi tive ion pairs and/or atomic 

clusters of the Sb atoms which are more likely to eccur especially 

at this doping cencentratien at whicQ the average impurity separation 

is 158.5 R i.e., very clese to. 2 a. In any case~ the captured. 
0. 

electrons will net be able to carry current. Since this phenemenon 

(13) 
does not eccur ·in pure n-type samples , therefere we may expect 

that the multiatomic capture. is the respensible mechanism. Also in 

this case, the capturing radius sheuld be cemparab Ie to r in (3.6) at 

the peaks. In the Auger precess mentioned, after cellisien and 

capture, the free electron will carry the excess energy causing its 

mobility to increase. At the strengest peak in ~ occurring around 

16 V/cm, the ~ value has increased nearly four times so dees the 

mobility ~ and P2 Gr2 and cr3 have not correspending change at the peaks). 

This co.rrespo.nds to. an electron temperature increase of the remaining 

carriers of (41
2
/ 3 or alio.ut 2.5 times the unperturbed value. The 

final value of .]Ja. = a'T Ra at that peak., hOil~ver, is still smaller than 
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the low electric f~eld value. At th k b 5 6 / .J.. e pea occurrlug etw'een - V cm, 

for which the value of Pti is nearly equal to the ohmic value, the value of 

J.lH. ~s larger than the ohmic value by about 25%. 

Probably all the other peaks tend to have a al f ~_ 1 v ue 0 -R equa 

to the ohmic value and the electric field intervals were not small 

enough to resolve these values. In this cas e, the value of J.l H at 

these peaks, and not the carrier multiplication, l;vill be responsible 

for the conductivity increase with electric field. 

At 10 kG, on the other hand, there are mainly tvo smaller 

dips in the value of ~i' Similarly this is caused by further carrier 

generation at these dips. '\-Je think that this is due to a sudden 

increase in the impac t ionization term in (3. 5) wi th the presence of 

a magnet ic field. The cyc 10 tron r adi us r for 10 kG is ab ou t 169 R, 

much larger than the ground state Bohr radius a (77 ~1, but comparable 
o 

to the mean impurity separation l158.5~). On the other hand, the 

quantum energy associated l.:-J'ith the cyclotron frequency w at 10 kG ~s c 

~ 1 meV (~ 0.56 meV for 5.6 kG}. This value is comparable to the 

hopping activation energy E3 l~ 0.9 meV) .'Probably, these could have 

some correlation with the observed anomaly at 10 kG. 

There are other small peaks in ~ which occur for nearly all 
-1 

values of magnetic fields. These peaks occur at about 35-40 V.em 

irrespective of the magnetic field, also we can include the very large 

peak at 20 kG. which nearly occurred after full breakdmm. The reason 

for the small peaks is not known, but we think that the large peak of 

20 kG may have similar or~g~n as those discussed for 5.6 kG, i.e. 

resonant capture. 

3.2.3. Magneto~resistance 

The transverse magneto-resistance (TMR) observed ~n this 

sample ~s sufficiently high that it could not be explained by the 
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ordinary magneto~resistance QMR\ h f '- t !.eory or conduction band electrons. 

This theory states that the low field condition is satisfied when 

W L = ~ H < 1 wh . c ' ere T 1S themomentumscattering time. In this case 

and ~ is called 

2 (w Tl 
c ~ (~H) 2 

the MR coefficient and has the value of 0.57 for ionized 

impurity scattering. From this, the value of /1p 
should always be 

Po 
less than unity for ~li < 1. In our case ~H < 1 at any H, and from 

Figure (3. 8} , /1p and /::.P d 
Po PoR2 

o not agree with the above theory 

especially at 1.7°K where the 10calis.ed hopping conduction dominates. 

Moreover, • 0 
1S not constant for 1.7 K for H < 15 kG, but has a 

decreasing value with H. The MR mechanism 1S, therefore, completely 

different. 

o 
At 4.2 K, we found that the MR is mainly caused by a decrease 

in 002' in equation (3.1) for the deloca1ised motion part, while if the 

hopping conduction is dominating an increase in both £3 and 003 was 

1 observed. This result was obtained from the 1n R - - plot with and 
T 

without magnetic field of 5.6 kG as shown in Figure (3.9). 

The TMR obs'erved in this sample at 4. 20
K is mainly as a result 

of carrier depopulation shown before together with partial compensation 

by mobility increase. At 1.7
o

K, however, higher MR was observed for a 

given field. This 'tl1as believed to arise fro~ the decrease in spacial 

• (9_2 hi h f h extent of the ground state wavefunct10n w c accounts or t e 

increase in £3 and 003· It seemed that this effect is greater than 

the effect on the deloca1ised motion of the carriers in the £2 band 

regarding the MR. The individual contribution to the MR ratio 

P .(Ji1. for Both mechanisms at 25 kG, assuming that the ratio of both 
Po 

contributions rema&ns unchanged by the field, are 2.22 for 02 and 

5.45 for the hopping. This gives as shown in Figure (3.8) an overall 
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peRl 
Po 

through 

of 2.78 and 3.68 for 4.2 and 1.7oK respectively. 

The change in the pre-exponential factor 0 is obvious 
03 

the strong dependence of this term on (d) where d is the 
a . 

mean impurity separation and a is dle ground state Bohr radius. 

Mi 11 er and ADr ahams (1, 17). have deduced the following expression for 

= 
-11 3 

r cons t.) C. d). -4 ( (~ ) -2 ~ a . . e.xp. 1.09 a ) 

•. (3.8) 

This relation is valid for large ( : ), but it is reasonably good for 

qualitative description in our case. From this relation 0
03 

has a 

positive change with d (a >- for doping levels less than that corres-

d 17 -3 ponding to C a ) 'V 1.4 (ND 'V 1.95 x 10 cm) which is we 11 above our 

doping level. Since the effect of magnetic field is .to reduce a (1) 

which corresponds to an increase in d C a }, then, a
03 

should increase 

with H. We found that at 1.70 K and 5.6 kG, the value of p(H) due to 
Po 

the activation energy increase alone is 'V2.4 while the measured value 

for the hopping contribution is only 1.235, so the value of a
03 

should have increased by a factor of 'V 2. This occurs if d = 2.77 
a(H) 

or a(R) = 57.2 K (a = 77 ~), i.e., a (H) = 0.74 at 5.6 kG. This is 
o a 

o 
also clear from Figure (3.9) if we compare the intersection with the 

vertical axis of the lowes t temperature straight line. 

On the other hand, the change in a 02 ' rather than in £2' 

is also emphasised by the temperature independence of the carrier 

depopulation which is mainly responsible for the MR. This, however, is 

different from the results obtained by Sadasiv (6} who concluded that 
\ . 

an increase in £2 should occur wit~magnetic field. The reason for this 

carrier depopulation i.s not quite understood. Nevertheless, we may say 

that it is due to the increased effect of recomfiination parameters 
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especially BT ~n equation (3.5). 

3.2.4. Energy scattering and hot electron phenomenon 

At low temperatures, the energy coupling between electrons 

and lattice is generally weak. The main mechanisms by which the carriers 

can exc~ange energy with the lattice is electron-phonon and probably 

ionized impurity scattering$. Scattering with ionized impurities at 

such doping level and at the lowest temperature (I. 10 K} could represent 

additional energy relaxation mechanism (the mobility is highly impurity-

limited}. It is known that impurity scattering is highly elastic because 

of the small value of mass ratio between the electron and the impurity 

atom. But the collision frequency lIT, where T is the momentum scatt-

er~ng time, is several orders of magnitude greater than the scattering 

frequency with phonons at such temperatures. 

3.2.4.1. Ionized impurity scattering as an energy relaxation mechanism 

For the above reasons, we found it ~s worthy to calculate the 

energy exchange between carriers and the lattice due to ionized impurity 

scattering and comparing with that due to scattering with phonons. 

Using the simple collision theory, the change of the carrier energy was 

obtained. The mobility as function of electric field was then deduced. 

The details of these derivations are shown in the appendix at the end 

of the chapter. \.Je will present here the final results. 

An electron energy loss per collision is 

6. E = - 2m* (1 - cos e) 
M 

wp.ere m''t, M are the electron and the impuri ty atom masses. 

.. (3.9) 

e is the collision angle; the angle by which an electron 

deviates from its original trajectory. 

The average power loss 
dE 
dt 

due to this collision per electron was found 
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to be 

and 

dE 
( dt I 

I 
= 

= 8m* E kT E 
~2 2 
'il e n 

4m* 
H E 

_1 
2 

where Z is the effective nuclear charge (unity ~n our case} 

NI ~s the ionized impurities concentration 

E is the pennittivity of Ge 

.. (3.10) 

•. (3.II) 

n is the free carriers concentration with an effective 

mass m* and internal energy E and T is the absolute temperature. 

If, then, we exclude any other energy relaxation mechanism, 

the energy gained by an applied electric field F must equal that 

delivered to the lattice via the ionized impurity scattering. The 

2 
energy gained by the field is ~I.e.F , where ~I is the ionized impurity 

scattering-l~ited mobility which represent our case. The expression 

. (21) 
used for ~I' for conduction band electrons, ~s 

In [{ 2:~*~ ~ 2 
n T2 t } r 1 

In equilibrium we will have 

2 
PI e F 

.. (3.12) 

•• (3.131 

Neglecting the dependance of the logarithmic terms in both. C3.l0). and 

(3.121 upon temperature, relation (3.13) can be written as 
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a 

or T 
e 

= b T 
e 

where a, b are constants defined from the above expresS1ons, 

.. (3.14) 

1. e., the carriers drift mobility l-I I is inversily proportional to the 

applied electric field to the power ~ at constant lattice temperature, 

and the maximum mobility is obtained at zero field (this 1;.,ill be equal 

to the ohmic value). 

Comparing ( ddE
) g~ven by (3.10) 1;vith that due to electron

t I 

photon scattering which ~s given by 

( dE ) 
dt L 

= 8 u 2 (2 mn* k T )! . (T - T ) / 'IT £T 
e e 

where U 1S the speed of sound in the crystal, 

£ 1S the phonon mean free path 

.. (3.15) 

T and T are the lattice and electron temperatures respectively. 
e 

Substituting in (3.10) and (3.15) taking into account that 

T = 

N
r 

1S the number of ionized centres = Number of compensators 

~ 2.8 x 1015 cm-3 (it is not quite known, and this value is that 

determined from the Hall coefficient at low Hand 4.2
o

K) 

~ 11 - 3 m* = O. 11 m and n = 4.1 x 10 ern , 0 
E - 16. 
~o 

m* 
M 

u 

asslIDung T 
r 

= 

= 

-7 
4.9 x 10 

4.95 x 105 ern/sec, and £ = U.T 
P 

;;; 10 .... 9 sec at this temperature, then £. 
-4 -= 4.95 x 10 em. 
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After substitution we will have, 

= 

= 

- 1.0 x lO~14 watts 

- 3.6 x 10-14 watts for T -T = 10K 
e 

.. (3.16) 

.. (3.17) 

From this we see that ionized impurity scattering ~n this sample is 

competing with that due to electron-phonon scattering. Both values 

will be equal when T ~ -2.0SoK, i.e. (T -T) = 0.3S oK. Proper 
e "e 

campar~son can be made by evaluating the coefficient of thermal 

coupling K = - d 
dT 

e 

C dE ) 
dt for both cases, where - ( ~~ ) is the 

power delivered to the lattice. Relations (3.10) and (3.15) can be 

written as 

dE -1 

( dt ) = PI = +A. T 2 

e 
I 

dE I 

P
L 

.... B 1" :2 (T -( dt lL = = 
e 

where 

A = 

242 
Z e NI In B 4m* 

M 

and 

B = 

Then 

dP 1 
dT 

e 

and ~ 

I 2 
6 'IT 3/ 2 (2m:") :2. E 

I 

8~2 (2 mn -!: k}:2 
'IT£T 

= ~ = 

1 

A 
2 

_3/ 
T 2 

e 

B T 
T 2 (3- -) = 2 Te e 

T ) e 
= B 

2 
3k 

T 
I 
:2 (T 

e e 

.. (3.18) 

T) (3.19) - .. 

.. (3.20) 

.. (3.21) 

.. (3.22) 

.. C3.23} 
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The negative s~gn of ~ resulted fram the inverse dependence 

of electron temperature on the applied electric field (T n F-l and 
e 

d 
dT 

e 
The magnitude of these coefficients at zero electric 

field (T = T) are e -

10 ..... 15 
.,...1 

Kr - -2.94 x watts. oK . /e1ectron .• (3.24) 

3.6 x 10-14 -1 
1). - watts. oK /e1ectron •• (3.25) 

From this we see that at low fields, the overall coupling coefficient 

. 
~s controlled by electron~phonon interaction. If an electric field 

is applied across the sample, both the mob:il.ity and T will increase 
e 

resulting in an increase in 1). and "furtIier decrease 

(1 + BF2) for electron-phonon scattering, and ~r a 

= )l 
o 

All the p's and K's values are g~ven per electron and it 

should be mul tiplied by the total number of ele"ctrons in the sample 

to give the total values. For the sample used for the Hall coefficient 

3 measurements having a volume of 3.375 rom and carrier concentration 

11 -3 
of 4. 1 x 10 em , 

-1 
~ = 50).l watts. OK •. (3.26) 

This value is close to the experimentally estimated value as we will 

see. 

From these analyses, the value of ~ will increase and may 

dominate the energy coupling if the sample is more compensated (larger 

N
r 

in 3.10). and/or the temperature is further reduced. 

3.2.4.2. Electron-phonon coupling and hot electron phenomenon 

This hot electron effect can appear as a non-linearity of 

tILe element resistivity with electric field. This is caused by the 
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mobility change of the conducting carriers due to their internal 

energy change. The sign of tae mobility change depends on die 

momentum scattering mechanism involved. For very pure samples, if 

the lattice scattering still limiting the mobility at low temperatures, 

then the mobility should decrease with electric fields. For nearly 

all practically pure samples at helium temperatures, the ionized and 

neutral impurities limit the moBility. In this case, the mobility 

increases with the energy input to the sample. This behaviour is 

described by the following relation (18) 

.• (3.27) 

where B is the parameter which depends on the energy ga~n and loss 

rate of carriers, it is positive for impurity~limited mobility and 

negative for lattice limited mobility. 

110 ~s the zero field mobility. 

In our case, the mobility is limited by ionized impurity scattering 

in which case }l increases with F. For the used doping level, the non-

linearity will result from the increased impact ionization caused by 

the energetic carriers even at very low electric field as shown 

previously. As we have seen before, the electron-lattice coupling is 

mainly caused by interaction with phonons. In Figure (3.5) the Hall 

mobility at 2.8 kG was plotted for comparison with the non-linearity 

caused by carrier multiplication represented by the Hall coefficient. 

In fact we may say that the energy gained by the carrier distribution 

is devoted to generation of new carriers thermally trapped. 

As we mentioned, the hot electron phenomenon described is 

more pronounced in singly doped samples and decreases as the compen

NA 
sation ratio -- increases. This is due to the efficient electron-

ND 
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lattice coupling in the resultant dominant localised motion at low 

temperatures, as well as the increased ionized scattering centres for 

free conducting carriers. Figure (3.10) is a comparison between the 

power dependence resistance for two samples, one is singly Sb-doped 

sample (similar to that used for the Hall measurements} and the p-type 

o 
compensated sample at 4.2 and 1.68 K. The small non-linearity in the 

p-type sample at 1.68
o

K is Believed to be caused by the presence of 

a small number of conduction band carriers. Both samples shmv less 

o 
non-liri.eari ty at 4.2 K for the same dc pOl.ver input, which is what we 

should expect from electron-phonon interaction together ,-lith the fact 

that the majority of thermally trapped carriers at the bottom of the 

£2 band is highly reduced. 

The sensitivity S of the carr~er mobility to the dc pO"tl7er 

P depends on the total number of free carriers that receives the 

power as well as its mean temperature, i.e., the total internal energy 

of carriers, E. This can be described as (19) 

S 
1 
J1 

d].l 
dP 

E ~s defined as 

E = n v k T 
e 

.. (3.28) 

.. (3.29) 

n is the carr~er concentration with mean temperature T in a sample of e 

volume v. As ,.,e have seen, at 4.2
o

K the carr~er concentration n 2 ~s 
o 14 

more than two orders of magnitude greater than at 1.7 K, (1.47 x 10 

11 -3 . and 4.1 x 10 ern ), the temperature d~fference of carriers makes the 

mobility sensitivity at 4.2o
K about three orders of magnitudes 

o 
'smaller than at 1.7 K. This strong temperature dependence of 

. 
S ~n 

this sample indica tes that the ho t electron phenomenon for such dopi ng 

level 'vill not be observ2d except for the lowest temperature possible. 
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Regarding the radiation fields, if we take into account the difference 

in absorption coefficient which goes as the carrier concentration n
2

, 

the related response at 4.20
K will still be more than an order of 

magnitudes smaller than that at 1.70 K. 

'In Figures (3.41 and (3.51, the mobility sensitivity compar~-

son appears clearly from die magnetic field dependence of breakdown 

voltage. At 4.2
0

K it seems that the Breakdown voltage increases with 

increasing the magnetic field for the reason that just the carrier 

concentratton available to cause breakdown has reduced but without any 

significant change in mobility sensitivity. At 1.70 K, it is clear 

that the breakdown voltage decreases with magnetic field. Here the 

reduction in carrier concentration has larger effect on S in relation 

(3.28) . 

It is sometimes convenient to express the mobility sensitivity 
. -1 

as functions of the coefficient of thermal cou~ling ~ (watts. OK ). 

T 
3L 

For ionized impurity scattering "lhere 11 a. 'L (assumed similar to 
e 

the conduction band electrons) and using 

S I d11 = 
11 dP

L 

we find 

3 
(3.30) S = . . 2 T K e 

and ~ = 
dPL as shown before. -
dT e 

3.2.4.1. Electron~lattice coupling parameter and electron temperature 

The non-linearity shown in Figure (3.10) for the n-type 

sample being caused by electron heating and subsequent generation of 

. . always less than the pure mobility variation trapped carr~ers ~s 
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gLven by (3.27). This can easily he illustrated by a simple calculation 

as follows; let the conductivity In our sample at any point on the 

bias curve be a and that due entirely to mobility variation be a'. 

Then, if we consider that the fractional difference of the generated 

carrlers be x = at that point, where n 
o 

is the zero bias carrler 
n 

o 
concentration, then the total number of carrlers will be (1 + x)n . 

o 

since this excess number of carriers (x n ) gained energy from the 
o 

original free energetic carriers) then the carrier mean energy E: at 

the mentioned point will decrease by a factor of (1 + xi. Taking the 

b . l' . ~ 3/2 f . . d" . roo l lty varlatlon as ~ a E or lOlllze lmpurlty scatterlng we can 

write 

.. (3.31) 

a' 
I 

(1 + x) :2 

This assumes that the ionized carrlers \-1ill have a final ffi2an 

energy equal to the ionizing one. Therefore in our case it lS always 

better to work at 1m., biasing if we require true hot electron perform-

ance. Fortunately, this is the best for Ge regarding S. The value of 

x could be determined from the Hall coefficient measurements. The 

I 2 
plot of a(l + X)2 vs F should then give a straight line of slope 

a B from which B could be determined for this sample. Figures (3.11) 
o 

and (3.12) show this plot for 5.6 kG from which B was calculated to be 

B = 0.05 

and = 0.104 

2 -2 
cm .V 

2 -2 
cm .V 

-1 
for F - 1-3.5 volts.cm 

.... 1 
for F - 0.5-1.0 volts.cm 

-1 
and increases more quickly for F < 0.5 V.cm . 

2 

The ffiaXLmUm values available for B 
}l Lo 

- 2 
6u 

2 -2 (18) cm.V - ,,,here 
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J.l L ~s the ohmic lattice mobility and u ~s the phonon velocity. 
o 

This value could not be easily achieved for this sample because of 

the exis tance of fairly large number of compensating impurities w'hich 

reduces the momentum time limited by ionized centres. This value of 

B is obtained when the ratio bev~een the lattice momentum time 

LL and the impurity scattering time Lr ~s equal to 3.6. Therefore, 
o 0 

the value of B and hence the moBility sensitivity could be improved by 

reducing the number of compensating centres which may exist either in 

the intrinsic Ge before doping or associated with the dopant material 

itself.. 

The reduction in carr~er concentration and the resulting 

mobility increase by magnetic field at fixed electric field, shown 

in Figure (3.5), indicates that for a mobility increase of ~~~ ~ 3, the 

internal energy gain and hence the electron temperature T for 25 kG e 

should have increased by a factor of 2.08 from the 2.8 kG value at 

the used electric field (~0.5V/cm). This increase in mobility ~s a 

result of the direct influence of the magnetic field on momentum 

relaxation 

of L I with 

time Lr for ionized impurity scattering. 
o 

. (10) 
R was stud~ed by Gershenzon et al. who 

This variation 

observed a 

decreas e in the contribution of the ionized impuri ty scat tering to the 

cyclotron resonance line 1;vidth especially when the cyclotron radius 

becomes less than the effective impurity radius. 

The plotted values of cr(l + x}! which is proportional to Te 3/2 

allows to plot the electron temperature Te vs Pdc as shmm in Figure 

(3.132. This plot ~s very useful in determining the electron-lattice 

coupling parameter ~ at any given power dessipation as 

dP 
K = dT 

e 

Figure (3.14) shows the variation of K 1;vith Te 
I 
;; 

.. (3.32) 

This plot 
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1 

shm'ls tiLe linear dependence of ~ upon Te Z represented by relation 

(3.23) for deformation potential scattering. But the plot consists of 

two main parts having different constant of proportionality (analogous 
I ')_ 

to the presence of the same behaviour of 0(1 + X)2 vs F~. We do not 

know \vhe ther this variation is associated wi th the presence of 

magnetic field or it is originally present in Ge. Nevertheless, s~nce 

the slope of ~ vs electric field is mainly the same for all magnetic 

field values (excluding any peaks or dips}, \V'e expect that this behavi-

our of K and B is originally present in Ge 9 This ~s ~peculated as an 

I 

~ncrease of Tez dependent coupling coefficient ~ at specific electron 

tempera ture ('V 2. 8
D

K) for some reasons which are not obvious to us. 

Knowing the coefficient ~ and electron temperature Te at a 

g~ven dc power, the mobility sensitivity S given by (3.30) as well as 

the energy relaxation time TE could be. de.termined. These are essential 

parameters for the hot electron applications. Using the classical 

. (20) 
formula for the heat capacity of the electron gas Cel g~ven by -

3 
2 

nkv 

k is Boltzmann constant and v is the sample volume. 

The energy time TE will then be given by 

= 

3nkv 
= 

2~ 

.. (3.33) 

.. (3. 34} 

For a typical value of 2 pH power dessipation, Te 'V 2.3
0
K, 

o ..,..1 ) 4 1 lOll cm-3 , then K == 111l~·J. K from Fi gure (3.13 and n = . x 

S = 
3 

2 T K 
e 

= 
4 -1 

5.83 x 10 1-1 •. (3.35) 
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This value is very close to that reported for LnSh sample at 20 K (19) 

Also for the investi.gat.ed sample with V = 3.4 nun
3 

we have 

2.6 x 10""'9- sees. .• (3.36) 
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Appendix 

From the shown figure~ us~ng the simple collision laws 

(momentum and energy conservation) it is easy to prove that 

( V 1 ) 2 _ 2m 
v M+m 

v' 
v 

cos e M-m 
M+m = o •. (A .1) 

where m = m* for simplicity 

and M is the impuri ty atom mass. 

v' (-) 
v 

, . ( ~) 
~.e. '- v 

v' 2 
(-) - 1 

v 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

m 
l1+m 

cos e + 2 
cos e + 

(N-m) 
(M+m) 

m II cos e:: [cos 2 e + M+m 
(M-m) (M+m) 

2 
m 

1 
M+m 

1 
M+m 

M 
M+m 

2 
(M+m) 

2 
m 

(J - 2 
N 

2 
UH,n) 

1 

[

2 2 2 "'2~ 
cos e:': N - m (i-cos e) j } 

1 

cos e -- m s~n 9 2 . 2 ] 2 } 

2 1 ill 
sin e) 2 + M 

2 
m 

M2 

IJ .22 
s~n 9} 

2 
. 29 m 

s~n +-
M2 

2 
ill 

') 

N .... 

2 2m 
cos e + M: cos 9 

. 2 2 
(s~n e - cos e) + 
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2m 
M 

cos e 
2 

(1 _ m 
M2 

To first 

,,,here E 

angles. 

by 

where 

and 

= 

"V 

= 

= 

M2 r :~ (M+m) 2 

(1 -

.... 

2 m 
M2 

s~n 

M2 
(M+m) 2 

M2 

(M+m) 2 

2 

[ 

(1 . 2 2 + s ~ n e - cos e} 

61 !l] 
2m -- (1 - cos e) 
M 

2m 
M 

[(1 - cos e) 

+ 2 

m 
+

M 

2m 
(1 - cos e +-

M 

2 2 eJ m 
s~n 

M2 

order m 
~n 

M 

llE 
2m 

(1 e).E (A. 2) = - ~ cos M . . 

~s the electron energy. 

This value of llE has to be averaged overall scattering 

But if we consider the minimum scattering angle e defined 
m 

tan 

R = 

= 

2 
= 

2 
Z e 

r 
m 

2 
47f E mv 

v ~s the electron thermal velocity 

Nr is the ionized impurity concentration 

o 
,,,e find that e ~s so large (tV 160 ), then the value of 6.E 'viII be 

m 

approximately 

,..., 
A E = -4m . E 

H 
.. (A.3) 
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Let the ionized impurity scattering time be T. The mean 

rate of gain of energy of electrons of energy E due to collision is 

~E 

T 

F . . d'· ~ (211 or ~on~ze Lffipur~ty scatter~ng, 

= 
zZ e4 NT lnB Z 

16 Ti (Zml! E 3 I Z t Z 

1 
T 

All the symbols used were defined before. 

.. (A. 4) 

The logaritD~ic term varies slowly with electron temperature. 

T 
= 

_1 
= -K E 2 

m 
4 }1 

Averaging overall energ~es, mean rate of ga~n of energy will be g~ven 

by 

dE 
C dt 2 = 

I 

= 

with s=! 

dE (cit } 
I 

00 
{ 

KJ . -s 
E 

-E/kT 

0 

co 
( , 
) e 
0 

K 
I • 

lkT} 2 

e 

-E/kT 
E 

r (2) 

r (51't) 

E 

3/z 

= 

= 

3/z 
dE 

dE 

ZK 
I 

(kT) 2 

-ZK 
I 

lkT) :2 

1 
3 r (1"7 ) 

1 
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CHAPTER IV 

FAR INFRARED ABSORPTION IN Ge fJ. LOW TEMPERATURES 

4.1. Introduction 
. II' 

General extrinsic photoconductivity (Phototransition and 

free carrier absorption} in doped Ge represents a major process for 

far infrared ahsorption. As we have seen in Chapter I, phototransi tion 

is understood as a carrier transition from non-conducting to conduct-

ing states by th.e effect of photons. This occurs when the incident 

photon energy is equal to or slightly greater than the energy differ-

ence between the two states. In lightly doped Ge, the major type of 

extrinsic photo-transition is the transfer of carriers fram the ground 

states to the conduction or valence bands, thus a change of the sample 

conductivity will result. This happens for quantum energies of ~ 10-

13 meV. However, due to the. impurity interactions in practically doped 

samp 1es, this ionizat ion energy is reduced due to the higher excited 

states overlap. This effe(;t lowers the bot tom of the conduction band 

or raises the top of the valence band. It was shown by Fritzsche (1) 

that the ionization energy of isolated antimony atoms in Ge has reduced 

by more than 3 meV for samples in the intermediate doping concentration 

16 ... 3 
(4.5 ,.5 x 10 Sb.cm ). This was also supported for less doping 

. ka d N· e2l concentrat~ons by Nagaza an r ar~ta • 

The purpose of die present chapter ~s to study the photo-

transition characteristics in singly doped, intermediate concentration 

Sb-doped Ge and low concentration p-type compensated Ge at 1m" tempera

tures. From these, the nature of the deloca1ized band responsible for 

the appearance of the activation energy E2 in the n-type sample is 

identified. Th.e study includes transmission spectra -measurements at 

I.50 K in the far infrared region. The hot electron phenomenon and 

free carrier absorption were also considered through the dc measurements 
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and actual quantum detection and compared with die phototransition effect 

mainly in the n-type sample. The absorption behaviour is also given for 

a biased crystal with identical mount as that used for the best detect-

ors developed. 

4.2. Photo-transition; measurements and discussion 

These mea~urements were done using the fourier transform 

spectrometer and an indium antimonide detector. The sample has a 

parallel-faced disc shape of 0.25 rnm and 0.31 rom thickness for the n-

type and p~type samples respectively. Both samples were Drrmersed in 

liquid helium o at 1.5 K. Interference fringes were observed in the 

fractional external transmission which were geometrically averaged. 

The absorption coefficient u, extinction coefficient k and reflection 

coefficient r spectra were then computed uSlng the iteration method 

used by Zwerdling et al.(3) 

The absorption coefficient a is related to the geometrically 

averaged ratio transmission T and the reflection coefficient r as 

= 
I 
d 

In 
[ 

(1_r)2 
2T 

where d is the sample thickness. 

+ 
2 r [(l-r)] 

l L 2T 
+ .. (4.1) 

The relation between r and the real part of refractive index 

n and the imaginary part (extinction coefficient) k is 

r = 
2 (n-l) 

(n+l) 2 

Also k is related to a at any wavelength A as 

k = 

.. (4.2) 

.. (4.3) 

As a first approximation, we neglect k in (4.21 and uS1ng 

n = 4.1 (3) for Ge, a value of r is obtained which 1S substituted in 



(4.1) to give a value of a at a selected wavelength A. The obtained 

value of a ~s then substituted in (4.3) to give a value of k from 

which a better value of r and a CCi.ll be obtained etc. Twenty iterations 

have heen performed at each wavelength and final values of Ct, rand k 

were obtained. Figures (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) shmv the plots 

of T, Ct, k and r spectra respectively. 

Measurements with dc fields have also been carried out on the 

n-type sample with dimensions of 2.2 x 2 x 0.8 3 
nun • They include the 

I.V. characteristics at 1.7
o

K at constant lattice temperature. The 

element is mounted in a detector cryostat system by soldering it to the 

copper block via an intermediate silver base which was in efficient 

thermal contact with the liquid h_elium bath. The measurements were 

taken with and without exposure to room temperature quantum energies 

less than 6.2 rneV. The short ~vavelength cutting was obtained by cooled 

filters at the same low temperature. rne spectral response of these 

filters were tested regarding the high energy leakage and proved to be 

quite efficient at the high energy end of the spectrum. The composition 

of these filters and their spectral characteristics will be shown in 

Chapter VI. The temperature rise of the crystal during the measure-

ments was found to be less than O.loK for electric fields up to 

-1 
10 V.cm (thermal conductivity of Ge 20 • at K ~s 13 

o -1 
watts (em. K) ) • 

Figure (4.5) shows log R vs log F characteristics in the two cases. 

The absorption coefficient Ct in Figure (4.2) for the n-type 

sample shows a broad maximum at about 5 meV quantum energy, followed 

by a minimum at about 6.5 meV fram which Ct starts to increase more 

rapidly with quantum energy. The broad maximum at ~ 5 meV could be 

phototransition either from the ground state to the first excited 

+ 
state (2p, - 0) which lies about 5.3 'TIleV above the ground state or from 

tlie first excited state to the continuum conduction band. But the 

variation of a spectrum with frequency indicates that the transition 
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~s mainly from the ground state to the first excited state \vhich has 

been broadened by impurity interaction. The evidence for this trans-

ition is the exis tence of a mininnnn beyond the broad maximum which 

should not be present if the transi tion is to the conduction band. 

However, we should expect some transitions occurring from the upper edge 

of the. broadened first exci.ted state to the lowered bottom of the 

conduction band. Since the carriers 1n the broadened band are originally 

conducting, therefore this latter phototransition causes only an 

increase in electron mobility according to the mobili ty difference be t-

ween the two states. (This transition may also occur under the dc 

field because of the non~vanishing state density between the two states). 

This photoeffect can occur for radiation wavelengths as long as 1 mm. 

In this respect we can consider this type of photoexcitation as another 

form of free carrier absorption existing only in the intermediate con-

centration levels. This effect might be responsible for the relatively 

high_ abs orption coefficient obs erved at 1 nnn which could not be des cri-

bed either by the ordinary free carrier absorption or by photo-transit-

10n to the bottom of the delocalized band as we will see later. 

The element re.sistance shows a reduction with incident 

-1 
radiation at all levels of electric fields (10 mV - 10 V.cm ). 

Figure (4.5) shows these plots (the fractional variation is so small 

as shown in the figure). For pure photo-transition to the delocalized 

region, the relative photoresponse should increase wi th electri c 

field due to the increase in free carrier lifetime T and hence the 

increase in the photoexcited carriers ~N will vary with T as (8) 

~N - /D nT •. (4.4) 

where tsJ represents the change in the photons arrival rate, 

n is the quantum efficiency. 

This indicates that probably not all the measured value of photoconduction 
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at low levels of electric fields is due to the. JIlain phototransition. 

~e other contributions may he due to p~oton-induced ~opping created 

by the presence of some compensato.rs in addi tion to the mentioned 

band edges transition. 

Returning to Figure (4.2}, tILe observed minimum at 'V 6.5 meV 

in the n ..... type sample indicates that tfLere is a minimum in the allowed 

density of states between t~e broadened first excited states and the 

high.er excited states that represent the lowered conduction band edge. 

In this sample the phototransition starts to occur at quantum energies 

'V 1.4 meV equivalent to the thermal value' £2 measured before and it 

appears more clearly from the axtinction coefficient spectrum g~ven ~n 

Figure (4.3). The absorption starts to increase continuously until 

its maximum value at 'V 5 meV. Therefore, the thermal value £2 does 

tILen represent the bottom edge of th.e broadened first excited state I 

relative to the ground state. Also Figure (4.2) shows that the 

transition to the conduction band edge starts for quantum energies 

'V 6.5 meV and increases fairly rapidly. The absorption coefficient a 

starts to exceed its maximum value occurring at 5 meV for quantum 

. 
energ~es greater than 7.2 meV. The starting value of 6.5 meV is very 

close to d b . h (1) f h 1 the value measure y Fr~tzsc e or t e same samp e. 

There is also constant background absorption for quantum energies less 

-1 
than 1.4 meV of value 'V 6 em 

The p-type compensated sample shmvn also in Figure (4.2) 

does not show similar behaviour, namely the absorption peak around 

5 meV. This simply indicates that such mechanism of absorption does 

not exist, i.e. phototransition of carriers to any intermediate band 
-Jale'Ytce 

between the g~ound state and the conducti~,n band. But rather there 

-1 exists a broad lllaxilIltlIU around 16 CIJl which is attributed to photon-

induced hopping transitions without phonon assistance (4,5} 
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4.3. Free ca~r1er absorption 

The classical formula used for free carr1er absorption 

coefficient a 1S 
F 

(J 

CtF 
= 

c K 
0 

where 

0 
I 

K2 

1 
2 

I+C~., T} 
.. (4.5} 

ao 1S the zero frequency conductivity of the element, 

K is the dielectric constant, 

T is the momentum relaxation time and w is the frequency 

of incident radiation, c is the velocity of light. 

For n-type sample when 

o At 4.2 K, a 
o 

o At 1.7 K, a 
o 

WT « 1: 

and = 4.7 

and = 0.01 

-1 
cm 

-1 
cm 

(this 1S due to the delocalised band contribution only). 

The value at 1.7
0
K is much smaller than the measured value 

of background absorption at I rom wavelength of 6 cm- l . Therefore, 

other mechanisms should be involved at these wavelengths. The mentioned 

band edges transition, photon-induced hopping and molecular excitation (10) 

might be responsible for this absorption. 

The value of Ct was taken under zero bias conditions, 1n 

which case, the conductivity and a..., is minimum. The value of a and 
l! 

CtF increases with increasing electric field due to electron heating 

and carriers multiplication but at the expense of mobility sensitivity 

because it depends inversily on the carrier concentration (equation 

3.28). The essential photoionization part also increases 1.:vith electric 

field due to th.e decrease.. in recombination parameters. TIus field 

" ""' d d 1:. • (111 enhanced lon]...zatLon was un erstoo uy P1CUS as to reduce the sticking 
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probability of t~e t~ennally trapI'ed carriers., L.e. reduce the 

probahility that a trapped electron will fall eventually to the 

ground state than to be re-excited. It should also be noted here 

that any free carrier absorption and band edge transitions with 

subsequent mobility change does not imply similar conductivity change 

1n the unbiased ~rystal at 1.7 0
K. The reason for that is the domination 

of localized (hopping} motion. The free carrier conduction must 

dominate the overall conductivity and hence a change in the carrier 

mobility and concentration change 6N (equation 4.4) of the delocalized 

carriers will then produce similar change in the overall conductivity. 

As we have seen before, the hopping conduction 1;vill dominate at a 

temperature below ~ 2.3
0

K, in which case the corresponding conductivi

tychange will not be adequate if the lattice temperature is held 

constant. On the ot~er hand, the absorption mechanism of any ~ind will 

become more useful at lowest temperature if the lattice temperature 

follo\17s the absorbed energy (weak link between the crystal and the 

heat sink) in such a case the detector will be a thermal bolometer rather 

than a quantum detector. At 1.7 0 K for the tested n~type sample, the 

contributions from the delocalized band motion to the overall conduct

ivity is about 30%. Therefore, the mentioned photoeffect will be 

reduced by nearly the same ratio. 

4.4. Sb-doped Ge as a quantum detector; Responsivity and time 

response 

The element used for Figure (4.S) was tested as a detector 

unde~ fixed lattice temperature conditions for frequencies up to 1 kHz. 

The photo~responsivity as a function of electric field across the sample 

is shown in Figure C4.6}. The noise characteristics nearly follow the 

same change. in photo.,...response resulting in much less variation in 

signal~to~noise (SIN) ratio. The -mechanism of this behaviour 1S not 
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understood. 

TIie admitted radiation has a maxinrum quantum energy of 

~ 6.2 meV, higher than the absorption peak energy but lower than the 

conduction Band edge ODS erved (6.5 meV). The relatively high electri c 

field for optimum performance emphasises the last argument about the 

field enhanced ionization. The drop in photoresponse for lower 

electric fields ~s consistent with the responsivity dependence on the 

element voltage as well as the less contribution of the free carriers 

to the overall conductivity which reduced the effective voltage 

response. At the indicated operating point, the hot elec tron sensi t-

ivity is very weak and can be neglected. 

The photoionized carrier's lifetime 1S highly dependent 

on electric field as we mentioned. This is clear from the relation 

T = 1 
.. (4.6) 

where BT and AI are the thermal recombination and impact ionization 

parameters respectively. BT decreases and AI increases with electric 

field. Therefore, the shortest lifetDne available is for zero 

electric field. This also fulfills the maxDnum hot electron sensitivity. 

The hot electron energy relaxation time is in general shorter than the 

recombination time of photoaxcited carr1ers and is not strongly 

dependent on electric 
\ 

fields compared to the large dependence of 

recombination time given by (4.6). . 1 (6) It was found by Koen~g et ~. 

for pure Sb-doped Ge that T in (4.6} for conduction band electrons 

has increased by approximately an order of magni tude ~vhen increasi ng 

electric field frol]. 1 to 4 v/cm and increases more rapidly beyond 

that. The lO~vest va,lue reported by tILe au thor is s ligIitly less than 

-7 
10 sec. Therefore, since T depends inversily on N A (neglecting 
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t~e AI term for 1m" electric fieldst, then t~e expe.cted value of . 
T ~n 

the ohmic region in our sample should be very short by nearly the same 

amount of NA difference. In this sample NA is expected to be bvo or 

three orders of magnitude higher than in the Koenig samples. 

4.4.1. Hot electron responsivity and response time 

At very low electric fields where the hot electron phenomenon 

has some effect in producing conductivity change, the responsi"Jity is 

expressed as 

B. == 
1 
a 

d q 

dCF2) 

BV 
<R - 0V 

~s the hot electron parameter, 

v ~s the voltage across thecrystal~ 

.. (4.7) 

v is the crystal volume and a is the conductivity at the operating 

point. 
3 

For V = 19 mV across the sample of volume 2.2 x 2 x 0.8 mID , 

2 -? 
the value of B from figure (3.12) is tV 0.1 cm • v - and () is 

4 ...... 1 
3.2 x 10- en.cm) then, 

<R 1.68 kv/w .. (4.8) 

This is a dc value and does not take into account the actual free 
e ff;Cie~ c r 

carr~er absorption em; !S]v; ty.. If the. measured value of background 

absorption coefficient of 6 cm~l does generally represent the free 

carr1er absorption including the other mentioned mechanisms at the 

longest wavelength of the IR spectrum where die phototransition is 

absent~ then the quantum efficiency n given by 

n - (1 -:- r 1 (1 ~ e .... ad } .. (4.9) 

will be tV 0.24 
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where r is the reflection coefficient 'V 0.37 and d is the crystal 

thickness CO.8 mrnl and the radiation responsivity will be 

<R. (w) - 405 vJw .. (4. 10} 

The calculated value of n assuming the classical free 

. ~l 
carr1er absorpt10n coeffi.cient elF (0.01 em 1 is extremely small and 

does not agree with the measured value of responsivity at very low 

electric fields and for wavelengths longer than 500~. This was 

achieved by operating the detector with additional low frequency pass 

filter consisting of 3 mID thick high density black polyethylene 

blocking the external windmv at room temperature. This filter has 

a maximum transmission of about 60% starting at about 600~m falling 

to about 10% at 250)lffi. This together ~vith the low elec tr ic field, 

makes the dominant response is for tte free carrier and the background 

absorption. The phototransition responsivity at low electric fields 

is given by 

_l(d R ) 
d Q v 

where I is the dc bias current and ( 3R ) . 
3 Q v 

•. (4.11) 

1S the change in the 

element resistance with the actual incident radiation at constant bias 

voltage. From the measured value of this will give a value 

for \R. 100 v/w which is less than 25% of the background response. 

Further, the detector was checked by an additional very narrow band 

pass filter ('V 3 cm- l width) with maximum transmission of about 40% 

centred at about 1.3 rom wavelength and the response was quite consist-

ent \vi th the above measurements. From the photoresponse ratio ,.,ith 

and without the additional 3 rom filter assuming Rayleigh~Jeans approxi-

mation to hold, the hot electron responsivity is about 200 v/w g1v1ng 

-1 
an average value of elF for thE free carrier absorption of 'V 1.64 em . 
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(We assumed ~ere that t~e optical. thickness in the absence of the filter 

15- very large and hence the yalue of emissi.vi ty n 1S 'V (l .... rl.). 

Comparison with lnSb hot electron detectors (8) regarding the 

performance data and operating conditions are 

Parameter 

B 
2 .,...2 

(em.v ) 

V (mV) 

Rdc Cv/r.v} 

v Cem3
) 

cr (Q. eml -1 

n 

(~ ) in lnSb 

(~ ) in Ge 
N 

= 1.14 

InSfi Ge 

20 0.1 

10 19 

130 1680 

5 x 10-3 
3.52 x 10-3 

0.3 'V 3.2 x 10-4 

'V 0.6 'V 0.11 

In Ge case, the cooled 200~m filter should be present 1n 

all tests to prevent the photon noise which 1S not the case for luSb. 

These filters present about 30% less of the incoming radiation 

resulting 1n a reduction in signal response. 

As the electric field across tUe Ge element 1ncreases 

2 -2 
beyond 1 v / em, the value of B changes to 0.05 cm • v which would 

decrease the hot electron effect. However, the increase in the 

field enhances the domination of photo ionization response. 

TILe energy relaxation time in Ge is much shorter than in lnSb 

due to tQe lmver concentration and h.ence the thermal capacity of the 

h.ot carriers in Ge. The yalue giyen for TE in the last chapter of 

'V 3 n sec. makes Ge superLor to lnSh for the combined response and 

time constant requirements. These requirements are essential for line 
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detection (mixe.rsl applications. ,\-le attempted to llleasure the response 

time at lmv elec tri c fields by purely el ectrical means us ing the 

bolometer bridge described by Jones C9_) as shmm in Chapter II. This 

method uses. the dynamical properties of the crystal under ac fields. 

The crystal responds to an ac signal at a given frequency if the 

irhpedence to such a signal 1.S equal to the dynamic value dV at the dI 

operating point. ~e of£~balance potential difterence in the 

bridge output gives the value of responsivity at a g1.ven frequency. 

For signal time duration shorter than the response time, the impedance 

will rise to the original static value V 
I at which the bridge ~vas 

originally balanced, therefore giving zero responsivity at this 

frequency. Because the responsivity deduced by this method uses 

the modulation of the dc field with very low electric field operating 

point, then the timeneasured by this method will be the hot electron 

relaxation time. Due to the high frequency effects, these measurements 

are considered correct up to frequencies of about 1 MHz. But we found 

that the measurements extended satisfactorily up to 10 MHz after '''hich 

the responsivity drops gradually to zero followed by other disturbances 

in the bridge output. The bridge elements were shielded by metallic 

box and the bolometer element was connected to the bridge via high 

frequency coaxial cable from outside the cryostat. This can g1.ve a 

rough estimation that the hot electron time response is less than 

10-7 sec (~ 1 ~mz). For more accurate measurements (fast pulse techniq-

ues}, we expect the value of 3 n sec can be obtained. 

Another attempt to measure the crystal time response was made 

16 -3 
using a practical mixer system. lieavier doped sample C~ 7.5 x 10 em) 

was required to reduce the crystal resistance for matching requirements. 

The crystal res~stance had about 300 n resistance. at 20 torr helium 

pressure and was mounted in a waveguide suitable for 115 GHz (2.6 mm) 

klys tron frequency', Tne k.lystron power was modulated by a signa 1 
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generator, so that a crystal response to such a modulation frequency 

could be detected. A detected frequency up to 250 kHz was observed 

-7 
( 'V 6 x 10 seconds}. This time response ~s longer than what was 

expected. But, tILe tested crystal and the radiation wavelength used 

were mainly different fram the spectrally tested samples such that 

the exact absorption mechanism involved at such wavelength is not known. 

4.4.2. Photoionization responsivity and response time 

Photoionization response ~n this crystal is very high due to 

the large aDsorption coefficient a as shown in Figure (4.2). This 

makes such material very efficient as a photoionization detector for 

wavelengths up to 500~m at which the smallest value of a ~s about 

-1 40 cm • This will require an optimum crystal thickness of 0.25 mm. The 

-1 peak value of a 'V 220 cm occurring at about 250~m wavelength 

allows an optimum thickness as small as 50~m. Reducing the element 

volume will increase the quantum responsivity by nearly the ~nverse 

ratio. 

For the same tested element, the point indicated by an arrow 

in Figure (4.51 represents the optimum performance (maximum ~ ratio) 

as a photoionization detector, whereas the hot electron and the back-

ground responses should be nearly absent. The photoionization respons-

. •• t:.y (8) 
~v~ty in th~s case ~s g~ven u 

<R. = 
-R

L 
Z • VB 

(Z+R
L

) (R+R
L

) 

n "[ 
Nhv 

.. (4.12) 

Q 

where N represents ~e total number of the delocalized band carr~ers 

Rand Z are the static and dynamic impedances respectively at the oper-

ating point. 
, 

RL is the load resistor and V
K 

is the. o.:las battery voltage. 

For responsivi ty' measurements, we usually uS'e a human liand as a constant 
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temperature source, th..e input powe~ was. calculated assllIn1ng Rayleigh:-. 

Jeans approximation where kT » hv, from which 

Q 
2kT 

2 
c 

.. (4.13) 
2 v f(v) dv 

where c 1S the velocity of light and T 1S the temperature difference 

between the source and the background. 

A is the detector input aperture and Q 1S the source solid angle at 

the detector aperture. v is the radiation frequency. Calculating the 

o 0 value of Q for a hand temperature of 37 C (19 C above the background) 

1f assum1ng blackbody emission, with A = 
4 

v = 1.2 x 10
12 

Hz (~ 2S0~m wavelength), 

2 
em and Q = 2rr and taking 

if we allowed for the 

spectral characteristics of the cooled filters and for n = 0.6, we get 

Q 
-6 = 0.33 x 10 watts 

-s The measured crystal output voltage was 8.S x 10 volts. Then the 

responsi vity is 

<:R = 260 v/w 

Other allowance has to be made for the actual radiation hitting the 

crystal surface because the crystal does not cover the whole exit cone 

aperture. The area ratio between the exit aperture (S rom diameter) and 

the crystal surface is ~ 4.S, and since the bottom of the cylindrical 

cavity was flat in this mount (this was avoided later by making the 

bottom part hemispherical), then the actual value of Q should be 

divided by this factor and we have, 

Q 
-6 

0.073 x 10 watts .. (4.14) = 

and 
~ - 1.17 kvJw .. (4.15) 
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Substituting this value of ~ in (4.12) and uS1ng the measured values of Z 

and R at the operating point (6 and 13 k . ~ ~ respect1vely) a value of 

T IN ~l1as found to be 

T 

N = -18 3.24 x 10 seconds .. (4.16) 

From the RaIl coefficient measurements, the value of carrier 

concentration n at the operating electric field is '\, 1.2 x 1012 cm-3 

This will give a total number of carriers in the sample of 4.22 x 109 , 

then 

T 
N -8 1.4 x 10 seconds •. (4.17) 

The value of T 

N 
1S also related to the change of element resistance R 

tlR wi th the absorbed radiation Q at cons tant voltage ( aQ)v as 

= IlT 
Nhv 

.. (4.18) 

From the measurements of R vs electric field with and without radiation, 

the change of the element resistance was found to be about 100~. The 

estimated value of Q by the last method is 1.15 ~ watts. Substituting 

in (4.18) we find 

T 

N 
= 7.9 x 10-

18 

For the mentioned value of N we get 

T ~ 3.3 x 10-8 seconds 

.. (4.19) 

.. (4.20) 

Those values of T 1n (4.17) and (4.20} are consistent within the 

experimental accuracy. The difference is probably because the measured 

value of (~~}v was deduced from 1 arge signal condition by blanking 

the who Ie background radiation ~.;rhi Ie the res pons ivity measurements was 

made under small signal conditions. Other source of error may arise" 

---
1.23 



from the assumption of blackbody characteristics of the human hand 

from which the value of ~ and hence T are under estimation. 

4.5. Photoconduction in p-type compensated Ge 

A t 15 15 3 p- ype compensated Ge sample (9 x 10 Ga, 1 x 10 Sb/cm), 

3 having dimensions of 5 x 2 x 1 mm , was polished, etched and mounted 

in an identical way as the n-type sample. For the same filters setting, 

admitting maximum quantum energy of 6.2 meV, the photoresponse is much 

smaller than the n-type sample. The electric field for optimum perform-

ance was found to be 11.5 v/cm. The fact that this sample does not show 

any conduction contribution from a delocalized band similar to that 

existing in the n-type sample, leads to that large reduction in photo-

response. The main photoresponse mechanism existing is the photon-

assisted hopping which has its maximum absorption at ~ 16 cm- l 
(2 meV). 

The maximum absorption coefficient u ~s ~ 27 cm- l . Although the crystal 

is optically thick for this value of u, the photoresponse ~s much 

~veaker than for the n-type sample taking into account the pm"er depend

ence on v 2 at both absorption peaks. Also it seems clear from this 

operating voltage that the photon-assisting hopping is also enhanced 

byelectric field. Both n-type and p-type samples showed some similarity 

regarding the positions of the operating point w.r.t. the end of the 

ohmic region. 

For photon induced hopping, the exciting quantum energy should 

not be less than the energy difference between t,..~o hopping cen tres . 

In this sample, the energy difference liE ::: 2 1::3 is equal to 1.7 meV which 

~s close to 2 meV for maximum absorption. The small concentration of 

valence band holes may exhibit some absorption and hence hot carrier 

effect. These free carriers might also take part in the observed 

non-linearity in Figure (4.5) at relatively high fields. He expect 

that the main reason for the observed non-linearity in this sample is the 
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change in recombination parameters with electric field which results 

~n a change of the hopping distance and time. 

The mobility sensitivity S a n- l :tn the p-type sample should 

be much higher for the same number of minority ionized centres as ~n 

the n-type sample due to the smaller number of free carr:ters. But 

the small absorption by such carr~ers together with the higher effective 

mass of holes inhibits the observation of such phenomenon. However, 

this p-type sample works in optimum conditions when mounted as a thermal 

detector at mu~ lower bias voltage (~ 2 v/om) and the response drops 

appreciably when increasing the bias as we will see later. TIlis, we 

think does not contradict the observed high electric field performance 

(~ 11.5 v.em-
l

) at constant lattice temperature conditions because the 

enhancement of hopping transitions could be achieved either by electric 

field or by lattice temperature increase. The thermal element ~s 

ahvays at a temperature higher than the hath temperature when biased. 

Therefore we think that thecornbined effect of lattice temperature 

..,.1 
rise caused by the 2 v.cm on the phototransition is equivalent to the 

effect of electric field (11.5 v/cm) on the same transition. 

4.6. Bias dependent spectral transmission of the n-type detector 

element 

It is of great importance to study the spectral properties of 

the detector element used to develop our best detectors in the best 

mounting configuration. For this purpose, the spectral transmission 

was measured for different values of crystal biasing in a wide range 

of radiation wavelengths (50-2000~m) using Ge detector. The element 

used is identical to that used in one of the best detectors in doping 

concentration and cut out from the same grown cyrstal. The crystal 

. 3 . t d has dimens~ons of 3 x 3 x 0.1 rom and has a res~stance a pumpe 

helium teAperatures very similar to that used in the good detector 
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C~ 1.5 Mn at 1~ watt power dissipation). After polishing and etching, 

the crystal was mounted in a secondary copper block similar to the 

main detector block. The detector mounting and wiring system will be 

explained in Chapter VI. The tested crystal is identical in mounting 

to the main detector cyrstal and having the same thermal conductions 

to the helium bath such that at a g~ven bias power both elements have 

the same temperature rise above the heat sink temperature. The secon-

dary block was designed to restrict gradually the incident radiation 

aperture from 5 nun to 2.5 mm in diameter, beyond w'hich the tested 

element was completely covering this limited aperture. The transmitted 

radiation was then detected by the main element. Figure C4.7) shows 

the secondary b lock with the crys tal posi tion as 'tvell as the location 

of the secondary block in the optical arrangement. Changing the bias 

power for the tested crystal was done by changing the load resistor 

connected in series 'vith the element at constant bias battery (apart 

from that used for the detector). 

The spectral transmitted power at each bias was ratioed 

-
against background spectrum (taken in the absence of the tested element) 

Six spectra of ratio transmission were performed including the no bias 

case. The average of two spectra were taken in each case including 

the background. The series load resistorslConnected 'tvere 5, 2, 1, 

0.5 and 0.25 ~ in addition to the open circuit condition (the bias 

battery has the value of 8.1 volts). These values of loads give the 

operating points shown on the load curve, Figure 4.8, and marked as 

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively. 

In these measurements, we have not seen any noticeable 

difference of the spectral ratio transmission for all the biasing 

conditions even 'tvhen the element is biased to the negative differential 

impedance region (point 5). The crystal resistance at point 5 is 

222 lQ2 (= 1.85 Mr2 at zero bias) and hence the free carrier concentration 
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should have increased by more than eight folds. However, no decrease 

in the ratio transmission was observed even 1n the millimetre wavelengths 

part of the spectrum at which the free carr1er absorption should be 

effective. In this case, the previously measured absorption coefficient 

-1 
of ~ 6 em at I millimetre has a very small contribution from the 

free carrier absorption. But this observation is consistent with the 

calculated value of a at no bias of 0.01 em-I 

Although the detectors voltage response is highly bias 

dependent, the overall spectral absorption of radiation is nearly bias 

independent. 

the frequency 

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the spectral trruLsmission in 

-1 
range 15-100 em only 1n the two extreme cases of no bias 

and the largest bias indicated by point 5. In these figures, the reso

-1 
lution was 0.1 em . The fluctuations in these spectra are not noise, 

but it represents the interference fringes together with the detailed 

absorption mechanisms. Reproduceability of all these fluctuations were 

observed in all the spectra as also clear from Figures 4.9 and 4.10. 
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CHAPTER V 

Ge ELEMENTS WITH ABSORBING SURFACES 

5.1. Introduction 

The work in this chapter describes an earlier attempt to 

form an absorbing layer on a Ge element to increase the absorption in 

Ge detectors especially ~n the long wavelength of the infrared spectrum. 

The study includes spectral measurements of pmver transmission through 

Ge discs with an absorbing surface having typical detector elements 

thickness. Comparisons have been made with the uncoated samples. 

Neasurements and discussions of the dc properties of one of these 

samples have been given. The studied absorbing films include 

(i) 
16 -3 Ion implantation for Sb-doped Ge (~ 5 x 10 cm) to 

form p-type layer with a dc surface resistance appropriate to match 

the free space incoming radiation. 

(ii} Nickel~chrome layer insulated from the Ge element by 

a thin Sio insula ting layer. Both the metal and insula tor are vacuum. 

d . d G ('Ga ~ 9 x 1015 cm-3 , Sb :: 1 x 1015 epos~ted on p-type compensate e ~ 

-3 
cm 1. 

(iii1 TILe same technique as ~n (ii) was used but tvith n-type 

Ge described in (i). 

Detector elements have been designed and constructed us~ng 

each material described above. The main characteristics of these 

detectors are discussed. Operating conditions and performance data are 

given for a detector using an implanted sample. Future developments 

are suggested to use the ion implantation technique as a useful tool to 

improve bodi the N.E.P. and the absorption characteristics. 

5.2. Essential requirements of the absorbing layer 

The ma~n requirements for the absorbing layer are the surface 
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resistance and the intimate thermal contact between the layer and the 

responding element. The absorbing layer is also required to have a 

uniform absorption spectrum in the interes ting part of the infrared 

spectrum. 

5.2.1. Resistance requirements 

The surface resistance of the absorbing layer should be such 

that maximum absorption of the incoming radiation is fulfilled. The 

required resistance could be calculated from the transmission line 

theory (21 

Let us assume the case of lossless transmission line (TL) 

shown in Figure 5.1 with infinite ex tens ion on both sides of a load 
, 

ZL representing the absorbing film, where Zo I Z represents the 
o 

characteristic impedance to the electromagnetic waves in Ge assumed 

infinitely long, and Z is the free space impedance. Then 
o 

~e reflected power intensity at A-A, r z 
= •• (5. 1) 

where Z 15 the parallel combination of ZL and the rest of the line -.;"ith 

Z' Z will then represent the total load affecting the transmission 
o 

and reflection intensities at A-A. 

Z = 

Z Z' 
L 0 , 

Z + Z 
L 0 

Substituting 1n (5.1) we get, 

r 
Z 

= /--- z o 
ZL (1 +2'" } 

o 

- Z o 

+ Z 
o 

.. (5.2) 

2 

.. (5.3) 

The absorbed intensity in die total load Z, AZ will be g1ven by 
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A = 1 - r
Z Z 

ZL 
4 (zr+ l)ZL Z 

0 = 0 

(ZL 
Z 2 

(1 + Z ~) + Z J 
0 

0 

And hence the power absorbed by Z alone will be 
L 

= 
Z' 

o 
Z, + Z 

o 0 

.. (5.4) 

.. (5.5) 

The propagation velocity of electromagnetic radiation 

through a non-magnetic dielectric will be affected by its complex 

dielectric constant E . The characteristic impedance Z' of the 
o 

dielectric is re lated to the free space value Z and E as 
'" 0 

Z ' o 
= Z 

o .• (5.6) 

Also due to the velocity reduction in the dielectric by the same ratio, 

the wavelength inside the medium 

A 
o 

A = 
m ~ 

A will be 
m 

.. (5. 7) 

In Ge, ff is nearly equal to the real part of refractive index n 

(the imaginary par t ~s small as we have seen in Chap ter IV), therefore 

Z' 
o 

and A = AO 
m 

n 

Z 
-v 0 .. (5.8) 

n 
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Substituting for Z' ~n (5.5} we get 0 

~L = 
4 ZL Zo 

[ZL (1 + n) + Z012 

from (5.3) we also get 

2 
ZL (l-nl Z I 0 

r = I Z 
ZL (l+n) + Z 

0 I 

Maximising ~ w.r.t. ZL ~n (5.l0} we get 
L 

= 
z 

o 

1 + n 

and the max~mum absorption will be 

AZ (max) 
L 

= 1 
1 + n 

From (5.11) the corresponding reflection coefficient ~s 

r = 
Z 

2 
n 

.. (5. 10) 

.. (5.11) 

.. (5.12) 

.. (5.13) 

.. (5. 14) 

These values are correct only if the samp Ie thickness \oli th 

refractive index n is infinitely long. Since the wavelength of propa-

gation inside the Ge will appear reduced by the refractive index factor, 

then a crystal of 0.25 rnm thickness can be considered electricallywng 

for \-lavelengths much less than 1 mm. However, this limit is dependent 

on the medium attenuation constant as ""ole will see in the actual case. 

For Ge, n = 4, then ZL for maximum absorption is 

= 
l20iT ---

5 
75 0./0 .. (5.15) 

and the maX1mum available absorption ~s 
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(max) = 20% .. (5.16) 

and = 64% .. (5 .17) 

this will leave a transmitted intensity of 16% through the bulk Ge. 

These values of absorption and reflection are not satisfactory, 

the reason being that the electromagnetic radiation has to see the 

follmving subs tr ate wi th high reirac tive index. In this case, as ZL 

increases, both A
Z 

and r
Z 

decrease until the limiting case of infinite 
L 

ZL' r Z will have a value appropriate for Ge alone of ~37%. Therefore, 

considerable improvements can be obtained if the bulk thickness is made 

very thin and / or the dimensions of the responding element is much 

smaller than the absorbing area. In these conditions, the value of n 

is nearly equal unity and we "l:vill have 

A
Z 

(max) = 50% 
L 

= 25% 

These values are quite satisfactory especially when ~~e 

reflection coefficient r
Z 

is smaller than for uncoated Ge. All the 

measurements done here, are for the absorbing film and the bulk 

crystal have the same area and with thickness of ~ 0.25 mm for the 

n~type Ge and of 0.31 for the p~type compensated one. Transmission 

line treatment for this finite thickness "\:V·ill be g~ven when discussing 

the transmission measurements. 

5.2.2. TILermal matching requirements 

Other essential requirement is that the absorbing layer 

should be in intimate thermal contact with the responding element. 

If an absorbing film of different nature than the following substrates 

has to be used, the thermal impedance for all the mater ia ls us ed 
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should be selected to be very similar at each interlace at the 

required operating temperature. The transmission coefficient T of 
T 

the heat flow for normal incidence at any interface beaveen two 

dissimilar solids having densities of Pl and P2 and acoustic velocities 

U
l 

and U
2 

is given by (41 

= .. (5.18) 

This has a maXlmum value of unity when P1U
l 

= P
2
U

2 
(the specific 

acous tic impedances are similar for both media). Hm~Tever, it has been 
(4) 

sllown by the author that the integrated value of (5.18) for all angles 

of incidence from first medium to the second shows that the last con-

dition is not sufficient for maximum energy transfer if U2 > Ul' and 

the condition Ul = U2 and PI = P2 must be satisfied to give a maximum 

integrated transmission coefficient of 50%. One of our techniques does 

not fulfill these i."equirernents because it contains metal -insulator-semi-

conductor interfaces. The thermal mismatch was quite severe although 

the metal layer absorption seemed quite adequate and hence the element 

failed to glve any improvements as a detector element. The other 

samples tested were surface implanted in \vhich case these requirements, 

we believe, were fully achieved, but other considerations should be 

taken into account as we will see later. 

5.3. The absorbing surfaces 

5.3.1. Ion implanted surface 

A circular disc 12 rnm diameter and of 0.25 rom thick was cut 

ou t from the crys tal grm\711 in <110> direc tion containing tV 5.5 ~- 10
16 

Sb. 
-3 

em The disc was finely polished and etched for about 1 minute 

* using the same mixture (CP4A). The disc was then implanted by 60 kc\ 

This was carried 0 t at Sussex University, Brighton, by Dr. D. Palmer. 
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boron ions B + to a dose of 3 x 10
14 

ions/square centimetre to form a 

p-type layer with thickness of about 2J.lm surh that h - t e surface resistance 

is 209. .± 10 0./0. The doping leve 1 of this p-type layer ('V 1.5 x 1018 

-3 
em ) lies in the metallic region of conduction where the resistance 

should not vary ~vi th temperature. Th f . e sur ace reslstance was measured 

at pumped helium temperatures and no change was observed between 300 

o 
and 1.5 K. The barrier created due to the p-n junction prevents 

shortening out the bias current through the Ge sample by the low 

resistivity layer. 

5.3.2. Metallic surface 

T'tvo discs similar to those used for ion implantation were 

used for this purpos e, one of them was n-type Ge, as that dl~scribed 

above and the other was p-type compensa ted Ge ('V 9 x 1015 Ga, 1 x 1015 

-3 
Sb. em ) having thicknesses of 0.25 and 0.31 mm respectively. The 

discs were coated with thin silicon monoxide layer, sufficient to be 

pinhole free, by vacuum evaporation, and then coated by nickel-chrome 

layer to a surface resistance of 'V 80 0./0 at room temperature. Both 

samples were polished and etched before vacuum deposition. Other 

detector elements have been prepared by this method for detector 

construction. The NiCr layer thickness ~ 125 R, and the resistance 

of Hhich was measured separately at pumped helium temperatures. An 

increase by a factor of 'V 2.5 was observed ln the sheet resistance. 

This makes a resistance of 'V 200 0./0 at the operating temperature. 

The insulating layer SiO separating the evaporated metal from the Ge 

sample was thick enough to prevent any electrical contacts betw'een them. 

This ~.,as achieved by evaporating various thicknesses of the insulator 

011 copper discs follmved by tIle metal layer deposition. The electrical 

resistance was measured in each case until the minimum thickness for 

good insulation was found. 
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5.4. Transmission measurements and discussion 

Transmission spectra for the three samples have been 

carried out at 1.5
0
K using the fourier transform spectrometer and an 

indium antimonide detector used before. At least three interferograms 

were performed for each spectrum including the background. The 

average of each spectrum is ratioed against the average background energy 

spectrum. The average ratio transmission spectra ~v-ith and without 

treatments for the three samples are shown in figures (5.2), (5.3) and 

(5. 4) • 

5.4.1. Ion implantation 

In the ion implanted sample, Figure (5.2), we expected a 

decrease in the ratio transmission at any radiation frequency w.r.t. 

the unimplanted sample because of the additional absorption of the low 

resistivity layer. But rather we observed an increase in ratio trans-

mission for frequencies lower than 30 cm-l and a decrease for higher 

frequencies (this increased transmission was not observed 1n the metal-

insulator coated sample). This we think is due to the junction forma-

tion and the resulting depletior.. of carriers as vTe will discuss below. 

5.4.1.1. TILe effect of the p-n junction on the absorption spectrum 

in the implanted sample 

Due to the formation of the p-n junction in the implanted 

sample, a depletion layer is created. At such low temperatures, the 
free . 

total delocalised carrier conLentration is highly reduced relat1ve to 

the exhaustion value. This tv-ill increase greatly the depletion region 

inside the bulk Ge sample. Because the p-type layer is degenerate, its 

carrier concentration and the depletion depth are unaffected by cooling. 

This layer is extremely small compared to the bulk n-Ge even at room 

temperature and is determined by the charge balance on both sid ~ of th 
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junction. The result of this effect at low temperatures is that the 

majority of the bulk material is depleted of the free carriers. The 

depletion depth, H, into the bulk Ge is inversily proportional to the 

square root of the free carrier concentration, as is clear from the 

relation. 

H. = j2E¢l 
en 

o 

where no is the equilibrium electron concentration, 

E is the dielectric cons tant (1.42 x 10-12 F / em for Ge) 

o is the junction diffusion potential, 

and e is the electronic charge. 

.. (5.19) 

Tne diffusion of carriers to both sides of the junction is proportional 

to the carrier drift mobility at a given temperature. At very low 

temperatures, the hopping carriers already exis ting before implantation 

have very small drift mobility ~ and diffusion constant D. This is 
e 

clear from Einstein's relation 

1.1 
D 

e 
= 

e 
kT 

.. (5.20) 

Therefore, we will assume that the diffis"ion current density J
D

, given 

by 

where dn 
dx 

= D e 
dn 
dx 

.• (5.21) 

is the carriers density gradient perpendicular" to the 

junction plane, will only be carried by the highest mobility free 

. carriers. An equiliBrium is set up when the current given by (5.21) 

is equal a?d opposite to the drift current density created by the 

built-in electric field F, i.e. 
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." 

D 
e 

dn 
dx 

= .. ( 5.2 2) 

where n l and ~l are the carr~er concentration and mobility of the 

dominant conduction mechanism. o 
At 4.2 K, we found by measuring the 

field effect pinch~off voltage that the created depletion depth R is 

such that the undepleted carrier concentration causing it should be 

about 1.7 x 1010 cm-3 
This value is much smaller than the delocalised 

carriers deduced from the Hall measurements (1.47 x 1014 cm-3). But, 

it does represent the conduction band carrier concent~ation at that 

temperature (.11. Also at t1ll.s temperature, the depletion depth occupies 

nearly the whole sample thickness (li 'tt 22811Iu). Since the crys tal 

thickness and contact potential are fixed, at lower temperature almost 

all the conduction band carriers are depleted, and for further cooling 

and depletion, the delocalised band carriers must be included. The 

required carrier concentration for depletion is still less tha n the 

E2 band carr~ers determined from the Hall IDeasurements at low magnetic 

fields but close to the high magnetic field value of 4 x 10
10 

cm-
3 

We believe that the participated carriers in depletion are those of 

highest mobility in the delocalised region. 

Nmv the depletion region is free from th.e highest mobility 

carr~ers . These carriers as "-Ie mentioned are responsib Ie fo r the 

observed background absorption including the band edge transition 

which probably no longer exists especially since th.e deplet ed car riers 

are those moving in the top of the delocalised band. Sin ce t hi s 

absorption mechanism is effective at long "'Taveleng t hs , this could be 

a reas on for the increased tr ansmiss ion for f r equencies l m.rer than 30 

~l . em w.r. t. the un~planted s ampl e . On the other h~nd , the photo-

transition absorption s houl d include phototran ition from the gro r d 

s ta te in t he ,.rho Ie bulk rna t e r ial. Thi s \.,i 11 contr ib u te to th 0 bs r' 

decrease ~n transmiss ion f or h i ghe.r f r equencies . The pe::.-foTIn" c of a 
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detector element in the long wave leng t hs, will t her e f or e b e mai nly due 

to the degenerate layer absorption. 

5.4.1.2. (TLl simulation representing the actual case 

In the last derived equations for absorption and reflection 

coefficients, the assumption of infinite length of dielectric behind 

the absorbing layer is not quite applicable to our case. The crystal 

has a finite length w.r.t. the radiation wavelengths used. The more 

general treatment in this case lS to assume a finite length transmission 

line representing the propagation of "tvaves through the crystal followed 

by an infinite free space transmission. In Figure (5. 5), Z will 
s 

replace Z' in the last formulae, where Z is the input impedance beyond 
o s 

the absorbing load ZL' Zs lS related to the crystal electrical length 

R. and both Z and Z' as (2) 

Z 
s 

o 0 

= Z' 
o 

r (Z + Z l tanS ~ ) / (Z' + J 1 0 J 0 . 0 
z 

o 
tan S~ ) } 

.. (5.23} 

where S is the imaginary part of the complex propagation constant. It 

is assumed here that the crystal medium is loss less which represents our 

case f or only long wavelengths. Then re lations (5.32. and (5.5) are 

altered to be 

-

and = 

Z 

ZL (.1 - Z 
0 

2 - Z 0 

s 
Z 

(1 o} + Z ZL \.. + Z 0 
S 

2 

.. (5.24) 

.. (5. 25 ) 

For sp e cific values of Si I n re l ation (5 . 23) , Zs is purely 

resistive and equal to Z (the f r ee space value), these valu s re given 
o 
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by 

SR, - a 'IT a = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... .. (5.26) 

and occurs for wavelengths 

A = 
m a .. (5.27) 

Am here is the radiation wavelengdi inside the crystal (~~ for Ge). 

At these wavelengths given by (5.26), the incoming radiation will not 

Zo 
be affected by the substrate, and the maximum aDsorption (for ZL = ~) 

will be 50% while 25% will be reflected as shown before. Therefore, 

for 0.25 rom thick element, the 2 mm wavelength, 1 mm, 670~m, 500~m 

etc ••• will satisfy these condi tions, but only at these wave lengths if 

-
the crystal faces are exactly parallel. On the other hand, there will 

be very high reflection and much less absorption for wavelengths 

satisfying the following conditions 

SR, b 
'IT b 1, 3, 5, 7, = = . . . . 2 

.• (5.28) 

A 
49v 

or = 
m b 

.• (5.29) 

Under these conditions, the impedance Z is approximately equal to 
s 

Z,2 
o 
Z 

o 

and also nearly purely resistive. The reflection coefficient will 

be as' high as 79% while only rv 7.9% is absorbed for ZL = 210 n/o . 

As the value of tan S~ increases from zero, the value of Zs becomes 

complex and decreases from Zo (the magnitude and the real part decreases). 

At tan SR, = l, ~ Z' = 
o 

Z 
o but the real part drops to about 

"4 
Z' 

'20 Therefore, the upper limit of Zs 

absorption, and the lower limit is 

worst conditions. 

is Z giving maximum layer 
o 

,2 
Z 

o 
Z 
o 

= 
Z 

o 
16 

for Ge for the 
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Kquation (S.28) will be satisfied for space radiation wavelen~ths of 
o 

4, 1.33, 0.8, 0.57 rom •.. etc. for the same crystal thickness. 

Therefore, the required wavelength to be detected will be specified 

by the sample thickness to give the best conditions. 

The success~ve occurrence of the last conditions w.r.t. the 

radiation wavelengths appears in the transmission spectrum as max~a 

I 

and minima corresponding to the fulfillment of the best and worst 

conditions respectively. The curve shown in Figure (5.2) represents 

the g~ometrical aVerage transmission. However, the observed value of 

transmission in Figure (5.2} is higher than that estimated for ZL = 2l0n. 

The value of ZL required by fitting the measurements of 41.S% transmission 

at 750).lm where s till the bulk material is 2ssumed ~oss less is about 1.5 

k nlo . The reason for this change, we think, is the effect of the 

radiation frequency on the dc resistance of the degenerate layer. The 

ac conductivity cr(w} of the implanted layer will change with w as 

cr(~l = 
cr 

a 
2 

1 + c.w-r} 

where T is the momentum scattering time. 

(5.30) 

For f = 4.5 x loll Hz (750~ wavelength}, the quoted value of 1.5 ko/e 

wi 11 give 

T ~ 6.1 x 10-13 seconds .. (5. 3l} 

Z (best condition}, A.z 
.., 

20% and r Z 
1.25% For Z - - -

s 0 

Z (the worst) AZ 
.... 0.3% and r Z 

..., 
78% For Z = 0 = , 

s 16 

When the radiation frequency increases, the lossless TL 

treatments given by (5.221 'viII not he valid. The absorption coefficient 

(), of the phototransi tion sh.ould be included in the propagation cons tan t. 

The value of Z beyond the absorbing layer will be modified to be 
s 
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z 
s = z' \ (Z + Z' 

o ~ 0 0 t tanh Y£2/(Z~ + Z tanh Y\~) 'r .. (5.32) 
o ) 

where y = a + js 1S the complex propagation constant. 

For frequencies such that 

tends to unity, then 

Z 
s 

Z' 
o 

= 
Z 

o 

4 

1 a » 
£ ' I Y 9., I will be lar ge and tanh "'O~ 

and the TL will act as an infinite loss less TL discussed before and 

equations (5.32 and (5.5) will be valid. In our case, ~_e ac surface 

resistance at 250ym (where bulk material has maximum a) will be 

5.8 k ~/O assuIDlng the last value of T to be correct. This glves a 

reflection coefficient r Z of 36.6% and A
Z 

of only 1.0% from (5.3) and 
L 

(5.5). We should note aga1n that the value of r
Z 

for Ge alone is 

36% whiclL "tvill be reached if ZL = co and of course no abs orpt ion \.:i 11 

be offered by the degenerate layer. .'Therefore, the behaviour of the 

imp Ian ted samples at high frequencies (lifT> 1, and a » ~ ) wi 11 be 

approaching the unimplanted sample but slightly reduced depending on 

frequency as it lS clear from Figure (5.2). Nevertheless, this layer 

could only be used for radiation frequency f < 
1 

27fT 
, l.e. 

11 
f < 2.6 x 10 Hz (~ 1.15 mm wavelength) after which the value of a 

and hence the free carrier absorption of the degenerate layer decreases 

-2 
rapidly as w • This is probably the main disadvantage of this layer. 

However, this could be overcome by decreasing the momentum time T. 

This could probably be achieved by increasing the ionized centres, l.e., 

increasing the surface dose of the degenerate layer. This also implies 

that the layer thic~!ess should be reduced for specific layer resistance. 

5.4.2. Metal coated samples 

This includes both the n-type and the p-type compens.:1ted Ce. 
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Nearly constant reduction in the average transmissions were observed. 

No depletion region was formed in such a case. The bulk material at 

any wavelength still absorbs the same percentage of the inte~nal 

incident radiation after the metal layer. The condi tions of bes t and 

worst fulfillment discussed before still apply and the geometrically 

average transmission is performed using the successive maxima and 

minima. The main difference between this and the implanted sample 1.S 

the identity of the bulk properties before and after treatment. The 

calculated value of average transmission for 200 n/O 'layer is ~ 22% 

for loss less crystal. However, the average percentage transmission 

should be less than 22% at any \Vave:ength due to the finite absorption 

by the crystal. This is clear from Figures (5.3) and (5.4). Moreover, 

the fractional absorption of the bulk material to the internal incident 

radiation before and after the layer is nearly the same. For wave

lengths of maximum bulk absorption, the ca£ulated reflection coefficient 

is 50% and the layer will absorb 16% and of course the transmission should 

be well below 34% as the figures shmv. In the uncoated p-type sample, 

for example, the transmission is 17.5% while the internal incident 

energy 1.S (l-r) i.e., 64% giving a fractional absorption of ~ 73%. 

After the metal layer, the internal incident energy is only 34% which 

after the bulk absorption of 73% 'vill leave ~ 9.2% for transmission. 

This value is very close to the measured value of ~ 11% as shown in 

Figure (5. L~ 1. 

Throughout the useful infrared spectrum, the layer resistance 

will not vary much from the dc value due to the small value of T. But 

the thermal mismatch as mentioned will present a great problem to be 

solved. 
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5.5. D-C measurements and discussion 

These measurements include the bulk 1 crysta of the implanted 

sample at 4.2 and 1.6
o

K. An element of area 4 x 2 mm2 'tvas cut out from 

the implanted disc. The element edges were then etched for 1 minute 1n 

CP4A solution by covering the front and back surfaces of the element 

fully by black wax dissolved in toluene. The purpose of this etch 1S 

to remove any edge direct contact bet1;veen the degenerate layer and the 

bulk material. After soldering the crystal from the unimplanted surface 

near the edges, the crystal is immersed in liquid helium and the V-I 

characteristics were measured at 4.2 and 1.6oK. Figures (5.6) and 

(5.7) show the V~I plots and log R - log V for the two temperatures. 

From these figures, we observe firstly that, for low voltages, the 

degenerate layer did not shorten out the bulk crystal current because 

of the junction formation, and secondly, that the observed high 

resistance of the element, w.r,t. similar unimplanted sample, indicates 

that the current 1S confined in very thin conducting channel due to 

the large spread of the depletion region at these temperatures. At 

o 
4.2 K we can see a sudden increase in resistance around 0.1 volts 

o potential difference which. is not present at 1.5 K. We think that this 

phenomenon is associated with th.e conducting channel pinching-off at 

the positive end of the contacts 'tvhich assists the junction built-in 

potential. Assuming a typical value of ¢ ~ 0.5 volts, an excess 

0.05 volts caused pinching~off, this will indicate that the unbiased 

conducting channel depth at 4.2oK is 22.7~ (the total thickness is 

2S0l1ml. The associated increase in the element resistance 'l;v.r.t. 

similar unimplanted sample is 1n agreement Hith this scaling factor. 

At the pinch-off voltage, the resis tance, however, is not infinit\:; 

because a finite current should pass through the pinched-off part of 

the channel. The channel resistance at the pinch-off is 830 kn g'\in 

a pinch-off saturation current of about 0.l2l1A. Beyond 100 mV, th 
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resistance starts to drop rapidly with larger rate than the unimplanted 

sample. 

o 
At 1.5 K, the element should be self pinched-off and no res~s-

tance peak was observed at this temperature 'tvhich. indicates that there 

was not finite channel width before biasing. Moreover, 'tole found that the 

resistance behaviour of such. sample near l.SoK was much different from 

the unimplanted sample. Not much change was observed regarding the 

o 
activation energy E2 of th.e channel near 4.2 K. Figures (5.8) and (5.9) 

show the resistance-temperature behaviour and the activation energ~es 

respectively between the t'tolO temperatures. In Figure (5.9), the 

activation energy E2 suffers nearly no change from the unimplanted 

sample. This is probably caused by the existance of a finite channel 

width which behaves identically to the bulk material, so the resistance 

is controlled by the respective activation energy E2 . When the temp

erature 1S lowered, pinching-off starts to occur thereby affecting the 

resistance change according to the activation energy E3 at lowest 

temperature. The value of E3 1n the implanted sample showTI in Figure 

(5.9) is 0.326 meV (~ 0.9 meV for the unimplanted one). Since E3 1S 

a function of both ND and N
A

, we expect that some of the boron atoms 

used to form the p-type layer have diffused into the bulk n-type Ge 

especially when boron has a large diffusion coefficient in Ge. This 

will increase the compensation ratio and reduces E3 • This 1S an 

important factor in thermal bolometers as far as the thermal temperature 

coefficient of resistance a. = 
_E3 

2 
kT 

must be kept as large as possible. 

The self pinching off at I.SoK in this sample could also be 

a reason of reducing the value of E
3

• This pinch-off is equivalent to 

o 
applying reverse bias voltage with a certain value at 4.2 K. Therefore 

we should expect a partial shortening out of the bulk current by the 

degenerate layer as a result of partial breakdmm. This \vould cause a 

decrease in the overall value of the ac tivation energy E3 · Furth r 
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decrease in £3 will occur if a reverse bias voltage is applied. To 

illustrate this, the element of 0.25 rom thickness was mounted as a 

detector and it gave a reasonable response to the far infrared at nearly 

all bias voltages lower than~50 mY, and the response drops very 

rapidly for hi~er voltages which is not the case in unimplanted samples. 

Also we tried another element with reduced thickness down to 0.11 mm. 

This element failed to give ap~ response at any bias. Another important 

point is that at any of the two contacts, the junction should not be 

forward biased (negative) by a voltage higher than the junction potential 

(about 0.5 volts}, otherwise the degenerate layer will completely 

shorten out the bulk current. 

The p-n junction formed was tested by measuring the forward 

o 
and reverse characteristics of an element of 0.25 rom thick at 4.2 K. 

Figure (5.10} sho\vS this plot from which we observe the large value of 

the reverse current associated with the reverse voltage. Although 

th.ese characteristics seem reasonable at these levels as a diode, it 

may present a difficulty in obtaining a perfectly insulated absorbing 

layer. These ch.aracteristics have been repeated after annealing the 

sample to 5500 C in argon atmosphere for about I hour after etching to 

remove any edge ef fec ts, and no change was obs'erved in thes e 

charac teris tcs. 

5.6. Implanted Ge as a detector element 

A typical size used for detector element is 4 x 2 x 0.25 rom
3 

cut out from the implanted disc with the previously mentioned 

characteristics. After etching the element edges and the unimplanted 

surface, 40 S.W.G. copper wires are attached to the unimplanted 

surface with aBout I mrn distance apart to get a reasonable element 

resistance for the preamplifier best matching. The solder used was 

lead-tin-antimony alloy solder. The element was rigidly fixed in a 
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copper block cylindrical cavity by the aid of a thin nylon support 

(description in detail of this mount ,~ill be given in the next chapter). 

The radiation wavelengths were limited by using 3 rom thiCk high density 

black polyetaylene in addition to cooled black photographic paper for 

visible and near frequency cut off. The polyethylene only admits 

wavelengths longer than 300~m. In this sample, the majority of 

alisorption was presented by the degenerate layer as we mentioned 

because of the transparency of the. bulk material at these wavelengths 

together with the weakness of radiation after the implanted layer. 

~e response with these filters was very similar to the unimplanted 

sample although the operating conditions (mainly the operating point 

on the load curve) were quite different. The dc load curve and the 

responsivity at any bias current are shown in Figure (5.11). The 

responsivity ~mlol (infinite load and zero frequency) increases rapidly 

for bias currents lower than 'V 6 ~A. There is another broad maximum 

in <Roo(o)_ around IO~A. The responsivity in this plot was calculated 

. (3} 
using Jones' formula - i.e., 

CR (0) 
00 . 

Z - R 
= 

2V 
•. (5.33) 

where Z and R are the dynamic and static impedances respectively at a 

given point. 

V 1S the voltage across the element. 

• S .) was 47 mV wi th The voltage V for optimum conditions (maxunum N rat10 

one earthed crystal terminal leads. Both forward and reverse bias 

voltage were tried and no change in response was observed. The voltage 

• b hI dependent upon the element thickness. for optimum performance 1S pro a y 

h It V for optimum condit-The larger the thickness, the higher t e vo age 

ions. In an unimplanted sample, this voltage is not usually less than 

1 volt. On the other hand, if the sample is made thinner which 
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corresponds to increasing the reverse bias, the crystal response will 

not be adequate i.e., the optimum conditions will not be reached even 

at zero bias. 

In the same figure, the load curve is shown for another 

3 
sample 3 x 3 x 0.11 mm mounted the same T..vay. No response was observed 

for this sample at any bias voltage. It ~s also observable that the 

resistance of this sample at any g~ven bias current larger than 1.3~ 

~s smaller than the thicker sample. 
~~e !o,."",er 

The performance of ~ element at very low voltage is 
)(. 

however advantageous. T~e low power dessipated in the element will 

cause only a slight increase of the operating temperature above the 

bath tempera ture which wi 11 resul t in a higher 'l alue of the temperature 

coefficient of resistance "alt for a given activation energy 

E ( a Further,the element thermal capacity lS a 
-E = 
kT2 

third pmver temperature dependent, and decreas ing it 'viII increase the 

responsivity at a given modulation frequency as well as it decreases the 

thermal time response. But since the voltage responsivity is directly 

proportional to the applied voltage V, the lOT.., voltage operation 1;{ill 

cause the voltage responsivity to decrease. 

The follm\1ing are the performance data and opera ting condit-

ions for an implanted element detector. 

element volume 

crystal res is tance 

dc 
.l • • 

power d~sslpatlon 

crystal voltage 

working temperature 

dynamic thermal conduction 

activation energy E3 

1 dR 20 K ex = at 
R dT 

3 
= 4 x 2 x 0.25 mm 

- 155 k~ 

- 14 nW 

- 47 mV 

= 20 K 

= 100 J.l~.J". oK"" 1 

= 0.326 meV 

-1 
= 0.94 oK 
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dc responsivity at R = ~ 
L 

Cut-off frequency 

N.E.P. (calcu1atedl 

Total calculated noise 
voltage 

Total measured noi.se 
voltage 

= 

= 

= 

444 V /\v 

110 Hz 

-12 1 9.3 x 10 W/Hz2 

4 nV 

120 nV 

The element resistance ~s reduced to match the preamplifier 

minimum noise figure by decreasing the distance between the two 

electrical contacts. The high value of the calculated N.E.P. in this 

Iiolometer is a result of 

eil The very low bias voltage operation and the reduced 

value of activation energy £3 result in a very low value of responsivity. 

(ii) The existance of an absorbing layer prohibits the 

quantum phototransition and hence the conductivity change especially 

when the maximum theoretical absorption of the layer was not fulfilled 

due to the substrate effect. 

5.]. Proposed future developments 

A great deal of improvement in the implanted Ge detectors 

could be achieved. An implanted element with well estimated channel 

width at I.SoK and of surface area and implantation dose appropriate 

for good absorption can be prepared. The element "tl1ill be etched dotm 

from the unimplanted surface except only a tiny part with the full 

thickness which will represent the responding element as shown in 

Figure (5.121. 

The thickness of the absorbing surface could he made as 

thin as possible. The electrical leads are connected as shown. 

Reaching to this snape could easily be achieved in practice. The 

main advantages of such designs are as follows: 
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(i) The fulfillment of the optimJm design of the implanted 

layer resistance to glVe max1mum absorption at any frequency beceuse of 

the elimination of substrate effects as discus se d before. 50% 

absorption could be easily fulfilled for single incidence. 

(ii) TILe very large reduc tion of the e£ment th.ermal 

capacity. 

(iii} The intimate thermal contact beaveen the absorbing 

surface and the responding element. 

Civ) The expected reduction 1n N.E.P. due to the element 

size reduction. 

The maln consideration whidi has to be taken into account 15 

the frequency dependence of the free carr1er absorption of the 

degenerate layer. Then the required implantation dose should De 

designed to cover the interested part of the spectrum. The r~naining 

thickness after etching of the major surface should not necessarily be 

as small as the implanted layer. But it can be reduced as much as it 

becomes mechanically re~sonable. 

p-type degenerate 

surface 
u:a 

1 

I~ 

[~ 
, 

/ 

res pondino n-type element 

-<:c------t--- electrical leeds 

I radia tion 
y 

Figure 5.12 
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CHA.PTER VI 

FAR INFRARED Ge DETECTORS 

6.1. Introduction 

The work in this chapter describes the construction of high 

sensitivity far infrared Ge detectors; design and performance charact-

ertistics are considered. All the dc measurements and calibration tests 

are also given. The detectors utilise the previous tested Ge samples. 

The n-type intermediate doping Ge was found to be the most suitable 

element for this purpose. The.majority of the detector measurements 

and calibrations were done using this sample. However, some compar1son 

with the p-type compensated Ge are also given. Two n-type high sens-

itivity detectors differing 1n the operating conditions are compared 

regarding the various response mechanis~. Both detectors are Johnson 

noise limited at long wavelengths and background radiation limited for 

-13 ..,..1 
A > 20011m. An actual N .E.P. of about 2 x 10 W.Hz 2 was fulfilled. 

Spectral characteristics and astronomical applications at long wave-

lengths are shown. 

tie classify D~oth detectors as a semi-quantum detector in 

which th.e majori ty of abs orption is due to the quantum transitions 

while the response ~s due to both lattice temperature variation and 

photoconductivity. These two mechanisms are not available together 

.for either pure quantum detectors as in TnSb and low doping Ge detect-

ors or purely thermal detectors using absorbing layers. 

One of these detectors, which we will refer to as No.1, is 

working in the negative dynamic impedance region of the load curve 

with absolute stability and it has an enhanced millimetre wavelength 

response. The other (No. 21 is working in the positive region of the 

load curve and it has an enhanced response at 250}lm, although both of 

them have nearly equal millimetre sensitivity. 



6.2. Design and construction 

The Ge elements used for these detectors are Sb-doped to 

intermediate doping level of ~ 5.5 x 1016 and ~ 5 x 1016 cm~3 for 

an 

No.1 and No.2 respectively. As we have seen, this concentration level 

is distinguished by the existance of an activation energy £2 which has 

now been identified as a broadening of the first exci ted s tate of the 

impurity atoms. The crystal is singly doped with Sb with unintended 

compensation. The antimony atom has the largest atomic radius among 

the other known impurities 1n Ge. Therefore, it has a large effective 

coulombic potential spread 1n the Ge lattice. Since the overlap energy 

band £2 is responsible for the majority of far infrared absorption, 

then Sb atoms present the best choice as a dopant material. 

6.2.1. Crystal and filters mounts 
• , ( , , < ( 

The elements were cut out from the same grown crystal in <110> 

direction tested before. 3 The crystal dimensions are 3 x 2 x 0.25 mm 

3 and 4 x 2 x 0.12 mm for No.1 and No.2 detectors respectively. The 

elec trical leads 'tv-ere attached to the crys tal using lead-tin-antimony 

alloy solder after the crystals have been freshly etched for about 1.5 

minutes in CP4A solution. The connecting leads consist of 7 rom long 

46 S.w.G. copper wire attached to another long 40 S.W.G. copper wire, 

and the final total length from the crystal to the heat sink was 

limited to ~ 12 mm long. About 2.5 inches of the thick wire was 

accommodated in grooves ~lled in die bottom of a copper block and the 

heat sink was provided by pressing the copper block to the cold surface 

of the liquid helium flask using silicon heat sink paste. Using this 

method, the wires coming out of the crystal to the heat sink are 

completely shielded against any stray warm radiation in the vacuum cham-

ber. 

The crystal itself is situated 1n a cylindrical cavity ~n the 
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copper block having 5 rom diameter and depth with semi-spherical bottom. 

The crystal is supported in the cavity using a thin mylar bridge by the 

aid of a tiny spot of low temperature sticky varnish, this support was 

very essential to prevent mechanical vibrations which may dominate any 

other sources of noise. Besides, the mylar is transparent to the far 

infrared radiation so that the transmitted power through the crystal is 

reflected back to the crystal without significant loss. A little groove 

was milled at the edge of the cylindrical cavity nearest to the cold 

surface and accommodates the crystal wires fully Defo~e the heat sink 

grooves at the bottom surface of the copp er fi lock.. The copper block 

and the radiation copper cone are heavily coated with gold to minimise 

the reflection losses. Figure (6.1) shows this mount and the crystal 

position. 

All the room temper a ture ends of the connnec ting leads are 

constantan wires to minimise the boil-off rate of the liquid helium 

and to decrease the m1n1mum possible temperature after fully pumping. 

The mentioned crystal sizes are chosen to fulfil the resistance require-

ments for the preamplifier matching. Tne load resistors used are all 

~ b b I' wire wound and cooled do~vn to the hel1UID 1ath temperature y enc oSlng 

them in a copper housing firmly connected to the cold bottom plate. 

All the leads in the vacuum chamBer are firmly attached to the cold 

surface using sticky varnish. One of the crystal leads after passing 

through the liquid helium using pin seals is earthed to the copper block. 

The other signal lead is lead to outside to the preamplifier input. 

All the filters used for admitting radiation wavelengths longer 

than 200].lm are cooled to tre same temperature, except a thin sheet 

CIOO].lml of black polyethylene which is connected to the radiation shield 

situated between the helium flask and the room temperature body of the 

cryostat. These filters consist of a double layer of thalium halide 

absorp tion fi lters of 0.5 mm thick each, ~.,edged quartz of 1 mm mean 
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thickness and IOQvm thick black photographic paper. These filters are 

accommodated in a special mount at the large end of the copper cone 

as shown in Figure (6.2). All detectors calibration, testing and 

practical applications were performed with these permanent filters, 

additional longer wavelength filters ~ay or may not be added according 

to the requirements. All these fil ters are spectrally measured with 

these detectors using the fourier transform spectrometer and this will 

be shown later. The overall detector system in the cryostat is shown 

in Figure (6. 3) • 

The cryostats used are si~ilar to that described by Zwerdling 

et al. en * having 1.2 litres capacity. These cryostats after fully 

pumpLng allow at least 8 and 12 hours for HD-I and HD-3 respectively for 

the first helium fill. The outer "(vindow is 3 rom thick transparent TPX 

having a distance of aBout 2.5 cm from the cooled filters and the cone 

input. 

6.3. DC measurements 

Continuous measurements of the V-I characteristics of the 

mounted crystal is of great importance. The de responsivity and the 

exact operating point of the bolometer can be determined. The operating 

point is determined by the intersection of the dc load line with the 

bolometer load curve at which all the electrical data CV, I, Rand 

and hence the responsivity are known as explained in Chapter II. 

dV ) 
dI 

Figures (6.4) and (6.S} are the load and responsivity curves respectively 

for both detectors. The indicated operating points were selected 

through changing the bias conditions. Minimum N.E.P. were achieved at 

these points. The dc responsivity was calculated from the electrical 

data using Jones,(2} relation 

• 
w:- Q ., • ,( ., G ( < • '{ < < ( (, 

*Supplied by Infrared Laboratories, INC., Tucson, Arizona CU.S.A.) 
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<Rdc = 
Z - R 

2V v/w .. (6.1) 

Rand Z are the crystal static and dynamic impedances respectively. 

RL is the load resistor. 

The calculated N.E.P. is derived by dividing the total theo

retical noise voltage contributions by the dc responsivity g1ven by (6.1). 

These noise are mainly Johnson and phonon noise, background radiation 

noise and the inverse frequency noise as discussed in Chapter II. These 

two detectors, under operating conditions, are Johnson and 1 
f 

n01se 

limited for f < 200 Hz at long wavelengths, and Johnson noise IUnited only 

for f > 200 Hz. With 200~m filters mentioned before, both detectors are 
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background noise li~ted. The contribution from phonon noise is negligibly 

small compared to the Johnson noise. 

In Figure (6.4} we observe that the load curve intersects with 

the load line in a single point in both detectors w"hich indicates tha t 

absolute stability was fulfilled. We do not know whether there are any 

relations between the element impurity level and operating point for 

optimum performance for a given thermal conduction. In detector No.2, 

for which the doping level is slightly smaller than 1n No.1, the best 

operation was found to be in the positive differential impedance region, 

while in No.1, the negative region was found to be the best. 

An alternative expression for the dc responsivity 1S to use 

the electro-thermal data. This requires a kn~vledge of the operating 

element temperature from which the thermal temperature.coefficient of 

resistance a is obtained. Also at the temperature T, the exact value 

of the dynamic thermal conduction ~d is required. The expression for ~ 

is then (11 

where a = 

<R = 

-E 

kT2 

aV .. (6.2) 
~d -aPB 

and £ 1S the respective activation energy of the conduction 

mechanism involved at the temperature T. 



P = VI is the pOWEr dissipation at the operating point 

R - R 
B L = 

RL + R 
. 
~s the electrothermal interaction factor 

and ~ = 
dP .. 
d'" ~s d .!.. the. slop ~ ot the dc power curve vs T at the operating 

temperature. 

Expression (6.11 of ~ is more reliable and easy to use as well 

as it takes into account the total non-linearity of the detector element 

through ~e value of Z. This expression was always used in connection 

with the load curve 'in our work. However, a comparison of (6.1) and 

(6.21 is sometimes required as we will see. 

The. dc measurements done here on another samp Ie of n-type 

and p-type compensated materials enabled us to plot the variations 

of the dc responsivities vs the bias currents for various bath temp-

eratures. The thermal conduction ~d vs T was also plotted for two 

recommended wiring methods. An estimation of the dc continuum back-

ground power absorbed by the typical element at certain filter setting 

was also performed. 

6.3.1. Responsivity variation with temperature 

The peak responsivities and the corresponding bias currents 

vary with bath temperatures in various ways. The peak responsivity 

for a given crystal mount decreases and broadens with increasing bath 

temperature. Tfiis' variation is shown in Figure (6.6) for the p-typ.e 

compensated Ge and using the same mount but wi th 40 S.l..J' .G. copper wire. 

This D.eh.aviour can easily be explained if we express the responsivity 

as a function of the temperature using the simple expression 

<R 
o.V 

= 
~d 

(dc with infinite load and unity emissivity) 

subs titut ing for a 
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I 

VCT} [ 7 R (T - To) ] 
2 

-

and R R R 
£ 

= exp 
0 kT 

we find I 
2 

.... £ I [Rol <RCT) = (T T )2 £ 

kT2 0 
• exp 2kT • ,.j . . (6.3) 

Where To is the heat sink temperature. 

This function has a maximum value w.r.t. the bolometer working temper

ature T for a given To. If we assume that 3J is temperature independent, 

we find diat the maximum responsivity is reached when 

where x = 

4x - 3 
x(J - x) 

T 
o 
T 

= £ 

kT 
o 

•. (6.4) 

The important notice here is that the ratio x for maximum response ~s T 
o 

dependent. The higher the bath temperature, the larger the power 

required for biasing. Figure (6.7) shows the computed values of x vs 

T. We consider this plot is very important curve for optimising the 
o 

holometer response once the bath temperature and the thermal conduction 

are known. This curve is, however, approximate because of the fact 

that ~ is temperature dependent at very low temperatures as clear 

from Figures (6.82 and (6.92. Nevertheless, a very near value to the 

maximum responsivity biasing is obtained if we extract the exact value 

of L and the element temperature ris e I1T = (T - T >- from Figure (6. 7) • J s 0 

. 
The required dc biasing power for maximum response Pmax ~s 

p = 
max ~ • I1T s 

.. (6.5 >-

The mentioned variatioll of peak responsivity with x and T explains 
o 

the decrease of bias currents for ~ with reducing T • max 0 
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The observed broadening of the peak responsivity with increas

ing To cannot be explained in terms of the doping conditions because it 

was observed in two completely different samples. But rather, we can 

say in general that this is a result of the exponential dependence of 

responsivity with temperature for a given activation energy E and the 

dynamic properties of the mounted element. 

For the radiation characteristics, it was found that the 

required bias current for optimum performance (minimum N.E.P.) is 

larger for the n-type sample than in the p-type. We 'believe that this 

is related to th.e absorption characteris tics and the corresponding 

variation of the ele~ent resistance. We think that the optimum per-

formance for the n~type sample is achieved when a compromise is reached for 

the maximum contribution of the E2 conduction mechanism to the 

overall conductionCand hence the larger photoconductivity response 

contribution) and the value of thermal response described by a ;: - E~ • 

kT 
While in the p-type compensated samples, such competition does not 

exist (no _ E2 band), then the detector must be biased to the point of 

maximum responsivity fulfilled at theminimumpossible temperature. 

6.3.2 . Thermal conduction measurements 

An essential thermal parameter to be determined is the static 

and the dynamic thermal conduction ~ and s 
~d of the wiring system. 

Knowing the resistance-temperature variation of the element between 

4.2 and ~ I.SoK while it is ~ersed in helium at very low power 

dissipation, the temperature at any point on the load curve for the 

mounted crystal can be obtained. Then the dc power VI as function of 

\ temperature could be plotted. At any point of the P-T curve, the 

static thermal conduction is 

~ s 
LlP 
LlT 

.. (6.6) 
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and the dynantic value ~J w';ll b 7d.L e 

dP 
= 

dT .. (6. 7) 

In expression (6.6},' LiP is the dc power dissipation and I).T ~s the 

excess temperature of the element above the helium bath. 

Figures (6.8) and (6.9) show P, ~ s and ~ d vs the element 

temperature. We found that the wiring system described by (6.9) is the 

optimum case. 

6.3.3. Background radiation absorbed by the element 

As described above a plot of the dc power vs crystal resis-

tance can be obtained. If this was carried out with and without a 

specific amount of background radiation input, the absorbed portion 

of the incident radiation can be obtained. This is given by the change 

of the de power dissipation required for fixed element resistance. 

Using this method, if the incident radiation is delivered by a calib-

rated black body source of known power output, an accurate value of 

the element emissivity can be derived. For illustration, Figure (6.10) 

shows this p lot for p-type compensated material and with sys tern cooled 

50lJm short wave length cutting fil ters. Cutting of radiation was 

performed by a copper disc in front of the crystal. From the figure, 

the total power absorbed is about 4J.lW at the indicated arrm.r. It is 

not known exactly whether the absorption is bias dependent or not in 

p-type Ge especially when the radiation for direct phototransition is 

involved (~lOOlJm wavelength}. However, it seems from the figure that 

the absorption is increased by more biasing. 

6.3.4 . 
-E 

Thermal temperature coefficient of resistance a = -2 . 
kT 

This parameter ~s the essential part for thermometric 
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response. For the p-type compensated material, \vhere there is no 

change of the low temperature activation energy (hopping activati n 

energy E3) for temperatures even higher than 4.2oK, the value of a 

and hence the thermal responsivity should decrease rapidly with increas-

ing the crystal temperature as shown in Figure (6.6) and expressed by 

(6.3). For the n-type sample, being in the intermediate doping con-

centration, the activation energy E
2

, appears at about 2.30 K , '\.;hich 

is higher than the low temperature value ( E2 '::! 1. 4, E3 ~ 0.9 meV) . 

When biasing such a mounted crystal, we should expect firstly a decrease 

in ex. and <R followed by an increas e '\vhen the crys tal temperature reaches 

that mentioned above. Figure (6.11) shows the load and responsivity 

curves for n-type samples mounted similar to the p-type sample used 

to plot tigure (6.6). In this figure we observe the second broad 

maxlmum of the responsivity around about lO~A as explained. 

The operating crystal temperature must be knmvn exactly to 

identify the involved conduction mechanism in the n-type sample. The 

plot of InRvs 
I 
T 

gives the values of E • The value of ex. is then 

determined at the temperature T. Both n-type detectors are working 

at temperatures such that the activation energy E2 is involved. 

Hence, our value of ex. for these detectors is 

= 
-E 

2 
kT 

2 .. (6.8) 

The value of E2 and E3 for these samples are identical to that 

deduced in Chapter III. 

6.3.5. The elements therma I capac ity and therm .. 1 time res pons e 

the load curve, knowinoo the CD' tal At the operating point on 

d th dvnamic thermal conduction d temperature T, the volume v an e J 

an accurate value of the elemen t thermal capaci ty C and t e re 0 

time T can De obtained from 
r 
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C = 6.8 x 10-6 3 J.oK- l T . v .• (6.9) 

and C 
L = 

"d 
r .. (6.10) 

and the thermal cut-off frequency f ~s determined such that 
c Wc Lr = 1 

Le. f = 
c 

1 
(6.11) 

Both detectors being working at relatively high temperatures 

(such that E:2 is dominating), the value of f is low (rv 50Hz for No.2 
c 

and rv 33Hz for No.1). This was compensated by the domination of another 

fast quantum response which contributes a considerable part of the 

overall response as we will see. Both detectors were usually tested 

in the laboratory at 200 Hz modulation frequency which is far beyond 

the thermal cut-off frequency. 

6.4. Crystal data and working conditions 

As we mentioned, both detectors are working in the region 

where the conduction mechanism is controlled by the motion of the de-

localized carriers in the overlapping energy band created at such doping 

level. The difference in biasing conditions between the two detectors 

should not affect the bulk absorption coefficient as we have seen ~n 

Chapter IV. However, we found that the ratio of the detectors response 

without and with the additional 3 mm thick black polyethylene is higher 

in detector No.2 than in No.1, i.e., the No.1 detector has an 

enhanced long wavelength response. This ratio is about twice larger 

for No. 2 detector although both have nearly equal sensitivity with 

the additional filter. This is probably because of the difference in 

the crystal thicknesses which was not optimum in No.2 at long wave

lengths because of the smaller absorption coefficient as well as the 

difference in doping levels. 

In both detectors, the conductivity change and hence the 
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responsivity are due to 

(il Lattice temperature modulation creating purely thermal 

response, the existance of which is coupled with the existance of the 

thermal temperature coefficient 

= 1 dR 
R dT = 

(ii} Change in the number and probably the mobility of the 

dominati.ng de10calized carriers by incident radiation at fixed lattice 

temperature as discussed in Chapter IV. This quantum effect has a 

considerable contribution to the bolometer response and dominates at 

highe~ frequencies. 

The quantum response contribution to the overall response 

can be estimated by comparing the bolometer performance at very low 

and very high frequencies compared to the thermal frequency f. This 
c 

was done by using 1kHz chopper blade. It was found that the respon-

sivity dropped to about 35% and 40% for No.2 and No.1 respectively 

with both 200~m and the additional B.P. filters. These percentages 

do thus represent the photoconductivity contributions for these 

detectors. 

The difference in doping levels in both elements is mainly 

responsible for the enhanced millimetre response in detector No.1. 

This is caused by the further shift of the bottom of the delocalized 

energy band towards the ground state level and, hence, smaller quantum 

energy can cause phototransition to this band (we shall see below that 

£2 
. smaller in No. 1 than in No . 2). This fact was further emphasi-1.S 

sed by designing a third detector with doping concentration as high 

'as 6.5 x 1016 cm-3 • The unbiased crystal resistance in this detector 

is only 100 kn and tile value of £2 is about 0.8 meV. Although the 

thermal response is reduced, the photoconductive part 1.S highly 

increased and shifted to lvave leng ths longer than 1.5 mm. This 
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detector is at least a factor of two better in N.E.P. than tn2se two 

detectors with much better response at higher modulation frequency. 

Therefore, these types of materials used can be controlled. The 

controlling parameter is the spread of the formed delocalised band by 

choosing the proper doping concentration and hence the desired longest 

detectable wavelength can be optimized. 

The following are the crystals data and operating conditions 

for both detectors. 

Parameter 

Crystal dimensions (rom) 

-3 
Doping' level (Sb atoms. cm ) 

Unbiased crystal resistance at 
1.50 K (M&1) 

Resistance at the operating point 
(k&1) 

Load resistor (k&1) 

Bias battery voltage (volts) 

( OK) Heat sink temperature 

( OK) Operating temperature 

. dP 
Dynamic therma1conduct~on dT 

o -1 
at the operating point (~W. K ) 

Dynamic impedance (k&1) 

-1 
Thermal capacity (J.oK ) 

No.1 

3 x 2 x 0.25 

5.5 x 10
16 

1.19 

100 

250 

8.1 

1.55 

3.44 

73 

-20 

5 x 10- 7 

Response time constant 
C (ms) 

)td-aPB 
4.8 

Thermal cut-off frequency 

1 
2IT T 

r 
(jIz) 

Ac tivation energy E: 2 (meV) 

a = 
- E: 

2 
kT 

2 

33.2 

1.46 

1.43 

No.2 

4 x 2 x 0.12 

5 x 10
16 

7.3 

1550 

1000 

8.1 

1. 55 

2.85 

54 

420 

1. 5 x 10 
-7 

3.2 

50 

1.5 

2.14 



DC responsivity from (6.1) kv/w 28.35 85.57 

DC responsivity from (6.2} kv/w 21 .. 8 78.83 

quantum to overall response ratio 0.4 0.35 

In these materials expression (6.1) ahvays g~ves a higher 

value of'R than that given by (6.2). This is because e:h-pression (6.2) 

does not consider the nature or the level of the dopant material, but 

rather it considers the value of the ac tivation energy and the operating 

temperature which is merely contro lIed by the power input to the crystal 

and the leads thermal conduction. For example, excess non-linearity 

caused by carriers multiplication at a given electric field cannot 

appear in expression (6.2), but it is well taken into account in 

expression (6.1). In crystals where the electric field at the operating 

point has insignificant effect on dc conductivity at constant lattice 

tempe.rature as in the tes·.ted p.,...type compensated rna terial (see Chap ter 

111)_, both (6.11 and (6.2) should give the same value of responsivity. 

6.5. Noise measurements 

Both detectors are background no~se limited for 20011m 

filters setting at any modulating frequency. At longer wavelengths 

which is usually obtained for practical applications by using a cooled 

120 lines per inch capacitative mesh filter (equivalent in the inte

grated energy transmission to the 3 rom high density black polyethylene 

filter), both detectors are just crystal noise limited. The intrinsic 

crystal noises are mainly the thermal noise e. = 
J 

14kTR and the 

~nverse frequency noise for frequencies less than 200 Hz. The thermal 

noise domination is usually checked under no modulations by blanking off 

the incident radiation by a polished metal plate. He found that for 

both detectors, the noise voltage on the chart recorder is smaller 
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when the bias is on than when tQe crys ta l i s unbiased. The ratio being 

the same as the square root of the correspond i ng resi s tances (taking into 

account the temperature differences)· indicates the f ul f i llment of this 

theoretical limit. This condition is not easy to achieve in pr actice 

unless great care is taken during the soldering and mounting p r ocesses . 

Types of solder, cleaning the surface by etching and the proper t emper-

ature and flux used are of great importance. So many attempts \Ver e 

tried to reach this limit by changing these parameters until they became 

quite known. However, this was still, together with 'the wiring and 

doping conditions, the major field for further study in the design of 

far infrared Ge detectors. 

Noise measurements were done for No.1 detector*, this is 

shows 1n Figure (6.l2). From the figure, we observe the domination of 

1 
f n01.se for f< 200 Hz. The horizontal line represents the Joh ns on and 

the phonon noise contributions and is reached nearly at 300 Hz . Fi gur e 

(6.l3) shows the circuit block diagram used for these measurements. The 

phase sensitive detector 1.S used here as a na rrow band pass filt er wi t h 

central frequency delivered by a harmonic genetrator connected to the 

P.S.D. input. The noise spectrum for a given band width (1 Hz) can then 

be obtained by varying the harmonic generator frequency . The s e l ected 

noise sample is rectified by the P.S.D. and then squar ed and can be 

recorded as a dc level on a chart recorder. 

From Figure (6.12), the noise mean squ ar e vo l tage varles as 

f-0.73. This noise contribution includ es t he cr ystal and the preamplifier . 

From this spectral variation, increasing the chopping speed beyond 

300 Hz will reduce the overall r espons e t o about 40% , ,vnile the totdl 

voltage noise contributions will decrease by a factor of 3 . 75 from th e 

10 Hz value. Therefo r e, a decrease in the de tector -. E. P. of a 01 

* Thes e meas urements wer e done by J. Sollner, Physics Departm n , Qu 
Ma ry College . 
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1.5 times the 10 Hz value is obtained. For 30 Hz modulation (thermal 

cut-off frequency), the overall noise voltage is 2.15 times higher 

than at high frequency and an increase of the N.E.P. of only 1.16 times 

the 30 Hz value is obtained. S;·m;lar ba t . ° 
4 ~ C rac er~st~cs were observed in 

detector No.2. Therefore, these detectors are high frequency detectors 

which represent major advantagffiover any thermal detector, especially 

those using an aBsorbing film. In this case, the high frequency cut

off will be as high as the inverse of the electrons lifetime in the 

sample as indicated in Chapter IV. 

6.6. Performance data 

Under radiation field, the dc responsivity given by (6.1) 

should be modified by the crystal actual emissivity E For radiation 

-1 
frequencies higher than about 25 cm ,the value of E is nearly given 

by (.1 - r) where r is the surface reflectance because of the high 

value of the absorption coefficient. 
-1 Below 25 cm where the crystal 

is not optically thic~, the single incidence emissivity will be given 

by 

f = 
(1 - r} (1 - e-

ad) 
-ad 

1 - r e 
•• (6.12) 

where a ~s the absorption coefficient and d is the crystal thickness. 

But the actual value of E at long wavelengths will be 

greater than that given by (6.12} due to the back reflection of the 

integrated radiation from the semispherical bottom of the cylindrical 

cavity. The a spectrum was given in Chapter IV. 

For convenience, the N.E.P.'s will be given for unity 

emissivity, from which the radiation N.E.P. will be obtained by 

h l · 0 0ty The following are dividing the given value by t e actua em~ss~v~ . 

f toth detectors measured at 95 Hz modulation the performance data or u 
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frequency. 

Data 

Noise voltage calculated (Johnson 

+ phonon noises) ... 1 
nV. Hz 2 

Noise voltage measured nV. H -! 

Measured N.E.P. (unity emissivity) 
_1 

W . Hz 2 

No. 1 o. 2 

4.88 15.6 

6.86 16 

2.4 x 10-13 
1.87 x 10-13 

These detectors are an order of magnitude more sensitive 

than the Rollin type InSo hot electron bolometers at long wavelengths 

although these detectors have the highest fr ee carriers absorption at 

the millimetre range of the spectrum. 

<A1 

6.7 . Black body calibration 

Both detectors are calibrated against variable temperature 

black body* for temperatures bet\l7een room temperature and 200oC. The 

response was found to be linear within this temperature range. The black 

body has an aperture of 6 cm diame ter and located at 44 cm distance from 

the detector windml7 which \l7as limi ted to only 5 mm diameter. The 

solid angle of the black body source in this setting is 0.015 steradian. 
er-

The filters used are the pttmanent 200~m filters in addition to the 

cooled mesh filters for further cutting of short wavelengths. The 

black body energy spectrum modified by the long \l7avelength filter for 

* 0 7. 
1 K above the background temperature was computed tak~ng into account 

50 em length of water vapour attenuation. This spectrum ~s shotvn in 

Figure (6.14). The general formula used for computation is 

* 
* * 

Designed by B. Carli, Physics Department, Queen Iary College. 

P.A.R. Ade, Physics Department, Queen lary Collcg . 
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Q - 2kT 
2 

c 
A • 51 r 

o 

2 
v f(v} •. (6.13) 

where f(v) is the spectral transmission of the capacitative mesh filter 

in addition to the spectral transmission of the 50 em path of water 

vapour at that t~e. 

The integrated power per 1
0

K reaching the cylindrical cavity 
-13 0 -1 

was found to be 7.43 x 10 watts., K The output voltage developed 

across the crystal was measured to be about 7 nV. Therefore> the 

radiation responsivity is ~.42 kv/w. From the measured noise voltage 

of 6.86 nV, the actual N.E.P. is then 7.3 x 10-13 W.Hz- l . The crystal 

emissivity will also be 2~:~; = 0.33. 

The voltage developed across the crystal per one degree Kelvin 

is deduced from the output signal at relatively high temperature (rv 3SoC) 

voltage r'esponse was found to be linear wi th the power incident up to 

200
0
C for this type of filter and black body solid angle. This respop~e 

is shown in Figure' (6.151. 

The detector acceptance angle was measured and found to be 

1.26 ster. and is nearly similar for both detectors with the optical 

arrangements used. These measurements were done s imply by moving a 

hot body distant 40 em from the detector window and observing the 

output response. This plot is ShOlin in Figure (6.16). 

6.8. Detector system spectral response 

Both detectors with eaCh filter setting were tested us~ng 

the fourier transform spectrometer. Figure (6.17) shows the spectral 

responses without and with ea~ the cooled 200pm and the high density 

black polyethylene filters for No. 1 detector. The filters used for 
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the first background spectrum is only cooled 100~ thick of black 

photographic paper and alack polyethylene sheet to prevent the near 

infrared intrinsic photoionization. The response bandwidth of Ge as 

a bro:a.dband material app ears clearly from the las t figure (curve 1) J 

in which the interferometer function and the mercury arc lamp energy 

limit the high and the low frequencies response of the detector respec

tive1y. From curve (2}, Figure (6 .17}, we can see the efficient per-

formance of the cooled thalium halide filters for 200~m cut-off. The 

detector response for radiation wavelengths longer than I rom was 

checked by measuring the spectral transmission for a very narrow band 

* 3-part mesh filter constructed especially for astronomical purposes 

having theoretical maximum transmission of about 40% centred around 

-1 1.2 mm (8.33 cm ). This filter has a frequency band pass of about 

-1 3 cm • Figure (6.18) shows the measured percentage transmission of 

this filter using detector No.1. 

The fact that the Ge is a broadband material does not depend 

strongly on the type of the dopant material or the concentration level 

.... 1 
for f:r;equencies greater th.an about 60 em . The only difference appears 

at lower frequencies, the interested part in these studies, where the 

doping conditions have the greatest effect on the bolometer response. 

The hackground spectral response for the n-type material detector was 

ratioed against that of the p .... type compensated detector. Figure (6.19) 

-1 
shows this ratio whi~ is nearly constant beyond 60 em • The peak of 

-1 . 
this ratio around 40 em and the reduction at lower frequenc~es agree 

with the absorption coefficient spectra for the two materials shown in 

Chapter IV. 

* P.A.R. Ade, Physics Department, Queen Mary College. 
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6.9. Detectors practical applications 

Both detectors are used successfully f . or astronom1cal appli-

cations (apart from many spectrometric measurements), and we would 

like to mention some of these measurements and results obtained. 

6.9.1. 350pm observations at Hawaii(3} 

Detector No. 2 was used for astronomical observations US1ng 

the 88" telescope at Mona Kea, Universi ty of Hawaii. The detector 

filters were 200~m filters described before in addition to an ambient 

temperature long wavelengths cutting inductive filter to limit the 

detected radiation to only the 350 and 450J.lm atmospheric windows. 

In spite of the short observing period and the inadequate atmospheric 

conditions, reasonable results were obtained during two days of good 

conditions. Detection of extragalactic sources were emphasised at 

wavelengths near 350~m. These include M82 at the 4a level, 3C345 

(3.4crl and 3C273 (2.2a). Complete lunar map and observation of planet 

Saturn were also taken. 

In these observations, differential chopping technique was 

used, the detector window was covered with a copper disc having two 

irises, located around the detector optical axis, each of 5' of arc 1n 

diameter and separated by 6' of arc. This allowed to minUnise the 

sky noise by subtracting the source signal in one beam from the ba~k-

ground reference beam. 

1 · ° the detector worked qui te s atisfactori ly In these app icat10ns, 

and was limited by sky fluctuation noise in spite of the limited window 

used. The chopping frequency used was 95 Hz supplied by a small vibrat-

d o The chopper assembly was attached ing aluminium disc of 8 mm 1ameter. 

and the ~.,indmv and the chopper disc ,.,ere 
comp 1 ete ly to the cryos tat 

the WJ.
·nd streams by enclosing them in a small housing 

protected against 

having a thin sheet of transparent melinex window. 
The cryostat, HD-3, 

-
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after fully pump~ng down to 4 torr helium pressure allowed runn~ng orer 

a t leas t 12 hours v7hich was s uf fic ient for h· eac n~ghts observation s 
1 

6.9.2. Cosmic background sp ectrum ~ QMC/NPL Experiment for TASA/ 

ESRO Assess Project (Pre-space shuttle experiment) (4) 

Detector No. I with the 200~m cooled filters was used to 

measure the cosmic background sp ectrum and to monitor atmospheric 

constituents at a height of up to 39,000 feet. The detector was used 

with an absolute spectrometric radiometer for spectral range 3-40 cm- 1 

The purpose of the mission is to explore the spectral assignments and 

concentrations of ozone and minor constituents of the atmosphere, 

meanwhile to test developments of technique. Resolution as high as 

..-1 
0.01 cm unapodized \Vas necess ary to resolve the overlapped emission 

lines from different cons ti tuents. This would allm.; an interferogram 

to be recorded ~n a few minutes because significant change can occur 

~n atmospheric conditions ~n such a time interval. Such improvements 

were introduced b.y us~ng fast data aquisition system, the adoption of 

the polarized interferome tric method both to suppress the effects of 

signal fluctuations and to allow continuous reference to a cooled 

black body calibration source - (5,6), and the incorporation of this 

high. sensitivity and fast detector. 

The spectra \-1as taken at an altitude of about 33,000 feet with 

a controlled elevation angle of 14
0 

to allow minor constituents t be 

recorded. The atmospheric emission was continuously compared with 

that from a black body cavity. The prlffiary 

e~e 

results show that thi~ 

f 1 Figure (6.20) ~h ws a newly developed techniques were success u. ~~ 

small portion of two interferograms taken successi ely and rntioed 

o E~ch ~~s racordcd in eight minutes and h against 0 C black body. u w~ "- ~ 

-1 
total spectrum obtained covers the range 3-40 cm 

22 5 -1. sh vTI in the figur part from 20.5 to . cm U:i 

o vh· ch only h 

T1 e fi I 
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-1 
resolution after apodization was 0.02 cm One of the spectra ~s 

displaced upwards to avoid overlapping. It can be seen that most 

features are reproduced in the two spectra. The positions of the 

lines of possible constituents of the atmosphere are marked at the 

top of the figure. 
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CONCLUSION 

The thermal activation energy £2 existing in the intermediate 

doping concentration (1 - 8 x 1016 cm-3) 1n n-type Ge at low temperatures 

represents thermal ionization of neutral donors from the ground state 

energy level to the bottom of an intermediate energy band formed between 

the ground state level and the continuum conduction band as a result of 

impurity interactions. The delocalized band thus formed results from 

the broadening of the first excited state of the isolated impurity 

atoms. The bottom and the top of this band lie about 1.4 and 6.S meV 

16 -3 above the ground state for 5.5 x 10 Sb.cm doping level with maximum 

state density at ~ 5 meV (the first excited state level). The value 

of the thermal activation energy £2 is not affected by the presence of 

a magnetic field (5.6 kG was used). 

The mobility of the delocalized carriers at 1.7 and 4.20 K 

and hence the momentum scattering time are smaller than the conduction 

band values at low magnetic fields, but become nearly equal at the 

highest magnetic field used (25 kG) assum1ng equal effective masses. 

The observed very large absorption coefficient in this sample 

for the infrared wavelengths 100-1000~m is a direct result of the 

existance of this delocalized band which is not present in low concent-

ration samples. Absorption of radiation, which is bias independent, 

occurs as a result of photo-transi tion from the ground state to the 

delocalized energy band. The minimum photon energy to be absorbed by 

this mechanism is equal to the thermal value £2 (the bot bm of the band) 

which is dependent on doping concentration. Therefore, the minimum 

detected photon energy is controllable. 

For far infrared detectors, this material is very useful, 

especially in the wavelengths mentioned, for astronomical application3 

. ) Th1·s material with the proper design (350, 450 and 1200~m observat10ns . 

• 
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and construction (including the cooled filters) is capable of producing 

very fast, higq sensitivity far infrared receivers. 

The lowest temperature activation energy £3 was found to be 

increased by magnetic field (5.6 kG). For this magnetic field, a 

reduction of the ground state Bohr radius of about 26% was found based 

on the observed magneto-resistance and the increase in £ • 

3 
The population of free carriers in the delocalized band is 

magnetic field dependent. The observed dependence is such that the 

carrier density is nearly inversly proportional to the magnetic field. 

The relative change of carrier density with magnetic field is temperature 

independent between 4.2 - l.7°K lmich confirms the £2 independence on 

magnetic field. The observed large anomaly in the Hall coefficient 

for this sample confirms the existance of the Auger recombination 

process which seems to be enhanced for specific values of electric 

and magnetic fields. 

Ion implantation of this sample to form a degenerate absorbing 

film seems promising regarding absorption of infrared radiation especially 

if the substrate effect is eliminated or reduced and if the implanting 

ions and dose are properly selected. 

The optimum performance of the constructed detectors US1ng 

this material was such that the chosen thermal conduction should give the 

proper temperature rise for a reasonable element voltage (usually> I 

volt) such that the two ma1n conduction mechanisms, distinguished by £2 

and £3' compete. This would g1ve the best compromise between the thermal 

effect and direct photoconductivity. 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
FAR INFRARED PHOTO-TRANSITIO IN SB-DOPED 

GERMANIUM AT LOW TEMPERATURES* 

It is well established that, at low tempera tures. at leas t three conduction mechanisms e\lsl in compen~H 'd 
n-type G e in intermediate doping levels. In this temperature region. the condu tivitj rna) be \Hllkn in 
the form(l) 

(J = GI exp - (EI !kT) 

+ fJz exp - (Ez/kTJ 

+ O"J exp - (EJ 'k T) ( I) 

The first term in equation (I) reprcsl;!nts - direct acti vation from the groul1L1 _ tatc of the donor atom to 
the conduction band while the third term represents thermally activa ted 'hopping' condllction.II - J1 The second 
term is not well understood but it has been proposed that this term represent ex itation of an ekct ron 
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from the ground state into a dclocalized state below the conduction band.'.!.·;t The value of E" and therdore 
the positi~n of this state relative to the ground state, is a strong and unique function-of the d(lilor 
concentratlon No. (It is not a strong function of the degree of compensation for low compensation ratios.) 

Recently, Yoshihiro et ,,1.(6) claimed to have detected resonant photo-excitation of electrons from the ground 
state to this delocalized state. They observed a 'resonance' in the relation between the absorption cross-section 
for 337 pm monochromatic radiation, and the vallie of ND (and hence of E2); this 'resonance' occurs at 
E! - 3 meV, corresponding closely to the 3·7 meV of the radiation (Fig. I). 

A morl! direct way of observing resonant absorption is to vary the frequency of the radiation \\ hile keeping 
the donor concentration (and hence E2) constant; ideally this should be done for a range of donor con
centrations. We have made absorption measurements on a specimen of Ge containing 5·5 x 1O!6 cm- 3 Sb 
donors with no intentional compensations. The measured thermal activation energy, E!, of this sample was 
1·4 meV which is in very good agreement with the activation energy/donor concentration relation of Yoshihiro 
et al. (Fig. 1). If their hypothesis of resonant absorption to the E2 state were correct. we would npect an 
absorption peak to occur around 940 pm, i.e., at an energy of I .... meV. In fact, the measured volume absorption 
coefficient shows a very broad maximum at ~ 5 meV (Fig. 2), corresponding very closely to the energy 
of the first excited state of Sb at 5·3 meV.(6) 

It is difficult to reconcile this result with the conclusions drawn by Yoshihiro et al. and it is clearly 
desirable to obtain spectral data for different doping levels. It does, however, s\!em clear to us that the 
'resonance' shown in Fig. 1 lends only fortuitous support to the hypothesis of direct photo-excitation to 
the E2 level, and we believe that excitation is to the broad\!ned first excited state of Sb. In support of this, 
it should be noted that the supposed resonance in Fig. 1 is actually removed from the energy of the exciting 
radiation by -0·7 meV. 

Queen Mm'y Colh!fJe, 
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